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1. 
In the accoufi. t. of the ori gi ns of human cul -
t ure 7 the cri t i cal study of early Hebre w hi story an:l 
thought has pro_pe roly had a l a r ge pl ace . Inasm uch as 
parot of the li t erB,t ure of t he Heb r ews was pas sed down 
to Judaism and so on t o Cbr i s tian i ty, the i mport ance 
of a knowlei~e of Heb r ew bi s tor y is ev i dent . Of equal 
or even greater signi f i cance 1 however 1 lS the ear ly 
hi s tory of Ju.d_aisu: . The founcier and fi r st e:q:onents 
of Christi ani t ,y we r e Jews . The J ewish sacred bocks 
we r e adoptee_ by tL.e ear 1:> Church: tLereby br i ng i ng 
fo r us the bi stor;y ot the .Jews irt tc the category of sa-
cre~l b 1stcry . Tte Jif~ of Jesus is ine.deqGately un -
ae r sto6:i apuot frcn1 the v.,crk of his rreciteoesscr-s 1n 
'l i' 0 t' t ·w saJie en .n . Yet w s1i te cf the consequent s i g-
ni f i cance cf the rise cf Judaism, tbe cr·i t i cal study 
of t he subject he,s att r acted insufficient atter1tiN1; 
and faortl} bec<:wse of the JL8 Ei.grenes s of ths early 
sources 1 fartly because cf lack of research 1 tte 
fif t h a.ni fourth centu r i~s Befcre '~r1rist are less the-
rcuEi.Ll:_, un:terstcc~t than tne tweli th c:md eleventoh cen-
and the ,Juiges . 
The autb c'r cf the Eooks cf Fi rst ani Seconi 
Cbr cniclt:s 1 V1bcw i'cr 0 br-evity v;e rr.t:.y Le reafter call 
the Gn roniclerJ he,s preserved the earlies t extant history 
of the rise of Judai sm. Wide l y var i ant q: i ni ons are ex-
J:.'ressed re gar dingl y the value of this histor-y : somewhat 
conservative critics have accepted the work at substantial -
ly its face value } wh i le other;:; have discarded everyth i ng 
except the Memoirs of Nehemiah}· which the Chronicler quctes . 
V>".ba t seeJt to U1e r.<ri ter· ucnclu.siv2 rc0s cms fer believing 
that a.l thcugl-1 the CJ.rcr.icle:r Lb s rrc:.se r1tei nc conter:.rcre.r y 
circul atei orally . Jhcrr -LLe::;e L -r·od i ticns c; li n~ i te:i <:•rr.cun t 
of historical re:~ccnstruct ion i s rosi::>i ble . 
t hat the Chror..icl ~ r re l ates the aventG cf t he Pers i an Fe ric :L 
The central charo,cter- of the narTati ve is E6ra the Scribe . 
lj]-le importa,nce of tl1i8 r:ictu r es oue fer s cnage has be e ri eiL-
rhasized i n later JewisL literc',t ure: . "[l; ;;;ra was worthy cf be -
in;:[ tLe vehicle of t he Lav;) hact iL r;.ct dready been given . 
0 
through Mose s . 1 lt wo.0 for (ct te rt; hct E2-rs. res t cre :i it . ~ 
But for its s ins ) Isr:..el in tbe t iir:e cf h:zre, wcul d have wi t -
7-
nesse;i miracle::> as in tbe t i rr.f: of Joshuc. . ~ · F~ z r o. rees tab -
1. Sanh . 21b; quciE<i Cl.J F:rr:.:'t l ~: . f1i r·s ch in the JewisL ~r:cy clc' ­
red i a ; a.rt . Ez r a; ".iol . -'! ) f~ . ;;;2 1 1'f . 
2. Suk . 20aJ quctc- ~j es abcve . Sf. IV ~sd.r ·e,s . 
j . Eer . '-la ) (JLtoteJ. ss al:,-,cve . 
3. ' 
lished the text of the Pentateuch, i ntroducing t herein 
the Assy r ian, or square char acter s, appar e ntly as a 
polemic measure aga inst the Samar i tans. 1 Ezra wrote 
r) 
the Books of Gnronicles and the book bear ing hi s name . ,L 
Just a.s legal t r ad i t i on cl usters about the tr ad iti onal 
character of Moses, so Ezr a i s the embodiment of al l 
the qualities of Jewish 2c rib i sm. 
1U though it i s true that Ezra t he Scribe i s 
the cent ral fi gur e i n t he Chron i cle r' s descr i ption of 
the Persian Peri od, there i s such a ma ss of othe r nar-
rat i ve th8."L the fol l ow i ng :;;orking anal;ysis of the two 
books may prq:erly fL~ceds 8 re sume of p·evicus r·esearch 
regariing them . 
Ez ra 1 Eeturn of tl: e ::Cxile::o trcH, Sebyl c-E v.nder SLesLb ::;.z. B;r 
~ : 1- 65 ( t.'eh . 'i :G - 72 ) ~, l ist of retur ne d rssi -
:J.Gnts of J tJ.::iC?.h . 
2: 70-4 : 3 A story cl Lhe rebuillin~ of the Temrle . 
4: 4- 6 Gentile crr osition . 
inf t Le r-ebui l iir:g cf t he city ar;i tLe wal l s ; royal 
orde r tc eease . 
4 : ~4b - 6 : 11:::. P. r ama ic ) T.t-~e reb;_•_iljing cf the Templ e . 
•6 :19- 22 L f~sscve r C~lsb r at ion. 
1. ()s.nh . 21b , c~tcctc:d bj .:{. 2 . Hirsch, uE:W . 2. !'18 . 1 hJ~t . iiz r·a . 
~ . EB.b .Batl:1.J6::;J qucte~ :::.:3 2-.bcv ~· . 
' 4. 1 
7-10 Ezra t he Scribe . 
7:1- 10 Introduction of Ezra and his r;arty 
7: 11-26 ( Aramaic ) Ez ra ' s Royal Passport 
7: 217f Ascription of praise to the Lord 
Personal Pronouns ) 
( F irst 
8:1- 14 'i'he ge neal ogy of those that went up ( Ji' irst 
Person, cent inueci ) 
8 :15- 30 At the iiliava: Levites secured; fasting; 
responsib i l i ty for the treasure fixed. ( Fi rst 
Person, cant inuecl ) 
8 : 31-36 Arriv al at Jerusalem 
9 ( Ji'i rst Pe r son concluded with the (irst verse of' 
the prayer, ve r·c;13 six) ad 
reh . 1- 2 l11ehen:iatl (!oe s to Jerusalem, inspect3 o_n:i s t arts to 
restore the v.all s . 
3 :1- 32 List ani arrangem Eo nt cf those wor king en the v1all 
3 : 33- 4 :17 ( gy·ss 4 : 1- 23 ) Sanbal l at and 'fcbicd:1 
5 lveasures i'cr fino.ncic..l relief 
6:1- 7 : 5 CO!Ef l etion cf the wall :i urin !i; 8anb8llc.t ' s or r o-
si ti cn . 
7: 6- 7 2 ( = F:z - 2 : 1 - 6& J .A l it:,t of r·et urneJ {esi~~ents of 
Juiah . 
S: 1 ~ 1 2 'L'he Le.w fTCiTiul gated bj· Ez ra . 
S : 13- 18 'Ibe Fe e..s t of Booths . 
5. I 
9 The Prayer of the Levi tes. 
10 :1-:25 .A lis t of names en a sealed record.. 
10 : :25 - 39 A covenant to observe the Law 1 esfeciall:y 
the require rr1ents regarding marria2e 1 Sabbath 
observance 1 and Temple support . 
11 Lists of families. 
1 :2 : 1- :26 Priests an d Levi tes . 
- () "'7 1 -· [ ' lL: L - L..t ) The e d ica ticn of the Wall. 
b"-' ll' ;:;.f' 1 ..... - ~ . The ex te nt of the . . ~ 1 . \. ti.Ci t6 I' l0J V:i Ll l CL ; 
be aas ign3d to the CLrcniclE: r is ; bcweve r; a. rN:;.tte r cf 
much J.ispute . Tl i s i s ~~culiarl y j mr ort ant t o di s c over; 
for tLere is a fo.ir sc bola r·l y cons s ns uo 2 t ha t what e ve r 
en:anates t'r·om the Ch r·cnicla r hi res;:: l f ; wLe r e no underly i ng 
source can be r r cveJ. } i~ fi ction ~ at best a r e fl ection 
cf the noticns current i n LhP E ely ro r t o.f the Sr·e ek Fe -
-
rid .. W.D~ _. ~) f c llcv,:;;)_ ty fT a c;; t i c;:..l l y a] l ITJC J.t~ rr; ;3Chclar -
1. illwe.r d. L . ~\.u·ti .:; 1 7/i e lioo rr.s c( Ch r on ic l es 1 i.n '!he Int e r -
na ti ona l Cr i ti cul Coli, rr,e ni-o r£,; £-'e1·; Yo r k 1 19 10 . [[ . 2- 5 ; Z/ff. 
2. E. L. Curti s } op . c L L I ~ / rr- . o -1.o . 
3. Zu.n z _. Di.e ![;o t tesci i ens t l i c /i e n Vo rtrttge c/.e r J l_,_den . 12 32 
ff · :21ff. 
aclopts with proof t he tra:ii tional belief 1 that the 
books of Quoni c l es - Ezra- liiehemiab come from one ed itor . 
And Benz inger expresses the general evaluation ot the 
Chr on icler ' s editorial wo r k say ingJ "He is not a hi s tori-
n 
an) but a write r of mi drash . "L 
In the Pocks of Chronicles ) the edit or has taken 
excer:pts from t he canonical books of Samuel and Kings ) cut -
ting down those passages wh i ch we r e not to hi s inte r est ) ex-
randing and commenting upon matter quotE:d , and coloring t he 
entire work with thE: narrowl y Levitical point of view in 
In view of tlle fact that &ll; or nearly 
e.1 l t hE: source n:atE:ria l with wJ:-. ich the Chronicler worke:i 
is extant in a.flTOXirna te ly the I Crlli ir1 which he i<-_uew it J 
the stu:ly of hi s Listor i c<:1.J. rr..ethod is r eculi arlJ enl i ghte n-
i nf!" . 3 Inasmuch as Lhe older hi 2tor y of the Books of 
Kings conclucle s EJ.bo ut t he e nd of the Bab:ylonio.n Fe ri od. ) 
ani t he Ch ronieler is &ble t o cont inue hi s own hi s t or y 
th roug h Cl consider-able ra.rt ot the Fc- r sian FericdJ it is 
reasonable to sunsae tha.t with the er1i of his earlie r 
so urces , new d.ocurnent s rJe[iin . 
co r dingly) seve r al sources have been sou~ht; the only 
one universally accer:ted i "' iv1own o.s the Memoirs of r~ehe-
1. · Eaba Bath. , f. 15) 1, quctecl b;y E: . L. Curtis J Chro1< ic l es ..r;: . 3. 
2. I. Be nzinge r) DL e Br.lcrter cle r Cnr on i R, 'L't.l.b i nge nJ 15'01, p . X. 
3. Cf. lililliC!m f.zy C'roc:;ke-t t, il Ha r mon.lJ o( t he Books of' Saliiue l, 
7. I 
miah. The extent of the V.temoirs of Nehemiah must be 
somewhat defined . before the, problem of their historical 
value- can be considered. The . following limitations have 
been defended by scholars: 
() Ryle-.:. , 
Siegfried3 
,. - - .. 
Bertholet4 
Piepenbring5 
Cornill6-
h Gray/ 
BattenB 
Torrey9 
Neh.1-7; 12: 27-43; 13:1-31. 
The same) omitting 13: 1-3. -
·- -
Neh.1-7; 11:1,2; - 12:31,32; 12:37-43~ 
. - - . . 
13: 4~31. -
The same as ~iegfried) omitting 
Neh~ 1-7: 73a; 11: 1-24; 12: 27 -43; 
13:4-31. 
Neh.1-7:73a; 11 ( modified); 
12:27-43 (modified ); 13:4-31. 
. . 
Neh.1-7: 73; - 11 and 12 ( modified ) ; 13: 4-31 
}T e h. 1: 1-4; - 1 : 11 b- 2: 7 ; 2: 9 b- 20; -
3:33-7: 5; - 13:6-31. 
Neh. 1: 1-2:7; - 2: 9b-20; - 4: 1-6: 15. 
1. S.R.Driver, An Introduption to the Literature of the Old 
Testame~t, 1 0 New York, 1900. pp.550f. 
2. H. E. Ry le_, Ezra and Nehemiah 7 in _ Cambridge Bible, 
3. D.C.~iegfried, Esr., - Ne h., unci Est. 7 in Han_dk om.des A.T -. 7 1901 
.d. A. Bertholet, Die BtJ.cher . l!}sr., lie h., . ·in Kurzer _ liandkom. des A. T-. 
5. ; C.Piepenbring, Hist.du Peupled'Israel, p.546, foot note. 
6. C.Cornill, Int. to the Canonical Books o( the O.T., tr. 1y 
G.H.Box, London, 1907. -
7. G. B. Gray, Inltroduc t ion, p.101. 
8. - L. W.Batte l , Ezra and Nehemiah, in The International Critical 
In a preliminary discussion of· the· essential 
qu~lities and the - historicity of· the Memoirs, the- fol-
lowing minimum will ·be· considered: 
Neh. 1: 1-4; - 1: llb-2; 7; - 2: 9b-20; · 4: 1-6:15. · 
While· these passages . pass. the most . strict criticism, it 
is . probably possible- to identify tb.e hand of Nehemiah in 
certain otP.er places. · Within tP.is minimu~, the Hebrew 
style shows : no affinities to the Chronicler. · In Driver's . 
'. 
list of forty six Hebrew expressions peculiar to or es~ 
- . - -
pecially. favored- by. the Cllronicler1, only two are anywhere 
- - - . - -
, I') 
found here: - "Hou~e - of God"L, occurs . thirty three times in 
Chronicles, frequently . in other parts of the Chronicler's 
histories._, and once in ·raniel. Here the. phrase seems . to 
be in order . to avoid an unpleasant . repetition of the word 
T'emple. Also _ tlle expression 11for . all this "3 occurs . 
twice- in Gnronicles, ·here, and nowhere, else. - Of· posi~ 
ti ve individuality in style, these sections have much. · 
The· use - of the first . _ferson singular is not wholly new, 
having been found in the prophetic books~ but here it ap-
Commentary, New York_, 1913. 
9. C.C.Torrey, The , Composition and Historical Valu~ o( Ezra -
Nehemiah_, Gi essen, 1896. ( Beihe(te zur Z.A. f'l . ) 
i. friver, Introduption, pp . 535fL -
2~ Neh. 6: 10. -
3. - Neh. 5: 18. 
pears in the style, of a personal journal, which is a 
quite, new form of Hebrew literature, The- striking char~ 
acter of importance which this : gives to the Memoirs: of 
Nehemiah is. nowkere, else found in the Old . Test~men t. · 
Apart from qualities of style, certain inter~ 
est$ of this author wholly distinguish him from tb.e Chron-
icler. - Here we find no hatred of Samaria; - the oifonent$. / 
of Nehemiah's: cause are foreigners, but . are not . described 
as ~marit~ns . except in Neh. 4: ·2. · In 4:7, when a list of 
offensive foreigners is rresented, Samaritans: are not in-
eluded. . This . au:tb.or is. apparently quite ignorant . of a 
rJ 
"Return" 1 such as the Chronicler describes. L.. . He seems 
to value both Deut eronomy and the Holiness . Code of Leviti~ 
cus. seventeen to twenty six, but . does . not . refer to tb.e 
matter of the Priestly. L'ocument. 3 The following passages. 
may be compared for reuteronomic phrases.: 
4*Neh. 1: 5 with Dt .• 7:9,12; 10:17, etc. 
*Neh. 1:7 r• Dt . · al: 14 
*Neh . · 1:9 ,, Dt . · 30 :4; 12; 5, etc. 
*Neh. · 1:10 n Dt . 9:29 
Neh . 4:20b with Dt . · 1: 30 
Neh; 5. with St. 17:7ff; also Ex . 22; 25 . 
1. : Neh. · 1: 3, cf. _ Hag . 1. 2 • . Ez ~ 1. 
from E. 
3. · Cf. T. W. Dav ies, Ez .. ~ Neh. ~ and Est.~ in Century Bible. 
-
4~ Passages . with the asterisk are by Batten assigned to the 
Chronicler. 
• 
10. ' 
Also, Neh. 2:3, ''My fathers' sepulchres,", reminds the 
- -~ -- -
reader of· the· I.euteronomic Elli tors_ of Kings., who comment 
'' 
upon the. burial place of each of the Judean kings as being 
. " - - - - - . - -
in Jerusalem "with his .fathers. 1' ,1 For the likenesses. 
with the Holiness Code, compare: 
,..,* 1:8 with Lv. ,..,6· 33• ' · Neh. · 
.(.;. =· ' -
*Neh. · 3:1 with Lv~ '25: 35ff.; and 
Neh. · 5 with Lv. 25:35ff. 
' 
T~ W. Davies comments in _I;art upon this evidence of relation-
ship between the Memoirs : of Nehemiah and previous litera-
ture. · 
The- detail of the narrative of the Memoirs is 
that of a first hand observer, and it is unsatisfactory 
in just those ways . in which an original document is . apt 
to be incomplete. - How did Nehemiah come to his. important 
position under Artaxerxes ?3 Who was .his: well known brother 
Hanani ?4 Vfuat was · the underlying cause of the political 
h 
faction opposing Nehemiah ?~ ~ha t became of Sanballat and 
his accomplices. ? Vvb.o were · the prominent people mentioned 
in 6: 18* ? This sort of detail would in fiction or legend 
be either quite, omit ted or satisfactorily explained . · 
1. Cf.I Kgs. 11:43, 14:31, 15 :24, 22:50, II Kgs 8 :24, 12:21, etc. 
2. Passages. with. * by Bat ten assigned to the Chronicler . 
. 3~ , Neh. · t 2f . 
4. Cf~ W. R. Arnold, The Pass .ouer Papyrus from Elephantine, J BD 
x:xxr· Ft. r, · pp.1-33. 
11. 1 
In summary, the striking originality. of style 
and of rersonal description mark this booklet as. a contem-
porary document containing genuine history. If there is 
such a thing as a reliable historical source, here sure-
ly is one of the best. · 
The date of Nehemiah's first arrival . at Jerusa-
lem is generally reckoned as 444 B. C. 1 and this date may 
- . . . 
·be, accepted as correct. · The, text states · that he came in 
the twentieth year of an Artaxerxes~ 1 The Ptolemaic 
• !") Canon names three such k1ngsL, together with · full chrono-
logical material. The accuracy of this information is 
unquestioned, offering the following dates according to 
the Christian reckoning: 3 Artaxerxes: I, 464 to 424 B. C.; 
Artaxerxes II, 404 to 358 B. C.; · and Artaxerxes IlL 358 
to · 337 B. C •• · Therefore we have as : possible dates for 
the arrival of Nehemiah., 444~ 384, and 338 B. C. . Inas,... 
much as Artaxerxes III was no friend of the Jews 4, ·but 
took numbers of them captive, it is quite unlikely that 
Nehemiah was his · trusted servant. · The question there-
fore probably lies · between· Artaxerxes I and ~rtaxerxes II 
1. Neh .1:1 and 2:1, the latter being original, the former 
copied from it. · 
2. S.· A. B. Merce r~ · Extra ,..B ib l ica.l Sources for Hebrew and Jew-
ish History, New York, . 19 13~ · pp. 71L 
. 3. - A.Deimel, Veteris Testamenti Ohronolo&,ia, Rome, 1912~ p.25. · 
4. 8yncellus· I, 486; Euseb ius , Chronicorum II, 105 . · 
' I 
12. 
that iS:, between 444 and 394~ as possible dates for 
.. ., ~ .· ~ .. . . .. . .. 
Nehemiah·. · Of evidence as ~ to which of these is: cor,.. 
rect, there is suggested the following: 
L · Nehemiah 1 s : date was · before that of· Ezra, · 
if indeed there was: such an Ezra as we· ·have described 
in our book. · 1) Neh.12: 11 and 22, not . from the Me-
moirs, however, state that Johanan or Jonathan was. 
the grandson of Eliashib, the contemporary of Nehe-
miah · according to Neh. 3: 1, 21. · But as neither of 
these chapters. can be confidently assigned to Nehemiah, 
this evidence has only the authority of the Chronicler, 
which for chronology we shall prove i s worthless. · 
2) Nehemiah in his ''second journey"· to Jerusalem was ap-
parently the first person to take acr.tion against mixed 
marriages. But our account of this matter is in Neh . · 
13:23:..30:, probab ly from t he Chronicler rather than 
from Nehemiah~ 3) r~ehemiah 1 s measures for Temple sup-
port would be unlikely after a priestly scribe's adm in-
istration·. But our only knowledge comes from Neh . 
10: 32.,..39 and 13 : 10-14, both probably the Chronicler's 
work. 4) Jerusalem in Nehemiah 1 s . t i me was nearly 
or qu~ te desolate ( }:eh . 1 and 2. ); in Ezra 1 s it seems 
to have been normally inhabited and. safely walled ( Ez . 
9: Sf. ) . · This argument i s valid provided our story of 
13. 
Ezra is genuine. · We may conclude that Nehemiah pre-
ceded Ezra. 
II J .ohanan was High Priest in Jerusalem in 
407 B.c. 1 He was the grandson of· the Eliashib just 
mentioned as referred to . by the Chronicler as . a con-
temporary of Nehemiah . · If the Chronicler's belief in 
this matter is correct, then here is evidence that 
Nehemiah came to Jerusalem in 444 B. C. 
III Hananiah, · a Jewish official of . the Per-
" sian Empire in Egypt in 419 B. C. L is Nehemiah's brother 
Hanani, mentioned in Neh . 1:2, according to W. R. Arnold. 3 
This is valuable evidence, fuough we wish it were more com-
plete; if it is correct, Nehemiah came some time before 
this, for Hananiah in Egypt is in a much more exalted 
position than Hanani in Nehemiah's Memoirs. 
1IV Josephus, following the apocryt:hal First 
Esdras, deals with Ezra, Ezra's death, and then Nehe-
miah, and · says that both rr.en follow the reign of Xerxes I, 
and that Joakim, the High Friest, and Ezra, died about 
the same time. i:!.v idently Josephus as well as the Chroni-
1. A. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of' the Fif'th Century B. C .~ 
Oxford, 1923. pp.108-119 . 
2. Cowley, op.cit. pp~60~65. · 
3. W. R. Arnold, J. B. L. XXXI , Ft. I, pp.1- 33, The Passover Papyru$. 
4. Jos .,Antiquities~ XI 5. 
14. 
cler thought that Nehemia,h came very early in the Persian 
Period. 
In cooclusion, the most valuable evidence is the 
identi f ication of Hanani with Hananiah of Egypt, provided 
Professor ..Arnold's conclusion upon this point .is correct .. · 
Without much doubt, then, Nehemiah came to Jerusalem in 
444 B .. G •. 
1'he stuqy of the remaining sections of Ezra-Nehe-
miah, other than the Memoirs of Nehemiah, brings out 
rather general disagreements., In the following paragraphs 
the conclusions ot several historians will be stated, wi t)I 
an attemnt. -to dieodver what progress has been made in literary 
and historical criticism. · 
IJ:·he Jewish treatment of history has always centered 
its thinking upon three periods: the time of Moses, of 
1i:zra, 9rll1 of Hillel 1'lnCI Shammai. The ·literature and :pro-
gress of the long eras following the ·life of each have be-
come attributed to him as its author. · IJ:he Law, the S.ynagegue,. 
and the Mishna, very di f ficult developments ·in themselves, 
have thus taken .on the clear-cut e.spect, in tradition, of 
three quite distinct stages. Modern criticism has i n 
a measure brought back to life the early period of Hebrew 
history; and the Greek and Roman periods of Jewish and Ear$ 
15. 
Christian history are becoming a tolerably connected piece. 
But Ezra's place is hardly determined: either the old, 
. - . 
somewhat mech,anical view is apologetic,ally accepted; - or 
the unhistorical character of the entire Ezra story is as-
serted. 
Any thorough-going historical discussion of the 
Old Testament history must be based upon a worthy recon-
struction of the documentary sources which have tradition-
ally come to be attatched to the character of Moses, and 
of the ideas though unfortunately here the documents 
are : exceedingly brief which have been associated with 
the 11ame of Ezra. Critic ism began with the Pentateuch: 
its length made fur a certain assurance in results thatJ 
on the whole, cannot be disputed; new scientific ideas 
current at the time that this criticism was being estab-
lished excited iriterest in the discussion; - and popular 
acquaintance wi. th the rna terial aroused a liveliness of 
controversy which ke pt scholars f rom giving up their argu-
ment before it was safe ly won. · Ezra-Nehemi,ah, 'all to-
gether, i s too · short to allow the degree of assurance in 
results which may . be had regarding the so-called Books of 
Moses. · .And no such popular interest has been expressed 
even in the more startling conclusions of critics as was 
evinced in the former cas e . Now in Hexateuch criticism 
Jfj. 
the point , of view has been':, ·substantially, this: · that his-
tory is made ' up of developments, progress and retrogres-
. . - . -· 
sion, movements; · not . of isolated events, unwarned and 
ineffect~ ve, nor of persons unrelated to their times. , 
This is no doubt an· assumption:, yet , except to the dogm,a-
tist i;t is axiomatic~ · The same fOint of view should hold 
in the criticism of Ezra-Nehemiah. : In matters of style, 
. . . -- . - . - . -
unity and indi vidu,~lity of quality have been considered a 
proper basis of differentiation of sources; · patchy style, 
and compromise of thought or grammar, the mark of editing or 
- ' -
of redactor's expianation. · :Pnd ·the consensus of results 
in the · critical study of the Hexateuch has up to date been 
practically unanimous in broader analyses; m minor 
phrases agreement is not always found. Hexateuch methods 
of criticism qave vindicated themselves; ·· applied to Ezra-
Nehemiah, they require a greater reliance upon outside 
confirmation of results because of the meagreness of the 
documents·, . and difference of opinion:, for the ~arne rea-
son, is likely to continue import,ant. 
Rashi: ibn Ez ra:, and Qim}J.i commented upon the . 
text. - In a few places . Rashi brings out problems of real 
significance, though his treatment in general is inc on-
Of d t · t 1,.1at of· Kel· 1 in the g:Jruous. ' mo ern commen arles, 1 
1. Rashi' s commentary upon Ezra is found below, pp. · 173-'213. 
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~e~~ and ~elitzsch series 1 is . well worth while in its recog-
nition of difficulties; - the results offered are of course 
n 
exceedingly cohservati ve of tradition. ~chrader~ ' had ear±ier, 
however, called in question the . historical value of the va-
rious letters and decrees which our books attribute to the 
Persian Kings. . Kosters3, the Dutch scholar, found the 
first six chapters · of the fubk of Ezra unhistorical; · while 
his - criticism is not seriously upsetting, it marks a turn-
ing point in modern theories upon the whole supj ect. For 
Kos ters makes plain the relative worth of the t wo common 
Greek versions of ~h~ text, rating the "apocryphal" : Firs t 
Esdras much older than the oanoriical translation. This 
older version he f inds in many points more true to the 
original form than the tviassor·etic Text. - To · this conclusion 
he has won all recent scholarship. Bewer in his exposi-
tion of the text of Ezra4 builds upon the work of Kosters, · 
as well as upon the textual notes of Torrey. · Fbllowing 
~osters' lead, but carrying his investigations much far-
ther, C.C. 1Iorrey 5had before the time of Bewer's work tried 
to show that the Chroni6ler is not only the editor but the 
author of all of the so-called Memo irs of Ezra, which 
1. C. F. Keil, Ezra., Nehemiah., and Esther.,tr. by S. · ~ay lor~ Edinburgh,l873. · 
2. E.S.chrader, Keilinschri(ten in das . Alte Testament, Berlin,1903. 
3. W. H. Koste rs, Ehc . · Bib., art. Ezra, summarizes his views. 
4. J. A~ Bewer, Der Text des Buphes Ezra, ~ttingen, 1922 . . 
5. C. G.Torrey, Ezra Studies, Chicago, 1910, together with 
18. 
are not, he thinks, a source of history but a figment of 
the author's imagination. . And in the Book of Ezra, 
only. the little .Aramaic section, Ez. 4:8-6: 14~ is not 
the Chronicler's own writing; · Torrey concludes that 
it . comes from the earlier years of the Greek Period, 
although it has no · more historical value tb,an the Chroni-
cler' s own compositions. Torrey has not been so fully 
studied as he deserves, .and the work is thus left at a 
stand. Nevertheless more recent coinmen tators have 
found themselves . obliged to spend a great deal of their 
time · refuting the conclusions of Torrey. Batten 1 sub-
- - - . ~ 
sti tu tes for Torrey's theory quite different suggestions, 
quite unproved, wh ich have received no favor; · he does 
not show the sarue caution in textual reconstruction which 
Torrey observes . . Paton, who does not at all ,agree with 
Torrey's more radical conclusions, believes that the 
dating of E;zra in 458 B. c:, as had. formerly been done, 
(") . 
has been made · quite irupossible to future scholarship."'-
- -· 
H.P.~mith,3 Arnold 4 J and .Ubright5 substantially ac-
The Compos .it ion and Historical Value of Ezra-Nehemiah,Giessen, 1896. 
1. L. W.Batten, Ezra and Nehemiah. 
2. · L. B. Paton, Ferso~al conversation in 1924. 
' - . 
3. H.F.~inith, Old Testament His .tory, New Y.ork, 1903. p.390, 
4. · W. R.Arnold, Class notes. 
5 . .. W. F. :Albright, The Date and Perpona l i ty of' the Chronicler, 
JBL XL Pt. III, 19T1. pp . 104-124. 
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cept . Torrey's results although with certain mo"difica~ 
- • ¥ ·- - • ' 
tions. · &!i th set 394 as the . date of Nehemiah, · in the 
!• .. • .. . . - • .. ·-• . I · • • 
reign of Artaxerxes If, but the discovery . of the .AI·ama-
·- . . - - - -- . -· ·- .. 
.. 
ic Papyri from Eleph,an tine 4as prob,ably finally fixed 
.. - - -- - -- - - - - . . - - . 
the appearan~ of Nehemiah as 444 . B.C., in the twentiet)l 
. . -- -
year of the first Artaxerxes. Of other work which bears 
upon the subject, that of Curtisl on Chr onicles has fur-
nished the most: the appraisal of the quality of the 
Chronicler 1 S WI'i tings 1 their i den tification, and an ~X-
hausti ve bibliograr:hy upon the subject .are a perli\anent 
contribution. 
In a general way the literature upon Ezra-
Nehemiah has called attention to a number of serious prob-
lems. ~irst, so obvious that it is frequent ly over looked, 
What satisfactory reason can be given for the scantiness 
r, . 
of the · material for the history of the Persian Period ?·L · 
Then, what of the authorship of the two books ? A Tal-
mud.ic statement refers Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah as a 
whole to Ezra. 3 Zunz gives proof which is the bas is fo r 
the present general consensus among scholars that the Chron;... 
ieler di d t he ed.i ti ng . 4Keil, 5 on the other hand, tries to 
L · E. L. Curtis, Chr on ·i c ~ e s, . in . I. C. C. 
2. · Keil, Ezrp., Neltem ia h, and Esther. 
3. Baba Ba thr. , fol. 14 ~ 
4. \ Zunz, Die gottes d ienst lichen Vortr(!lge der Jur;ien. 
~. C. F.Keil, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther. 
~. 
establish that Ezra is all of one piece and by. the man of 
tll;at name, and that Nehemiah, in similar fashion, · is by 
Nehemiah, although this last view receives no recognition 
'· ~ , . - - . - . . -
iil later discussions. ·· This question of the editing of 
the entire four books we . may now consider closed, · scholar-
ship being convinced that the Chronicler was the general 
editor. There is ,also the qu~.:Jstion of the origin of the 
Aramaic sections of Thra, and the reason for their not 
being in the Hebrew of the remainder of the books~ · Like-
wise1 · how are we to understand the changes from the third 
to t~e first person within the story of Ezra the Scribe ? 
There is some agreement as to the extent of the Memoirs of 
Nehemiah; · and while there is more or less overlapping at 
the edges, criticism may be said to h,ave generally accept-
ed and safe results reg_arding this document, much as in 
most parts of the Hexateuch analysis. The "Memoirs of 
Ezr,a", have indeed, thanks to Torrey, been put into 
what will probably hereafter be thought . their original or-
d.er. But there is nothing like agreement as to the num-
ber or the value of the documents which . may compose this 
newly arr,anged and thereby somewhat enlarged book . of Ezra. 
Finally_, somewhat connected with the last _r:;roblem, is 
the · quest ion of the straightening out of the order of the 
Persian kings refer red to into their proper sequence. 
. 21. 
Nothing of real agreement f\as been re.ached here, except 
- - .. -· ·- ~ - - -
th,at Nehemiah's cl,ate is t.b.e twentieth year of the first 
Artaxerxes; ·· .and it is to be , doubted if schol,arship, 
in case it continues to accept the historicity of the 
MemoLrs of Ezra, oan return to da tihg his arrival in 
J:erusalem in 458 B. C. · If there was ,an Ezra, he fol-
lo?1ed Nehemiah. 
With minor problems the text bristles. · Those 
most commonly discussed include the question of iden ti-
fying ZBrubbabel _and. Sb.eshbazz,ar; · the reconciling of 
the two forms of the edict of Cyrus, the one in Hebrew, 
the other in Aramaic J but quite different in content; . 
the numerous bits of currupt text. · These difficulties 
would in part solve themselves with an adequate solution 
- -
of the f4a j or questions; others ,are merely ITJatter for 
commentary note. 
Before considering the various judgments re-
garding the historical value of Ezra-Nehemi ,ah, that is, 
of sections not included in the Memoirs of Hehemiah, we 
may give ,a resume cf C. C. Torrey's argument concerning the 
text. 1 This work is followed, both bro,adly ,and. in de-
r) ' 
tail, by EewerL:, whose study of t he text of Ezra is one 
of our best examples of accurate and constructive cri ti-
cism of the Old Tes t ament text. 
1. C.C.Torrey, Ezr~ Stu~ies. 
Bewer, it should be 
" - ~ B L. J. L ·ewer, Text d.B.Ezra. 
• 
,added) - does not follow Torrey in t,he historical reconstruc-
tion of the Persian Period. 1 
I.· I Esdras is part of a faithful Greek t;rans.;. 
~ation of Chronicles-Ez~a-Nehemi,ah in the form which ~as 
gener,ally recognized .as authent~c in - the ~ast century B. C. · 
This is shown by the following facts: · 1) In Origen' s 
He-X;apla the "~XX" coluum contained I: Esdras_, for Paul of 
Tella_, 616f. : A. D.;, . translat~d the · LXX column of the Hexa-
pl,a into ~riac_, and of this transl,ation the :Mil,an Codex 
is extant; it comprises a translation of I . Esdras. · Also, 
in a catena of the entire work of the Chronicler, I Esdras 
is used. · The Edessene ~Psshitto canon_, it may be added, 
lacks Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah. _-- :2) The title Firpt Esdras 
shows precedence. 3) Josephus, in the Antiquities, em-
ploys I . Esdras in apparent ignorance or dis,approv,al of the 
canonical translation of Ezra. 
Torrey ccmmen ts upon former theo:r-ies relative to 
I_ Esdras: 1) fJ.bat the work was a free cornposi tioi:r : this · 
~as been the commonly accepted opinion. 2) But Howorth, 
follovdng Hugo Grotius_, thought it . the oldest Greek_, and 
supposed th,at the canonical Greek Ezra was t~at of The odo tion; -
- - -
the necessary proof for this theory, which corresponds to · 
1.( J.A.Bewer, The Literature o( the 0.17• in its . Histor ,ical 
Deve .lopment_, New York, 1923. 
f'\3 . 
"'- . 
Torrey's belief:, was wanting . . 
II. : llie qanonical Greek Ezra is the late trans-
},ation· of Theodotion, . based upon the Text:u.s Receptus. · 
Theodotion is known to us iil lliniel and in .a fragment of · 
Jeremiah. His most dist~nguishing feature is his fre-
quent . transliteration of Hebrew words. · Field lists 
ninety in IRniel and Jeremi,ah. · The canonical Greek Ezra 
has orie hundred and six, or seventy with duplic,ates e.K-
clu¢ied. · 
III. : The textual apparatus for Chronicles,... Ezra-
Nehemiah, is therefore as follows: · 1)_ 1'he · Greek canoni:... 
cal tr,anslatiori of the B, ·A, · and W codices, and Jerome's. 
Latin, all of which give the Massoretic Text. · La-
garde ·' s . Lucianic Edi tiori of the Greek, which also gives 
Massoretic Text. · 3) The . I Esdras Greek of B, A, and 
t{; A and N · are in this case to be preferred to B. 
With this Greek, should be comfared t he ~riac of Paul of 
Tella, which Torrey conveniently prints, and the Ethiopia 
and the Latin I Esdras. The Ethiopic and the Latin texts 
have as yet been iilcorilpletely collated. · 4) Lagarde 1 s 
Etlition of I lfudras. 
Torrey proceeds to offer the following recipe 
for the discovery of the correct text: · First, ascertain 
the Egyptian canonical recension, and vd th i t compare La-
• 
gar de, · to find Theodoticm, . tfJ_en compare this with Jerome, 
. . . .. . - . . 
and with the Jvrassoretic Text, to secure tl;ie selected 
Hebrew-Aramaic t!9xt made normative in the second century 
A. D. : .Ascertain the Egypti,an · text of I ESdras from A 
and N, . B, t(le ~yriac, . Paul of Tella, and the Ethiopic; 
and compare with. this the B,Yro~Palestinian to be secured 
from ~garde, ~~ ?~d ~tin, and Josephus, thus reaching 
the e Old Greek of about 150 B. C. : ( At · t~at t~me Eupolemus. 
quoted ·from ·n Chronicles :2, u$ing not ou:r canonical 
Greek version ·but another, thought to be more like the 
Greek of I Esdras. ) Finally, compare. the Hebrew-
Aramaic text underlying this • I Esdras translation with 
t(le selected text back of our Massoretic Text in order 
to discover the Chronicler. · In this last process the . 
selected text will be found on the whole more correct than 
the text lying back of I Esdras. 
rv; Torrey reconstructs the original order of 
the· two books, and the history of their text. . The Chrorii-
cler, · ·about · ~50 B. C., wrote in the following order: · 
I end II Chronicles . and Ezra 1; · 
I Esdras. 4: 47-56; 4:62-5 : 6; 
Ez ra ·2: 1-3: 36; 4: 1..:.8: 36; · 
Nehemiah. 7:70-8: 18; 
Ezra 9: 1-10: 44; . 
I 
• 
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Nehemi.ah 9: 1-10~ 40; -
Nehemiah. 1: 1-7:69; · 
Nehemiah 11: 1-13: 31. ~ 
About 100 B. C. • three chapters of Ezra were a.cci-
dentally transferred to Nehemiah, because of the likeness 
of the end of Ezra ·2 and of Nehemiah 7; · at . the same· peri-
od, the :Aramaic story of the Three Youths was interpolated 
~ . . - . -· - - - ,· - ·- - - -
and harmonized with its context. · Somewhat later, · ·Hehe-
miah 7:73-10:40 was transferred back to Ezra where it be-
longed, but Nehemiah 7:70-72 was left in Nehemiah.:, There-
·fore, about l ·,A;D. : there were ,_ two texts _ extant: · 1]): 
Chronicles; - I . ESdras to the completion of the Temple; - Ez-
ra completed; · Nehemiah; - and 2) the same · through Ezra; · 
Nehemiah 7:73-10: 40; · the entire story of Nehemiah. · Then 
finally, the ~tory of the Three Youths, because patched 
by the inteq:: olator, was removed from the ·Rece.ived Text. 
This textual reconstruction by Torrey, ·worked 
out in many of its detail s by Bewer, is likely to be the 
accepted basis fer fur t her res earch in this f ield . The 
development of studies upon the text of Ezra-Nehemi,ah has 
been constructive, . ·acceptable to scholarship, 
and therefore safe as a basis for future investigation. 
The same cannot with eq~al assurance be said of the liter-
• 
26-. 
ary criticism of ·the ·books, except in the separation of 
-. . ~ .. . - -
the Memoirs of Nehemiah from ·their context; - accordingly, 
- -- -
no satisfactory reconstruct~on of ·the ·history of ·the 
.. -
period ·has been presented. Jl..s a result, the following 
review of rertain leading ·critics' point~ of view is 
quite disconnect~d. 
Wellhausen acc~pted both_ ·the narrative of t~e 
Retur.n and the Memoirs of Ezra as being historical. 1 
He called attention to tO-e fact tO,at ·.Ezr.a .came ·with 
, "the ~ L,.aw of ·his c:bd rn his hand,." thus .that . ~it ·was his 
r) 
private property •. "' nThe origin · of the ·. canon thus ·lies, -
~hanks to the ·two ~ar.ra~~:Ves, · ~n K,~ngs 122, 23;, ·and .Nehe-
miah B-10:, iil ·the :full .light of · history. -:~3 Ezra 7: 12-26 
"even though spu;r:ious mu~t .r.ef1ect the ·views of his coil-
t · - n4 . emporar,l;es .. Of more gener.al .c:ri ticism:, - ·-however., 
-· - . -- . - .. - -
Wellhausen offered . li~t1e. : .It .is probably fair ·to state 
t~at .Wellhausen gave his most serious .attention ·to the _ 
- - -
Hexateuch problems, ·and that -Ezr.a-Nehemiah .are dealt ·With 
. - -
.in much .less completeness . . 
0- , 5 ~JVh:r.aaer recognizes .a histoi:ical v:alue .in the 
1. J~ .. Wellhausen, ii ist ory of' ls rr:w l~ t r. by Black and Menzies, 
Edinburgh, 1885. p. 493. . 2 • . We llhausen, op •. ci.t. p. 406. _ 
3>, Wellhausen, op.cit. p.409. 4 . . Wellhausen, op~ . cit.p.406~ . 
5 . . E. S,chrader, Ke ilinschn.itten .und da8 ;Alte Tes tament~ 
1888 , vol..ii, p. 60 . 
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edict . of 'Cyrus} · though .ex sensu ·Judaeoimm. : .Details of 
the text ·we considered though ·theve ;is .no ·full .literary 
- -- . . - . 
. criticism. KCJh1er 1 discusses the .dec-11ee of ;Cy:r:usJ .and 
-- . ·-
r. 
· adop~s ·.it as ·v.orked over by the ·Chronicler. KlostermannL 
again criticizes .in de ta,.il without great change .in ·the 
constr.uction of ·the history of . the FJEli:iodJ . ·and offers ·the 
following table of the .chronology of ·the period} ~ which 
.is given here ,in abbvev.iated form as -:reflecting on t he 
. ·Whole ·the interpretation of history presented .by most 
.conservative scholars .in ·the past: 
· 537 ·B. C. • The first year of . fue , ;Colony .in Judah} 
on· the sev.enth rr.onth of which ·the first sacr:tfice .was of-
·tered ( ·.Ezra 3: 1ff: ) 
536 . In ·the second mon th} ·the found-ing of the 
Temple:, .work upon which .was .at once h.al ted. (' Ezr'a 3:8-13 :0 
520. , The second year of .Darius. . .In the sixth 
month through . Haggai's prophecy ·work was recommenced upon 
the . Temple. . ( Haggai 1: 1ff ; · cf. · Ezra 5: 1.) 
5.16. llie si xth year of .Dar:ius . . On ~ Adar 3-12 
the comp1eted Temple was dedi cated . ( · Ezr:a 6: 15-18 .- 1) 
515 . · The first Passover .was - celebrated .in t he 
Second Temple . . Ezra 6:19.-r) 
1. · Kehler} ·Lehrbuph ·des . Bib l- gesch. · des ·.4. '1' .·, Erlangenl,889. 
Kl ostermann '} 
n l r. nr.o pp,L ~- ,._ -'. . • . 
Ge schi c hte des .. Volkes Israel, 
~-
458. r The ·seventh year of ,Artaxerxes I, when Ezr.a 
-returns. ·to the ·Colony, · ( Ezra 8: 31; ·· 7:9 . . )., and the gathered 
- - .. -
·Colonists decide to put ·away ·their foreign wives. : · ( · Ezra 
10: 9.' () 
444. : . Nehemiah comes to Jerusalem. · . ( . Neh.l: 1.·0 
431. · Nehemiah's ·second .journey ·to Jerusalem. 
Neh. · 13: 6~· 1) 
B1epenbr.ing1 gives aredence to the :edict of -Cy-
rus, .aJ:though accounting .its details added ;by . the 'Chroni-
.cler.; and ·he .accepts Ezra ,:2 ( · =, ~eh. 7 . 1) .as being .ear.ly ,and 
" histoi::icaL · ;LQ'hrL accepts the .account of ·the :Return and 
of Ezra, ·though mentioning ·the .existence of . "certain 
.. -- - - ,. - - - --
doubters'!, .whom ·he does not name. '3 . 4 McCurdy,, Ottley, and 
·Ryle5 accept ·the .en tir.e narrative. ·And Eduard. Meyer6 . who · 
is rightly ·looked upon as one of ·the most · scholarly critics 
argues for the historical .accur.acy of all of Ezr.a- Nehemiah . . 
All of those -who accert the story of the Re turn .accept .also 
·the Memoirs of Ezra as historically of prime ·value. . The 
1. 
1898. 
Piepenbring_, . Hist o irer· de Fe up le . d' Israel~ 
p • . 511 . . 
:2 • . M. • I&r, Gesch. des . Volkes Israel~ 1900. ' pp.151f. . 
3. M,cCurdy, History~ Prophecy and the Jfonurnents~ vol. .iii, 
I.wag~aph 1399 . . 
4. Ottley, A Sho rt His.tory of' the Hebrews~ 1905_. 
·5 • . H. E;Ryle, Ezra and Nehem iah~ .in .cambri dge Bi ble . . 
6 • . E. Meyer; · Die Ens tenu11g des . Ju(len t hums" Halle, · 1896. 
• 
~. 
only development to re traced .in tl:le criticisms of these 
scholars .just ,listed .is .an increasing ,earnestness .in the · 
... - . - . -- . - . -
defense of ·their .acceptance of ·the. ~ Book of Ezra as ·his-
torical. ·. ·No literary point . of ·view is proposed, .and 
nothing .is presented upon ·.which successive -rorkers ·have 
·been able to · .build. 
:.Andre offers a documentary. hypothesis -regard-
.ing EZra 1-6. ."We here distinguish two principal docu-
ments,." ·he says, , "n.ot : to mention secondary sources: 
··- . - .. - -- . 
J:bcument .A, ·and - ~CUJ:Ilent .B, besides a final Redactor 
.who has -adopted ·the uewpoint of B. .Ibcument A .includes 
. - - - - --- . - . -
-Ezra ·2: 1-70; 4: 1-5; · 3: 1-13; · 6! 14..;.22 .••• : .• B includes 
1 1 11 . Fi· A 17. 6·. 1-13}· 4_,· 6.:..L"'3. "1 : - . } ./• ./- } The latter source, 
B, is the less historical 1 ''accefting .as true history 
() 
t he legends which were curr·en t among the people. "L 1m-
dr~ believes that .utwo principal expeditions were e-
quipped under the supe rvi sion of princes 1 who1 accord-
.in g to trad.i tion 1 wer.e of the Hou.se of -Dav i d. . As 
Renan :remarks: other separate bands .were no doubt organ-
.ized 1 but of their departure we -are not to l i . "4 
1 . . 'I'. Andre 1 Le Prop (i.e te Aggee } 
pp. ' 48-51 . . 
~\. ilndre 1 op.oit.p. 85 . 
3. "Cf. . Renan1 Histo ire d'lsrael 1 
4 . . Andre 1 . op.cit.} fp . 63fL . 
Paris 1 
Shesh-
1895 . . 
bazzar .ben Ja1akiin led orie group; ·· he is the ·her.o of llicu-
, -- .. . . - - .. -
ment .A. Here we have a clear-cut li ter.ary criticism · 
. . 
of the sou;roes of .Ezr.a 1-6. The difficulty ·lies in the 
failure . to study first . the .Chronicler'·s style ,and his-
to:i'ical method; · .and since he must ·be recognized as the 
.author of large parts of this material} he must be under-
stood before th.e , e:xt~nt of ·his work} . and possibl -: even 
- -·· - - -
the nature of ·the squ:rces that ·he would us~) .can ·be 
evaluated. ·Al so} th is .analyEJis · by , Andr~J or any . analy-
sis of the first s ix chapters of Ezra) lacks all the 
strength of cumulative proof which the greater lengtp 
of the other historical books makes :r::ossible. 
In 1896 C. G. Torrey :r:;ublished . u~der the title) 
The Comppsition and Historical ' Valu(3 of Ezra-Nehem.iah~ an 
.attempt adequately to ·appreciate ·tte .relation of the .books 
- -- - - - -
of Ezra-Nehemiah to the Chronicler. • Torrey finds that 
the Chronicler availed himself of two and only two sources: · 
the Memoirs of Nehem1ahJ and an A~amaic ~ource but slight-
ly older than t he ·Chronicler .and of simi l a r hist()rical 
value · Ezra 4:8-6 : 14. r). . These documents have themselves 
been somewhat patched by the Chronicler. . The remainder of 
Ezra-NehemiahJ includ ing all of the so-called Memoirs of 
Ezra} is the free composit ion of the Chronicler} and .ac-
31. 
• 
cordingly, Torrey thinks, · ·has not the slightest his-
,,. -
·tori cal value. . His · proof .is cumu1ati ve, based upon 
the abundant, evenly distributed marks of the Chroni-
cler' s hand throughout the text . . Tor-rey's rejection 
. - - - - -- . - . 
of the ·historical character of Ezra .will not ·for some 
time, -anyway, ·be generally approved. • Several scholars 
.. 
at Harvard and Yale Universities, also ·H.P.Bmith and 
·w. F."Albright, have used his work constructively; · Ger-
man critics have gi V.en Torrey's V'Iork insufficient at-
·tention, and most other English-writing scholars have 
discarded ·his coiwlusions ,as too extreme. One pre-
reguisi te to further profitable research is probably ·a 
.. . 
more thorough appreciation of. Curtis 1 work on Chronicles • . 
The attempted .refutation of Torrey 1 s arguments may be 
summarized .iri a general .way as follows: Some person, 
it is ·said, is required ·to ·bring the Law to Jerusalem 
and to estab-lish it there; Ezra is a sui table · person . . 
Therefore to cleny Ezra -is to necessitate the hypotheti-
- . - . 
cal in traduction of some unknown indivi dual. · Torrey 
·bas . after all only called atten tion to th.e fact that 
both Ezra and the -Ch ronicle r had a common priestly 
v:iewpoint. · These replies are, however, unsatisfactory 
to a thorough literary critic i sm: the argument for the non"-
Palestinian origin of the Priestly edition of the Law is 
• 
32 . 
rather a scholarly tradition than a oertainty;1 and its 
formal int;roduction after the fashion of the promul-
ga t.ion of the :Deuteronomic Law in 621 B. 1G . . is by no means 
a necessary assumption. ~And to ignore or to pass lightly 
over the abundant ~tylistic likenesses of the nMemoirs of 
Ezra n and the Chronicler's own free composition is to den;y 
the possibility of literary criticism. 
In summary of current opinion, we may sas that 
only two points of view have been consistently defended: 
either the partial or complete authenticity of the "Memoirs 
of Ezra '' .is accept~d, despite the unmistakable marks of 
the 'Chronicler 's style throughout; or the historical 
character ot the entire work is accounted worthless, despite 
the fact . that the Chronicler is known rather tor his distorting, 
exaggerating, or deleting pict~res from genuine history than 
for the fabrication of characters and events. l·)ei ther ex-
treme view is satisfactory. . There is no reasonable expecta-
tion that either literary criticism or archeology will con-
firm the tra.di tional account of history .in the Persian Period. 
Neither is it likely that scholarship can be satisfied to re-
gard the work of the Chronicler as fiction without at least a 
careful .inquiry into the conditions which made possible tP.e 
writing of this particular kind of fiction .. 
1. · E. S_. Brightman, The Sources o( the Hexa te uch_, New York 1918. Cf. P· .209. 
33. 
The present dissertation attempts to make a 
careful search for the fundamental truths which may be 
hidden in the parts of the Chronicler's work where no 
literary sources can be discovered. 
• 
.II 
CommentfJ.ry 
upon the 
Chronicler's Work 
in 
Ezra-Nehemiah. 
34. 
The following two chapters are addressed to the 
t~sk of discovering tbe essential elements of the Chroni-
cler's narratives, classifying tbem as to their permanent 
value, and relating them to other post~exilic Jewish be-
- -
liefs. First, chapter two will undertake to present 
a sufficient commentary upon the Chronicler's portion of 
the work to establish a tentative critical text, to point 
out significant elements in the diction, and to give some 
estimate of tne degree of credence fairly to be placed in 
the separate events described. Each of the individual 
. . 
narratives vall then be related to other similar stories 
by the same author . . The positive results of this ana-
l ysis of the Chronicler's text · will be the discovery· of a 
substantial background of third century B.C. beliefs about 
the Pers ian Period, which, while worked over into numerous 
legendary tales, are essentially plausible, though un-
proved~ Chapter three wi ll relate these unproved but 
historically plausible elements of the {,'hronicler's legends 
to corroborating evidence from other post-exilic writings, 
and so prove beyond reasonable doubt that the Chronicler, 
though himself a poor, even untruthful interpreter of 
history, has given us the data for a true, . if incomplete, 
pict].lre of Jewish li f e in the Persian Period~ 
• 
35. 
The liini ts _ of legi tiinate lit~rary critic ism 
of the Books _ of Ezra-Nehemia,h are ·f.ar mo lle -restricted-
than iil He xateuoh analysis. _- Wh en the Memoirs of Ne-
hemiah ~e removed, - and the .Aramaic sect~ on, , Ezr:a 
4: 8- 6 : 14, reasonably _ ·reckoned because of _ its. di f fer-
. - . - -· .-. . -- - . -- ' . 
-ing ·language an independent source , ,is set aside, . 
- - . .. -
only some- t welve chapters ·remain . . Even were. there 
·striking stylistic diff erences within these; : the 
analysis of so short -a collection of n.arrati ves could 
not be easily -accomp1ished. · But as a matter of fact 
t !J_ere are no changes -i n style; ·C. G. Torrey_ has shown 
quit e conclus ively t hat · the express i ons th r oughout 
-are those of the ·-Chroni c l e r. The cri t i cs ·who have 
attempt ed to f ind differe nce m st yle be t ween t he 
Memoi rs. of Ezra and the Chr onic l e r have . only made the 
super f luous obser vation that different sec t ions of the 
books describe different events . Liter ar y c r i ti c i sm 
can never be expected to erect here _ an . accep t ?-ble docu-
ment?-ry anal ysis on tne bas i s of Heb r ew sty-le or of 
supposed dif f erences ,in ideas; . be t h_ tl1e s tyle end the 
- -
i deas that go wi th _. it·_ belong tc the _ Chro.n i cl er . 
But while v,B ar e thus iri ven t o G~ · C . Torrey 's 
conclusion ·regard i ng the authorshir of all this ma t eri al 
in i ts :pr esent form, that is not at _ all to say t hat the 
7JJ. 
n,ar~at~ves are of the ; ·Chronicler '·s free composition. · In 
tP,e first place, . . a normal mind composing ·fiction would 
. not be . expected to write in ti;J.is -fashion. 'Why should 
a deliberate composit~on be so disjointed ?• The analy-
sis of - .Andr~ of ·the first six chapt~rs of Ezra, ti;J.e wide 
variat~on of opinion -as .· to the · end of the .· Wemo:i:rs of Nehe-
miah, · the divergent hypotheses as to th.e proper ·sequence 
of the story', all point out the · clumsy transitions be-
tween the, separate events . • Why should we . be . left with 
Shesb.bazzar -:and Zeru'obabel insuffic:i:ently ,identified .? 
The Temple was -apparently . completed .- according to tne .narra-
~ - H • -· - - - - ' • - ' 
t:j_ve of Ezra 3: 8-13; 1 but the ·following ·account explains 
that it was net built for many years . Where does 
Shestbazzar gc .with the Temp l e silver delivered ·to hi m ? 
In the . ''Memoirs of Ezra" why does even the Chronicler 
give son;e material in the ·first rerson . and some in the third , 12 
And why are there substantially two account s of the reading 
:% 
of the L<HI . ?_.~ Torrey ' s rearrangement of the · text greatly 
simplifies the transition from cne topic to . another} . but 
.no arrangement can unify the disjointed thought . ·. ' Bebrew 
·authors not far frcm the time cf the Chronicler had composed 
1. So Batten, E'zra and Nehem iah , in 1'/C. C • 
. 2. Ezra 8: 27-9: 6 is in the first person . · 
3. · Neh. 8 , of Ezra reading Feh . 9, of the Levites . 
• 
-:j/. 
the stories of Ruth and Jonah in order to teach a parti-
cular point of view; was . the Chronicler so inferior in 
ability as to have cast together such jumbled fables as 
are preserved in Ezra-Nehemiah_, if indeed they are the 
fiction of his own mind ? 
Then_, in the second place, to approach the books 
of any person upon the assumption that they were not writ-
ten in good faith, even though we know that much of 
what was written is untc.ue_, is to remove all solid ground 
from historical study. To assert that the Chronicler 
has no notion of historical method and that he relates 
the most fabulous anachronisms is true and well proved; 
yet to accuse him cf fabrication fer the glory of God is 
. t . t - 1 qu1 e unwarran ea. 'I he Chronicler 1 s naivete was of 
a very different sort from t hat of the 11J'' writer of the 
Hexateuch; - but if we find it pr ofitable to at tempt to 
sift out from a ninth century author 1 s work some general 
indications of historical movements in the twelfth or 
even the thirteenth centuries Before Christ, then it is 
surely proper tc undertake to find something in a third 
century writing regarding the fourth and fifth centuries 
Before Christ. Now we have good evidence · that the Chroni-
1. C.C.Torrey, Ezra Stud ies, pp . 208-251. 
~. 
cler is not accustomed to invent his material out of 
whole cloth. In the Eooks of Chronicles we have not 
new characters and historic,aJ. events, but merely a 
strangely anachronistic point of view in dealing with 
1 the old. Of actual new material that could interest 
a historian of other than ecclesiastical bent there is 
.n 
exceedingly little. Kittel,L perhaps a little less 
skeptical of this than Curtis, 3 finds some eleven in-
cidents related in Chronicles that, though omitted in 
Kings, may J:Brhaps be historical. Of definite fact, 
remarkably little is invented in Chronicles. But we 
may hardly more accuse the Chronicler of .bad faith be-
cause of his weird point of view, than we would .ac-
cuse the I:euteron:bmic Edi tors of Kings because of 
their anachronistic moral judgments of the kings of Is-
rael and Judah. 
In conclusion, we may not hope for success 
in analyzing the dozen short chapters of Ezra - Nehemiah 
which are preserved in the Chronicler's style into sepaF-
ate historical documents; that is, despite the attempts 
of excellent scholars, beyond the limits of le gitimate 
1. ~L.Cu~tis, Chronicles, in 1.0.0., pp.6-16. 
2. R. Kittel, Handkommentar zum A.T., pp.X-XVI. Gtlttengen,1902 
3. Curtis, op.cit., p.1 5. 
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literary criticism. But en the contrary we cannot, 
with Torrey, believe them valueless inventions of a third 
century writer of fiction unless we have positive 
proof; and to·· accuse a difficult author of lying, is 
in a historian bad form. '.Any reconstruction of the 
history of the Persian Period, of whose sources the 
Chronicler is sole custodian, must take the incoherent 
narratives singly, upon their independent plausibility, 
with some attempt to discover the de gree of corroboration 
of one legend offered by the other legends in the collec-
tion. 
The following commentary considers all of Ezra-
Nehemiah except the long . .Aramaic section, Ezra 4:8-6: 18., 
and the Memoirs of Nehemiah. Within these, too, the 
Chronicler's hand is cccasionally evident, but his addi-
tions are not significant •. 11ehemiah 12-13, which are 
' . 
at least somewhat colored by phrases from the Memoirs of 
Nehemiah, are nevertheless commented upon, for the edi-
tor is quite largely responsible for their content. 
40. 1 
Comme.ntary.1 
Ezra 1:1 - 6. 
1. "t-To important corrections of M. T. are necessary. 
Ezra 1: 1-3a = ll 01. 36: 22f = I Esd. 2: 1. Ch., I Esd., 
GL have \8J for ,ElCi, and so Torrey and Eewer read. 
Batten and Jahn consider J.ilJDJ Dl a gloss. 
r.lne text is much smoother without the words, tho ugh there 
is no other reason for dropJ;ing them. 
The conjunction at the beginning is quite regu-
lar, and gives no clue as to connection with a previous 
writing. 
-c.-. 
- Ill _i is not elsewhere found in this 
sense. Cf. ~7Ci of II 01. 36: 21, which is more common. 
Batten points m'i::i "since ,iJ1 is the object. I! 
iJ!), 1 c f. Ex. 36 : 8 (F) • 
And in the (irs t year of Cyrus - King of Persia, 
for the f'ultilment of the word of' the Lord by the Mouth 
of' Jeremiah~ the Lord influenced the spirit of Cyrus 
King of' Persia to proclaim in all his kingdom ( and also 
to state in written form) as follows: 
1. The order of comment .r;:resented is: 1) textual corrections; 
2) grammatical structure; 3) translationJ in italics; 4) 
historical notes. 
e. 
41. 
The first year, 539-538, not, of course, 559, 
when Cyrus became King of Anshan. The meaning is quite 
evident here. 
Cyrus King of Persia. The Inscription of 
Nabonidus, 546 B.C., uses this title. 1 Cyrus' own 
" inscription, ..column twenty four, L has the same words. 
Commonly, however, King of Persia is a Greek title, 
and is regularly used by Xenophon and Herodotus. Ezra 
6: 14, 7: 27f., the former from the Aramaic source and 
the latter from the Chronicler, and Neh. 1:11, from 
the Memoirs of Nehemiah, have simply ''the Ring . n 
Jeremiah was correctly referred to in II Ch . 
36 : 21, the preceding verse.3 But Ezra 1:1 has to 
do not vvith Jeremiah but with the later rarts of the 
Book of Isaiah. 4 Either 1) the author of this verse 
is quoting freely and quite forgets whence his i deas 
come, much .as in some of the N.T. quotations from the 
0. T.; or 2) 'T'Deutero ''-I saiah was once in some manu-
script connected not wi th Isaiah but with Je remiah, 
although because of the lengths of the books this seems 
1. L. W.Batten, F:zra and Nehemiah~ p. 56 . 
2. T. W. Davies, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther, p.41. 
3. Jer.25:11; ~ :10 ; and cf. Lv.~6: ,34, 43 . 
4. Cf. Is. 41: 2f , 1'5 ; 44 : 28; 45 ; 1. 
42. 
hardly likely. 
Batten notes the more refined manner of influ-
ence by divine spirit in these late times. Compare 
Nehemiah's ( Neh. 2: 12) "My God has put it in my heart. " 
The I Fsd. text is free, and Batten thinks 
somewhat more reminiscent of Second Isaiah than M. T. 
is in I Esd. "he has given me a sign, ", which 
Batten interestingly believes may correspond to ')'Yl~, 
''he has made zre shepherd," cf. Is.44:28. M. T. is to 
be preferred. 
Thus said Cyrus King of Persia: All the king-
doms of the earth hath the Lord the God of Heaven gi ven 
me, oharg ing me to build him a House in Jerusalem which 
is in Judah. 
Cy rus in the Cylinder InE;cr·iption styles hi m-
self the King of the F'our ~uarters of the Earth. 
The verse is thoroughly Jewish. 
3. This verse has inspired all the varieties of 
text criticism, anc i ent an:i modern . Torrey and Bewer 
propose no important changes , except that &lwer finds 
the waw in ly' 1 di ttographic, which makes this the 
beginning of a new sentence. 
Whoever among you is of any ot his people, let 
43. 
his God be with him! (And) Let him, go up to Jerusalem 
which is in Judah to build the House of the Lord the God 
of Israel, who is the God that is in Jerusalem. 
Nikel 1 says that J.fay his God be with him has 
a distinct Babylonian color. - The phrase who is the God 
that is in Jerusalem does net appear strictly monothe-
is tic, though it would not have seemed to the Chronicler 
so incongruous as it :ices to us. This whole verse bas 
nothing in it to imr;ly Jewish authorship, or indeed that 
it might not have been said by a Gent ile monarch. 
d. Torrey finds the verse sa tis factory as it 
stands. is ord tted from I Esd ., but 
Eewer considers it essential, and the following phrase, 
a gloss upon it . Bewer' then reads, ''Und 
jeder der zur~ckkehrt von irgendwelcben Orten, wo er 
auch wohnen mag , den sollen die Leute seines Orts unter-
st~tzen. "~ 
Torrey , upon the basis of M. T., translates the 
verse: And each one of the Remnant, in any place where 
he sojourns, let the men or his place assist him with 
1. Quoted by Bo.tten, Ezra and Nehemiah, p. 61. 
2. ".And each who returns , f rom whatever place he may so-
journ~ let the people of his place support him. 11 
44. 
silver and gold, with goods and beasts of burden; in 
addition to the free-will offering for the House of God 
which is in Jerusalem. 
Davies suggests that DlDPD would probably not 
be used for city or . town, but must refer to peculiarly 
Jewish colonies or quarters. This appears correct. 
Qbviotj.sly this verse is not part of a royal 
edict of any sort; a law must be definite, not about 
free-will offerings. This is more like the laws of 
the Friestly Code , as Numbers 5:5ff, 15:1ff, Exodus 
35: 4ff. 
At this point, Ezra 6:1-5 r equires considera-
tion, because it purpotts to give in Aramaic the same de-
cree which 1: 2- 4 gives in Hebrew . 
1. 
transpose, following · the or der of 5:17 before it, where, 
however , !{ ~18D is emitted . This is assuredly better sense; 
the numerous Greek vers i ons s hew a confusion in the order 
here. 
The last three wo r ds Ehrlich strikes out as a 
gloss coming from 5: l t , but Be we r t hinks them ori ginal. 
Marti drops '?JJJ. 
45. 
pnniio 
niederlegen". 1 
Haf I el of nn.l "hinlegen"J 
Then the King took it into consideration~ 2 
and they searched in the treasure house where the ar-
chives were laid away. 
n 
Lo NDI, JJ is never understood by the Greek; 
here we have "in a city"} · with variant. The Aramaic 
corresponds to the Assy rian "birtu"J fortress. 
""which is a province in Media}'' !Yarti sugges ts 
the :possibility cf drop.r;ing 1 fol l owing LxxABJ yet he 
prints the words ; Eertholet drops them. It is probably 
a gloss. 
And there was (ound in Ecbatana in the palace 
(that is {n the province of Nedia) a roll~ in which was 
written a memorandullt: 
ii'IJt is RebreW1 used only here in Aramaic.(Batten.) 
3. "1,'1J1tC ,il1Z.' ~1 cannot be right." (Bewer.) 
All make guesses. Torrey's suggestion is commendable 
for simplicity and is followed by Bewer: the first word 
is a term for fire offerings 1 used only here 1 il,~t\1 
1. K. Mart i 1 Kurzge(. Gram . der Bib l. -Aram. Sprache ~ 
1911. par.58b note 1 and vocabulary . 
2. Following Mart i's vocabulary 1 ly . cyt: C, t.J'1 ''Rucksicht 
nehmen auf etwas 1 ibm Beach tung schenken. '' 
46. 
perhaps. piJ1DD is saf'el of iJl, cf. Hebrew iJ' 
and Assyrian abal~, to bring; · the Hebrew uses the · hi ph-
'il form in the sense of bringing offerings to the Lord. 1 
This reading is rather generally adopted, and is the best 
that can be done. Batten, however, constructs the 
needed completion of the dimensions of the Temple from 
these words. 
Clearly, the second half of the verse should 
have all or none of the Temple's dimensions. 
In the first year of Cyrus the King, King 
Cyrus gave , order: As for the House of God in Jerusalem., 
let the House be built in the place where they offer 
sacrifices and bring the burnt offerings. Its height 
shall be sixty cubits and its breadth sixty cubits~ ••• 
Solomon's Temple, I Kings 6:2, was 60 x 2) x 30 
II Cb..3:3f. says ffJ x ~'() x 120. The actual Second Tern-
ple was much smaller than the first ( Hag . 2:3, followed 
by Ezra 3: 12 ) , although it is conceivable that plans 
for it may have been accord.ing to the earl ier proportions. 
Ezekiel 41f. tries to be ex.hausti ve in its exactness and 
thereby obscures the II:ost important points. I am under 
1. C'f. Ps.68:30; 76:12; Zeph. 3:10. 
47. 
the impression that these dim31Ilsions in Ezra are the 
height and the length, rather than the height and the 
breadth, and that the original words gave fJJ x fJJ x 20. 
This is not contradictory to I Kings 6:2, but quite 
the same, if the plan of the structure was like that . 
of numerous other oriental temples, namely: 1 the 
cubical Oracle, in this case 2) .x 20 x 2) cubits; the 
Holy Place oblong and higher than the Oracle, 2J x ~ 
X ~~. 
. y.~) the Porch, or Propylea, much higher, twice the 
height of the H0ly Place, 10 x 20 x 60 . If this be 
the case, Kings gives the ground floor length and breadth, 
that is, 60 x 2), and the height of the Holy Place, 60; 
our passage gives the ground floor length, though M. T. 
calls it, by telescoping the Fhrases, the breadth, and 
the height of the Fropylea, that is, 60 x 60, by, of 
course, 20, the width, l.ost from the text; and II Ch., 
finding it necessary t o keep the Kings ground floor 
measurements, known to everybody, 60 X ill , is able to use 
his imagination upon the height of the Propylea, Ferhaps 
of legendary fame in his time ( Cf. Hag .2: 3 and Ez.3:13 ), 
and so doub les its height, making it 120 cubits. 
1. W.Kelchner, The Temple o( So lomon, in l'encil Points, 
Fovember 1925. 
48. 
Vfuat Cyrus could care about all this is hard 
to see. If the passage were a genuine transcript of 
the hypothetical edict, his concern was a limitation 
lest the new Temple be too strong a fortress; but such 
an interpretation is still ridiculous, for this is too 
clearly a Jewish cOmposition. 
4. There shall be three courses of great stones, 
and one course of wood. 
the r::alace. 
Let the expense be paid from 
llies this idea come from I Kings 6: 36 ? The 
structure intended is not clear; one would suppose 
that this refers to the Temple itself, not as in the 
verse in Kings J to the court. Clearly the four courses 
need not have been of the same height} and quite neces-
sarily the upper must be of wcod, for there was no 
other rrethod of supporting the roof unless columns were 
used. 
5. Very corrupt. '.!'he changing singular and plural 
number must, with Torrey end Bswer, be accepted as con-
structio ad sensum. 
nnm is impossible . Read, with Tor rey and 
Eewer, m.J' 1; it may not indeed be the original, but it 
gives the required sense. 
49. 
Elzra 5: 14f. is so closely the same as this verse 
as to be almost a parallel text for critical purposes. 
Also the vessels of' the House of God~ of gold 
and of silver~ which Nebuchadrezzar took away {'rom the 
Temple in Jerusalem and brought to Babylon let them re-
store; let it come to the Temple in Jerusalem to its 
place and be deposited in the House of' God. 
The verbal likenesses1 point to the dependence 
of one or ,t:erhaps both the passages 6: 3-5 and 5: 13-15. 
We may naturally suppose that the Chronicler or a glossa-
tor added the rrention of Sheshbazzar . in 5: 14 in order to 
make this narrative conform to 1:8. 
The supposedly identical edict of Cyrus as rela-
ted b;y the Chronicle r in Ezra 1: 2- 4 and by this liramaic 
Source in Ez ra 6: 3-5 may be contrasted as follows: 
Hebrew Aramaic 
Introductory Statement 
In the {'irs t year of' Cyrus I n the (irst year of' Cyrus 
Because of Jeremiah's prophecy 
Edict Proper 
God's doings with Cyrus 
Permission to build Permission to build 
1. Cf. Patten~ E;zra and Neh.em iah~ p.143. 
Expenses ret by 
offerings. 
~. 
Dimensions of the Temple 
Expenses met by Palace. 
Nebuchadrezzar's plunder 
restored. 
Following Narrative 
Nebuchadre~zar's plunder 
restored. 
Darius' endorsement of 
Cyrus' edict. 
Plainly there is not the slightest verbal connec-
tion of the two narratives. One or the other, or both, 
must be the free rendering of a current idea about what a 
Persian king must have done regarding this rna tter. Meyerl 
accepts the Aramaic, considering the Hebrew the composi-
tion of the Chronicler· . Driver2 and Ryle3 rather con-
servatively accept the substance of the Hebrew, admitting 
4 
a strong Je wish colo.ring. Batten r.ather feebly defends 
the Hebrew as against .the Aramaic. The Jewish theology in 
the Hebrew edict, and the Jewish priestly interest in 
1. E. Meyer) DiR Enste hu.nt; des Jwie nt hu.ms . 
2. &R.Driver, Introduction) p. 545f . 
3. H. E. Ryle) Ezra and Nehemiah. 
4. Batten, Ezra and Nehfnniah. 
Temple dimensions and arcrri. tecture in the Aramaic, make 
impossible the belief that either decree still stands in 
the words of a Persian king. So far as history is con-
cerned., we learn that in the Greek Period there was a 
tradition that one or more Persian kings had given per-
mission regarding the rebuilding of the Jerusalem Temple. 
Since both Cyrus and furius are involved in our · stories, 
we can hardly be sure who the Persian king actually was. 
Also, we have a triple tradition that the Temple re-
ceived royal benefits: the Aramaic edict ( 6:4b,5 
offers financial support and the return of the articles 
removed by ~~ebuchadrezzar; in connect ion with the Hebrew 
edict Cyrus is said to have sent these art i cles back by 
one Sheshba~zar ( 1: 5ff.) ; and in the credentials given 
to Ezra by an Artaxerxes 7: 15f .) ~0 - 23 ) support from 
royal taxes is guaranteed for t he Temple. These tradi-
tions of Fersian permission regarding the Templ e 's erec-
tion, and Persian financial contribution toward its 
maintenance deserve credence . In the confused s tate of 
the legends , however, it would certainly be unsafe to 
connect them wi tb one Persian king in preference to anoth-
er. 
The following rassage in the first chapter of 
Ezra lists the Temple treasures that were turned over 
to Sheshbazzar. 
5. IJI for the construction, cf. Torrey, 
Ezra Studies, · p.l~l, and Gesenius Kautzsch 143e. 
Torrey considers this one of the most characteristic 
mannerisms of the Chronicler. The construction is 
found very frequently in Ezra-Nehemiah. 
Then arose the heads of the households of 
Judah and i]enjamin and the Priests and t he Lev ites., 
all whose spirit God had ro used to go up to bu il d the 
House of t he Lord which is in Je rusalem. 
Ben j amin was , for the most rar t, anyway, a 
northern tribe; cf. I Ki ngs 11:1 3, 3~ , 36 ; 1 ~ : 20 ( though 
in this last passage the Gr eek adds Ben jamin ) , · where 
Judah alone is the Southern Kin gdom. In contrast, however, 
are all late writings , such as the Chronicler's wo r ks ; 
cf. I Kings 12: 21, 23 . 
r.l1he distir1ct i on cf Friests and levites here is 
post-Deuteronomic. 
The limiting re l at ive clause shows the censer-
vat ism of a genuine tradition; not all went up, only 
those whose sr iri t was at this ti me moved. rl'he Chroni-
cler' s "Re turn" is not af t er al l so r ad i cal a movement 
-e 
53. 
as is sometimes supposed. 
6. All, the first word, is lacking in I F.sd., and 
seemingly Josephus did not have it. Bewer thinks it not 
original. 
1!) 1J.7 has no raral l el. ( Torrey and Bewer. ) 
It is either 1C 1.J. 7 or 10 J.l7; the latter is adopted by 
Klostermann, Torrey} and. · Bewer , follow ing I Esd. :tl7 
Torrey says is quite typica.l cf the Chronicler. 
And all those round about them strengthened 
their hands in every way: with silver and go l d, with goods 
and beasts of burden,· and with costly things in abundance 
(rom all those who vowe d gifts . 
This is practically a rep!Bti tion of verse four. 
7. The second. K' :S 1 i1 } which is very crude here, Tor-
rey, followed by Bewer and others} corrects to ~'J.il from 
the text of II Cb. . 36 :7Jl8 . It is an easy co_Fyist's blunder. 
And King Cyrus brought forth the vessels of the 
House o{ the Lord which Nebuchadrezzar had taken away from 
Jerusalem and had set in the house of' h is gods. 
Ez r a 6: 5 gives this act as part of the llramaic 
edict. 
8. nunder the direction of," according to 
-e 
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Torrey, who offers examples, p.123, note. (Ezra Studies. ) 
Cf. 1') of accompaniment, .not "in the hand of. "l 
And Cyrus King of Persia brought them out under 
the direction of' Kithradates the treasurer? and he num-
be red them to Sheshbazzar the Prince of Judah. 
Sheshbazzar = G'hamash-abal-u~ur; compare the 
contraction of Eel-shar-u~ur, Torrey, Note B., p.136. (Ez-
ra Studies.) This man is not to be identified with Ze-
rubbabel ( cf.ys.ll, an1 ~ . 3 Ezra J : 14, 16 .) In fact, the 
motive for the identification, in order to make the Jewish 
History of the Persian Fer·iod a fully connected piece, can 
not guide us here; the Chr onic ler's narratives cannot be 
forced into producing a systematic history. 
9. iii~ should of cour·se be singular. 
t'B7nc is dubious as to meaning. Torrey thinks 
it must be 'rknives", which is not what is here required, 
so he suggest:.S t'tlp7t; , 11Snuffers. 11 Berthelet offers 
m rmc, ''bellows. " 
a Greek loanword, xcxpTCtA\oc;;, 
''basket u ·· } according to Berthelet, 
"bowl", according to Torrey. 
or xpcn o c;;, 
And this is the number of' them: a thousands 
(bas ins ? bowls ? ) or gold, a thousand ( the same ) of' 
silver, twenty nine (snuffers ?) • 
55. 
10. D,J~D is hopeless, the versions giving various 
readings and M. T. being unreadable. I Esd. has 2410. 
Torrey reads D, Jrlt'O D\8/H' in the dual, though it is not 
elsewhere so used and probably cannot be original. 
Thirty bowls of gold, ••••• thousand {our 
hundred and ten bowls of silver, and a thousand other 
vessels. 
11. Bewer punctuateS fll /yii a8 the hi ph I il infini-
tive; Sheshbazzar is subject and NiJii is object. But 
Torrey lets it stand, saying that the infinitive as here 
pointed is thoroughly character is tic of the Chronicler. 
The use of the I is as in verse 5. 
All the vessels of gold and silver were five 
thousand four hundred. All these Sheshbazzar brought up 
with the going up of' the Exile from Babylon to Jerusalem. 
The numbers of the separate items in M.IJ.' . do 
not total 5400. By juggling the figures here and in the 
versions Torrey and Eertholet secure a satisfactory re-
sult in 5469. The number is certainly overestimated, if 
we are looking for a historical fact. The total value 
( something between $30,000 and $100,000 is perhaps not 
impossible. 
Meyer and Winckler identify Sheshbazzar with 
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Shenazzar of I Ch. 3: 18, who was a son of Jehoiachim and 
uncle of Zerubbabel; the probable ages of the men would 
well agree with Sheshbazzar's. serving as governor in 538, 
Zerubbabel in 520 B. C. 1 Torrey, however, quite rightly 
rejects the Sb.enazzar theory. 
The term Exile as used here is a national name, 
not rerely a common noun. 
The chapter ends abruptly as it stands, but 
it is carried on smoothly by I Esd. , 
f") 
as Torrey shows.L 
This list of Templ~ treasure is quite after 
the fashion of the Chronicler. That it is a list of some 
of the articles known in the Temple at the time of the 
writer is without much doubt a safe assumption; we are 
naturally inclined to suppose that the various sacred 
utensils of the TemiJle, just like the interesting relics 
of every old sanctuary of the East today, in the course 
of time acquired legends regarding their origin, and 
that the most natural thing to say about all the more con-
spicuous objects was that they belonged to the Temple of 
Solomon. It is so easy to see how legend of this sort 
9 
1. E. Meyer, in ZAW 18 : 341; H. i'Jinckler, KeilinschriftenJ<.J 
p. ~8 . Bee al so Torrey, Ezra Studies) p. 138, atend, note B. 
2 . Torrey, Ezra Studies) p.1 25 . 
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should grow up that, just as the Holy People were taken 
to Babylon and then released in a glorious Return, so 
the sacred Temple silver and gold, captured by })ebuchad-
rezzar, was sent back for the Second Temple; that the 
. skeptical mind is inclined to dismiss the question of 
historical value. Certain other narratives, however, de-
mand consideration in this connection. The Aramaic 
parallel of this story, Ezra 6: 3-5, includes in Cyrus' 
edict the remission of the Te mple treasure. The Aramaic 
"decree" which Artaxerxes ga'kfe to Ezra states that Ezra 
carried a free-will offer ing from the Persian King 
and his E'B ven Counsellors. ( Ezra 7: 15ff .) He also 
carries back vessels for the service of the House of his 
God. ( Ezra 7:18. ') And royal support for the Temple 
service is promised from the Pers ian treasuries. ( Ezra 
7:21ff.) The following chapter ( 8:24- 30 ) explains 
the manner in which this large gift for the Temple was 
conveyed to Jerusalem. In the passage which Torrey has 
shown belongs af ter Ezra 1, I Esdras 4: 47b-5: 6, we 
have the letter of Cyrus which served Sheshbazzar as 
passport ani requisition upon royal supplies; the offi-
cials of the king are commanded "to bring cedar wood from 
Lebanon to Jerusalem, and to aid him in building the 
city. " He decrees "that all the territory which they 
• 
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should possess should be free from tribute; " .•. "For the 
building of the Temple he ordered twenty talents to be 
given yearly until it should be finished; and for the 
offering of the whole burnt sacrifices upon the altar 
day by day, according as they had commandment to offer 
them, ten other talents yearly... To all the priests 
that went up he commanded to give wages, and the priests' 
garments in which they minister. And to the Levites he 
ordered to give their portions, until the day when the 
House should be finished and Jerusalem builded. And he 
commanded that all those guarding the city should be 
given allotments and fees. " From the comparison of 
these passages vie cannot conclude that this narrative 
i s fiction; we have rather the consistent tradition of 
Temple support being received from abroad) wi th royal 
subsidies from the Persian rulers. This tradition we 
may accept as genuine fact. It has nothing about it that 
is incredible, or even unlikely. Royal donations t o va-
rious ethnic shrines we re commonly presented by ancient 
emperors . 
Torrey has the dis tinction of having at this 
point in the narrative of the Chronicle r restored a pas-
sage from the apocryphal wT i ting I Esdras which probably 
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belonged to the original text. The principal contents 
of the passage is a letter from King Cyrus which is to 
serve as Sheshbazzar 1 s passport and royal order upon 
Persian government stores. To discuss its historical 
implications is no doubt beside the point, beyond call-
ing attention to the fact that we have other similar 
tales: of Cyrus 1 edict, Ezra 1: 1-4; of Darius 1 transcript 
of the .Cyrus edict, Ezra 6: 3-5; of Ezra 1 s passport from 
an .Artaxerxes, Ezra 7:1~-~6; and of a letter, lost to 
us, of Artaxerxes I in behalf of Nehemiah. This last 
letter, which is described as of similar nature to the 
others, was a historical fact, for its mention is in the 
Memoirs of Nehemiah, Neh. 2 : 7-9. If all of these r ecorded 
letters of introduct ion and safe-conduct are free composi-
tions, as in a way they are proved to be because of the 
Chronicler 1 s style evident in most of them, we have in 
their quantity, their similarity, and in our assured 
reference from the Memoirs of Nehemiah, definite proof 
tha t these tales which the Chronicler relates may indeed 
be in his own style, but they are legends that bring us 
some knowledge of what went on during Persian times. 
Ezra 2:1-70 = rehemiah 7:6-73. 
The Chronicler here presents the family names of 
f!J. 
those supposed to have returned with Sheshbazzar. The list 
in Nehemiah seven seems wholly irrelevant. Why should any-
one, particularly a p:3rson of the energy of Nehemiah, be 
supposed to copy pages of meaningless names in a journal ? 
It forms excellent copy for experimental text criticism, 
but the results of a minute stndy of these names add very 
little to their usefulness. Could we actually work back 
with assurance to the original text we should have gained 
nothing of historical value. 1 
The phrase "sons of " has no necessary meaning 
of physical relationship. It is quite equivalent to "men 
of " used with place names. A cl an is not strictly 
based UfOn blood relationship, though that is usually a 
controlling factor, especi a lly to such a man as the 
Chronicler. 
No satisfactory reconstruction makes the numbers 
bring the desired total. 
The eleven first mentioned , twelve in Nehem iah, 
are usually regarded. as a body ct elders having supreme 
authority at the time. 2 Batten thinks that mo r e likely 
1. R. Smend, Die L.isten der Bflcher esr. und Neh., Basel, 1B81. 
2. B. Stade, Geschicht e des Volkes Israel., Berlin 1853. ii, 1C6 
A. Kuenen, .. Gesamrnel te Abhandlungen, 
R. Smend, op.cit • ., .17 
1894. p. 220 . 
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they were leaders of various caravans of returning exiles 
who kept coming to Judah throughout the Persian Period; 
so Nehemiah would be the well known wall builder. It is 
apparently still more general than Batten states, a list 
of all the great Jews of the Persian Period, rounded 
out, of course, to the suitable number twelve. Of the 
list} Zerubbabel and Joshua we identify in Haggai and 
Zechariah, as well as in other .Parts of Ezra-Nehemiah. 
Nehemiah is of course the author of our Memoirs. 
Seraiah} if this name is correctly read, is Ezra's 
father. Mordedai, mentioned only here and in Esther} 
is the semi-legendary figure of Persian times. The 
other seven men are unknown to us. Probably, as 1n 
the list of the Judges, which was padded out with "minor 11 
Judges in order to make twelve the total, the composers 
or collectors of this list had. to insert some names which 
mean t little even t o themselves. When coul d such a list 
have originated ? Not until after Persian times, for 
Zerubbabel, Nehemiah, and W~rdecai could be classed to-
gether only by one who lived long enough afterwards to 
see the period without any realization of its length, and 
to confuse l egend ~1d history. Though perhaps Mordecai 
and Seraiah were real characters, some stories were re-
lated of them which made their names sui table to bring 
into two later written legends, Esther and Ezra. The 
name Ezra belongs in this list, but is conspicuously 
absent; did the collector, like Ben Sira, not consider 
him sufficiently important for his Hall of Fame ? On 
the analogy of Een Sira, this _I:art of the chapter may 
be as late as 200 B. C.; internal evidence, the lack of 
any chronological f8rspecti ve, prevents its being 
earlier than one full generation after .Hexander the Great, 
it seems to rre. 
The number of the Priests, 4, 289, is almost 
exactly one tenth of the gran:! total. I suspect that it 
once was an exact tenth . 1 Unlike the Priestly writer 
of the Hexateuch , this author numbers his Priests and his 
n 
Levi tes. L 
The texts of Ezra, Nehemiah, and I Esdras and also 
the canonical Greek are in almost complete harmony as to the 
number of the P.riests; and Josephus does not mention them 
here. It may be that this section of the charter is of a 
later date . That J osephus did not mention them does net mean 
. that this part of the l ist comes later than his writing , 
but rather that the Greek text which he used may not have 
contained this paragraph . If the· Joshua who is mentioned 
1. Cf. Num .3:9; 8:16; &.13:2; 22:29. 
2. Cf. Num.l: 47. 
' 
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here is the contemporary of Zerub})am el, the li s t i n thi s 
section is necessarily much later ,as W8llhausen points 
out. 1 
One would suppose that the Levites would out-
number the Priests, and the reason why they do not is 
not evident. 
The Ne thinim, · mentioned once in Chronicles 
( I Ch9f£•2 ), fifteen separate · times in Ezra-Nehemiah, 
bear names of a quite different stamp from the others. 
Fourteen of them end, .A..ramaic-wise, in aleph. Of the 
thirty five individual names n:entioned, only nine recur 
in other places. ~i:l.ny are thought to be foreign. The 
Servants of Solomon ar·e of si milar category. 
Thus far, then, we have four lists: 1) twelve 
great · rren of the Fers ian Per· iod; 2) names of i mportant 
laity; 3) Pri ests; 4) lTe thini m, and so forth, perhaps 
forei gners somehow cl ose l y allied with Jewish religion. 
The last remind us of Zecharia.h' s enthus i astic we lcome 
to certain fore igners. ( Zech . 8 : 23. 
The burden of proof rest s upon the critic who 
assigns Ezra 2 and its copy in Hehemiah 7 to the composi-
tion of any other than the Chronicler. It i s not genuine , 
1. J.Wellhausen, Gesch ic hte Israel's~ 1895 . p . . :u7 . 
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but is thoroughly typical of the Chronicler. I:oes this 
mean, as Torrey thinks, that it is mere fiction ? Evi-
dently we have here a list of those families who in the 
author's own day were of the approved aristocracy of Ju-
daism, together with a little humo.rous poJ.emic against 
those who were not acceptable. Of course the Cb.rcni-
cler has made his own selection of the families sui table 
· for his list; another might have bounded the Four Hun-
dred somewhat differently. But beyond that, this list 
is just the sort of thing that could not possibly be a 
forgery; it is a compilation of respectable family tradi-
tion, and while this family tradition is probably not all 
of it literally true, it is quite unlikely that much of 
it is maliciously fal se , because while an author mi ght 
under some circurr,stances compose a fictitious legend about 
his own family, hardly can he do the same for his neigh-
bors. To the histor ian, Bizra two offers little, but it 
does show that at t he Chronicler ' s time the ~Hi te accounted 
themselves of the tribes of Judah or Benjamin, returned 
Exiles; and that Gilead i te great-grandmothers or others 
who had not returned in a post-exilic Mayflower ruined one's 
family tree. 
65. 
Ezra 3: 1 - 13. 
1. Nehemiah gives a longer reading, a substitute 
for the phrase in Jerusalem.,· Bewer adopts the Nehemiah 
clause. 
D'1!)J makes little sense, and with Batten we 
should consider it a dittograph. 
D!Jil following Nehemiah, add 7J. 
And when the seventh month was come ( the Is-
raelites being in their cities)., all the people gathered 
as one man at the square that is before the Water-Gate. 
Is this the second year of Darius ? So Bat ten 
thinks, followin g Hag .1: 15. But the Chronicler nowhere 
gives an assured chronology, and we are not likely to 
secure a satisfactory answe r here. 
Here enJ.s the correspondence be t ween the Ezra 
and the Eehemiah passages . 
Note the al l iteration : rn/y 1'7y mlyl. 
·And Joshua ben Jozadak and his brethren the 
Priests and Zerubbabel ben Shealtiel and his bret hren 
arose and buil t the altar of the God of Israel in order 
to offer sacrif'ices on it as it is written in the Law of 
Moses the man o( God . 
Onl y here is Joshua mentioned first, in et her 
.-
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places after Zerubbabel. 1 
But certain sacrifices could be offered after 
the fall of Jerusalem before this altar was rebuilt. 
Cf. Je r. 41; 5. 
3. M. T. is senseless, all are agreed. Bewer sug-
gests that it is a marginal gloss to 4:1, the enemies of 
Judah and Benjamin. Batten offers a particularly tempt-
ing reconstruction upon the basis of Esd. B, though Bewer 
calls in question the legitimacy of Batten's Hebrew 
4. And ·they kept the Feast of Booths, as is pre-
scribed, and the Cia i ly burnt offerings, the requirement 
of' each day. 
Kosters considers the entire verse an interpola-
tion; Batten, the last clause a gloss to make the Feast 
conform to Number ~9:1:2-40. l';eh.8:17 says that this Feast 
had not been properly kept from the time of Joshua ben Fun 
to the occasion recorded in Nehem iah 8: 14, which means 
that it is recognized as a celebration of com para ti vely 
recent origin, of whose heginnings the Chronicler knows 
living legend. I do net think that the verse is an in-
terpoiliation; it is another of the duplioa te forms of 
legend of which we shall find many handed dow n by the 
1. Rothstein, Juden und Sama r i taner, Leipzig, '08. p. 18. 
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editor. That is, we have a double tradition giving evi-
dence that the Feast of Eooths substantially originated in 
the Persian Period. The dates and · details are of course 
quite beside the FOint. 
5. And afterward the continual burnt offering, and 
the offerings {or the New Moons and for all the holy Feasts 
of the Lord, and (or everyone that TJK.lde a free-will vow 
to the Lord. 
Batten connects this (5b) with the following 
verse as in I Esdras, reading, And everyone who made a 
vow to Yahweh, from the New Noon o( the t' irst month, be-
gan to off'er sacr if' ices to God. 
6. Fsd .B has of the f'irst month, that is_, New 
Year's day_, as in Ezra 7 :8. 
!rom the (irst of the sevent h m.o nth they be gan 
to of(er si:wr if' ices to t he Lord, though the 'temple was not 
yet be gun. 
Batten breaks t he ve r se ( see verse fi ve ab ove ) 
making a new sentense_, Now the Templ e was not yet begun. 
IC, for the meaning _, cf. Hag.2 : 18 _, Zech. 4:9; 
>::< - 9 ~. . 
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7. And they gave silver to the quarrymen and stone-
cuttersj and food and drink and oil to the Sidon ians and 
Tyrians, to bring cedar timbers to the Sea at Joppa, ac-
cording to the permit of Cyrus King of Persia concerning 
them. 
The entire ve rse is a reflection of II Ch . ~ : 15. 
Contrast Hag .1: 8; which of course must be far more 
historical. 1'he rermi t of Cy rus is not found in our 
present canonical Ezra, but in I Esd . 4 : 48 , which should 
have _rreceded this narrative if our text were comp l ete . 
8 . A very corrur,t text. Batten reconstructs from 
I Esd. 5: 54f., but Bewer (foot-note , p. 43 ) clearly shows 
the dubious nature of the result. Bewer considers I Esd. 
5: 54f . to be t wo different translations of one passage, 
and estimates t he second to be the ol de r. 
1/riii l acks a compl ement, offe red by Esdras . 
illil' /J'il flN 1D ''l is Pewer ' s retransla tion. 
TTDI i s want i ng i n Esd . and Gk ., and may not 
be original. 
And in the second year of their coming to the 
House of Gqd to Jerusalem in the second mo nth., be ga n 
Zerubbabe l ben Shea l tiel and Joshua ben Jozadak and the 
rest of their bret hren the Priest s and the Levites and 
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all who had come from the Captivity to Jerusalem to build 
the Temple of the Lord,; and they set the Levi tes from. 
twenty years old and upward at the work o( the House of the 
Lord. 
The Chronicler correlates the date of the begin-
ning of the House with that of Solomon's Temple ( II Ch. 
3.,., ·"'- = I Kings 6:1 ). To adopt here) as Batten does) 
the date from Hag.1: 1 is wholly unwarranted 
9. Kadm.ie l and the sons of Judah is not like ly. 
From Ezrn, 2:40 = Neh. 7:43, Kadmiel, Binnui, and Hodawiah 
are found as heads of the Levi tes) therefore we should ex-
pee t them here. 1'he sons o( Henadad, if original, is 
misplaced; it should stand after Hodawiah. ( Bewer.) 
As one man ''has · no particular meaning here) and 
may be secondary ~ says BewerJ following Siegf ried. But 
thi3: is part of the Chronicler's regular phraseology} and 
so needs no mending. 
And Joshua, his sons and his brethren, Kadmiel_, 
and Binnu i_, and Hodaw iah, ( the sons of' Henadad their sons 
and their brethren the Levites)_, stood as one man to super-
intend the doing of' the work in the Hous e of God. 
10. When the builders built the Temple of' the Lord 
70. 
the Priests stood holding trumpets, and the Levites the 
sons of As a ph with cymbals to sing praise to the Lord 
a{ter the manner of David King of Israel. 
Trumpets) that is) the long) flaring horns. 
Cymbals: a word used only in Cb.ronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah. 
II.Sm.6:5 and Ps.150:5 speak of cymbals) but with a dif-
ferent Hebrew word. Rashi says that the cymbals used 
here are the ''louder" variety ! 
To sing praise is a more or less technical 
term; cf. the Hallelujah Psalms. 
11. And they praised resrpons iue ly with "Praise the 
Lord (or he is good, (or his mercy $ndureth foreue r." 
And all the people shouted with a gr"f{at shout witi2 "Praise 
the Lord" at the . foundation of the House o{ the Lord. 
Fbr the refrain} comrare Ps.106: 1; 136: 1; 
I Ch.16:34; II Ch.5:13; 7:3. 
1:2. Dii' .l 'YJ r;'Jil ill nc 'J 
reads only the first two words} 
is meaningless. I Esd. 
which go all right by 
themselves. Batten reconstructs from Haggai; that at 
best can but give th3 ( ideas that some glossa tor would 
contribute} and it is not much use to try to reconstruct 
a gloss ! 
71. 
The last words , likewise, hang unattached. 
The sense is clear, but the text utterly ungrammatical. 
And m.any of the Priests and the Levi tes and 
the heads · of (ami lies, the old 71£ n who had seen the 
Former House ( at the founding of this the House 
in their eyes - ) wept with a loud voice ,; and many 
with a shout with joy ( to raise (?) the voice ) . 
Hag . 2: 3 is certainly back of this verse. .Evi -
dently the original text is much overloaded by a gl oss 
based upon Haggai , although more than likely the legend 
which the Chronicler told had its origi n in the written 
text of Haggai. 
13. 0 'I' JC tyii is grammatically unwarranted . The 
Vulgate drops ''the pee ple ", which helps, and may be 
an earlier text . Ehrlich, fol lo wed by Bewer, reads 
It is generally thought that the second 
b,Yii is a di ttograph. Batten works out a text which inverts 
·the ![eaning, though that is har dly justified. 
?? And none co u. Ld discern the shout of joy be -
cause of the sound of the weeping~ for the people shouted 
a ~reat shout, and the sound was haard afar . ?? 
If t his meaning is correct, it is another instance 
of the Jewish belief that the past was far better than the 
7,., . "-• 
present, the dead than the living. The Book of Lamenta-
tions is a chronic rather than a specific complaint, and 
the present lamenting at the Jews' Wailing Place is not 
different. 
The narrative of this chapter Batten takes as 
a secondary Hebrew account of the building of the Second 
Temple, whose better history we have told in Aramaic in 
chapter six. This is probably the best that can be done 
with it. As history it does not seem consistent with 
our best source in Haggai, though Haggai's ideas are, 
partl y it may be from glosses , incoherently brought into 
this text. For the .historian, this is as unfruitful 
a narrative as even the Chronicler anywhere relates. 
R'zra 4: 1 - 6. 
This is the Chronicler's Hebrew account of the 
beginning of the difficulties with the People of the Land. 
1. l It is interesting that here the textual diffi -
cul ties vanish for a time. 
I Esd . inserts as the reason for the arrival of 
the adve.rsaries that they came to (ind out what was the 
sounding of the trumpets ! 
ll.na the enemies of Judah and Ben jam in heard 
• 
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that the sons of the Captivity were building a Temple to 
the Lord the God of Israel. 
Sons of the Captivity is a proper name, quite 
as Sons of Israel. 
A Temple to the Lord at once arouses the conjec-
ture as to other existing temples to the Lord. 
After Zerubbabel, add, with Esd., and to Joshua. 
~71 · - read the !Jere , ~-11 ~. 
The Gk . texts of course confuse the name of the 
Assyrian king. 'I'orrey and Fewer give the facts, with in-
terpreta tion. The very r;eculiari ty, as history, of the 
lvJ. T., argues in its favor . 
Dil' il7N'I 1t.il1 J grammar of only the Chronicler's 
construction. 
And they drew near to Zerubbabe l and to Joshua 
and to the heads of' families and said to them, Let us 
build with you_; for like yourse lues we seek your God, 
and to him have we been sacr if icing since the days o( Esar-
haddon King of Assyria, who brought us up here. 
Cf. II Kings 17: :24ff. There is no ex planation 
as to whe ther these are the reople referred to in 3: 3. 
The name ESarhaddon, which does not come from 
the known t ext of Kings , and wh ich presumably would 
• 
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not be otherwise well known to the Chronicler, though of 
course that is conjecture, :is . the one implication in 
this passage of a written source. 
3. The King is wanting in Esd., Gk., Vulgate, and 
Peshi tto. The lack is accidental. 
1n, clearly means alone, although it is only 
here used in this sense. It is better, with Bewer, to 
accept it, than to try to improve upon the Hebrew. 
And Zerubbabe l and the rest of the heads of 
families o{ Israel said to them, It is not {or you and 
us to build a House to our God; but we will build alone 
to the Lord the God of Israel, as Cyrus King of Persia 
has commande d us. 
All our narratives about the relations of thes3: 
people of the land to the Jews are so partisan that it lS 
probably hopeless to discove r the merits of the case. The 
real difficulty here appears to be that the sons of the 
Captivity are trying to usurp the Temple for themselves. 
Of course the Chronicler be lieves that the Templ e was 
built entirely in the interests of the sons of the Exile, 
and relates this story accordingly. 
such argument as: 
We can imagine some 
Samaritans: I t ~ our Temp le. 
75. 
Jews: No, it is ours ! 
Samaritans: But we helped build it. ( Hag.1.) 
Jews: No you did not ! and told this ill-
mannered story to prove it. 
This verse concludes the section. The following 
begins anew, t hough in similar vein. 
4. ' m ))/ BeW3T calls an Aramaism for m J)O. 
And it came about that the People of the Land 
were weakening the hands of the People of Judah, and 
(r ighten ing them from building. 
It is not clear, however, what the Jews are build-
ing this time. 
5. By hiring counsellors against them to frustrate 
their purpose, all the days or Cyrus K ing of Persia, and 
until t he rei g n or Dar ius King of' Persia. 
Evidently the Chronicler's attempt to make a dif-
ficult transition in chronology; we cannot take it seriously, 
though it is remarkab le that the Chronicl er 's attempts of 
this sort are as reasonable as we find them. 
6. Omitted from Esdras . 
1 ' DLD is Aramaic. 
And in the rei gn of Xerxes, in the beginning of 
76. 
his reign_, they wrote a complaint against the .inhabi-
tants of Judah and Jerusalem.. 
·ii.li'!:W from 1~~. Cf Gn ,.,6. 0 1· • • ~ • £. ~ Ps.109: 6; 
Zech .. 3: lf; · Job 1_,2. 
In the beginning of his reign is certainly the 
proper time to start a complaint_, as T .• W. Davies remarks. 
If this points to a degree of accuracy in the narrative, 
it is the accuracy of description found in legend, though 
the verse is placed here, probably by the Chronicler, 
purely for redactional purposes. 
7. This verse may be read e i t:her as Hebrew or as 
Aramaic with about equal difficulties. 
7b, wanting in Esdras, has all the marks of a 
later marginal gloss. (Bewer.) It looks as if there 
were two glosses, r:erhaps one on each side of the column, 
each explaining that what follows is Ar·arnaic. 
11DiV.lil is difficult. Marti ( vocabulary p.Bl*) 
Eertholet, ilndreas, and so forth, consider this the Per-
sian "muishtan" or"nubishtan" = "to write''_, of a letter. 
Cf. 7: 11, where the use of the word seems taken from 
4:18_,:23, and 5:5. Meye rs says it is in error for 
lJ~if18, Persian "patigama, '' report, message, and, as it 
is synonymous with J ilJ, he holds the latter an explanatory 
• 
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gloss upon it. 
rJ't.:tlH (1) Meyers and others think stands for 
original ''Persian". To be sure, that makes our verse 
more interesting, but that is no legitimate reason for 
supposing that the word Persian ever stood here, or that 
it would have been completely lost from the text. The 
second rl'D1~ is generally and properly counted a gloss, 
as in Ih. 2:4: 
Grammatical discussion depends upon knowing 
which language this is in tended to be ! 
In the days of Artaxers:es wrote 8 ish lam} M i th-
radath} Ta1Jeel, and the rest of his companions to Arta-
xerxes King of Persia - ? ( and the writ in£ of the let-
ter was Aramaic writing ) J 
Aramaic ). 
(and the translation 
The· question arises as to the identification 
of this Artaxerxes . The following correspondence is 
of a different type from that referred to by Nehemiah 
and supposedly quoted in various passages from the Chroni-
cler. 1'he Chronicler's letters are all of the nature of 
royal grants, safe-conduct pass es, and tax exemptions, 
and while they are net verbally historical we yet think 
that, like the speeches in Thucyd.ides} they reflect some 
true history. But these letters in the liramaic Source 
• 
·;s. , 
are somewhat nearer the Persian Period and for that reason 
may be expected to be slightly more historical; and they 
are much more vigorous than the Chronicler's letters. 
Their chronology is of no value to us, because the order 
of kings is wrong. I believe it is rather likely that 
the 11hole cor respondence is an echo of something that 
happened during the reign of Artaxerxes III, who ruled 
from 358 - 337 B. C.. S,Olinus XXX, 4, refers to some dif-
ficulty at this time. That our ./l_ramaic correspondence 
speaks of the building of:· the Te mple does not prevent 
such an interpretation, for the Temple and the Wall had 
. - -
to be repaired many times because of violence done them. 
And this explanation accords better with the vigor of 
the letters, the number of men of the "enemies rr picked 
out fer special mention, and · the comparative freedom 
from exaggeration which are found i n the Aramaic Source. 
As To rrey he,s shown, these Aramaic letters are pieced 
together into the Chronicler's . history with numerous re-
dactional comments. 
The short section, Ezra 4:4-7, appears to be 
the Chronicler-'s attempt to connect and harmonize his 
stories. From his standpoint the connection must have 
been fairly smooth, before the vari ous glosses and er-
rors crept in.to the text. ( Cf . Torrey, Ezra Studies., 
• 
p. 38, note en the order of the Persian kings according to 
Jewish ideas in the Greek Period.) But from our stand-
point little is to be gleaned from the .Passage except 
furth3 :r ideas about the Chronicler's notion of history. 
1ne long Aramaic section which is quoted at 
this point, Ezra 4:8-6:18, because of its language and 
because of the indivi duality of its content may be treated 
as separate from the Chronicler, therefore a somewhat 
older work than his which has been incorporated by him. 
The Chronicler's Hebrew reappears in 6: 19. 
Ezra 6: 19 .j. 
19. .And the sons of the Captivity observed the 
Passover in the fourteenth day of' the (irst month. 
20. l!~sdras gives a different text here, from which 
Eat ten and . Eewer extract some sense: 
For the Priests and the Levites were all of them 
as a body clean, and . they sacrificed the Passover (or al Z 
the sons of the Captivity and for their brethren the Priests 
and for themselves • 
21. ' I Esdras inserts a sentence betwe en W and 21, from 
which Bat ten adds : No w the Priests and tile Sons o( the Cap-
• 
ED. 
ti v ity were not cleansed. The addition, however, does 
not make the narrative clearer. 
'7 il/11 as above, 4: 2. 
And the sons of Israel who had returned from 
the Capt ivlty and all those who had separated themse lues 
unto them (rom. the filthiness o( the . gentiles of the Land 
to seek the Lord the God of Israel, di~a t. 
Two classes are apparent: certain loyal Jewish 
Exiles; and certain re-convert~d J~ws who had ~~en pol-
luted but were repentant. This is fine historical hon-
esty on the part of the Chronicler. But it is to be 
noted, and this too is historically correct, that the 
People of the Land who repented had to come to the Exiles' 
way of t hinking . It may be that Ezra 4 : 2, above , is a 
similar honest adrr.issirn t hat the People ot the Land of-
fered their cooperation. 
22. · Bewer would eithe r, with Gk., omit of God, or, 
with the Vul gate, substitute of' the Lord. 
And they ceLebrated .the Feast of' lln leavened 
Bread for seven days with rejoicing, for the Lord had 
caused them to rejoice, and had turned the heart of the 
King of Assyria toward them to st re ng then their hands 
in the work o{' the House o( the God of' Israel. 
• 
Bl. r 
The King of Assyria is not a strange phrase to 
come from the Chronicler and Greek times. 
reminiscent of phrases in Psalms • 
The verse is 
. EZra 4:19-22 is thoroughly of the Chronicler's 
style and ideas. Nevertheless, two important facts 
of history are reflected in the priestly legend which 
he relates. In the first place, he realizes that with-
in traditional memory there has been a general revivi-
fication of the Festivals. Passover with the Feast of 
Unleavened Bread are celebrated after a long season of 
neglect or inability to fulfill the rites satisfactori-
ly. This tradition that in the Persian Period the 
Feasts were established upon a new basis is corroborated 
in Ezra 3:4, of the Feast of Booths , and Neh . 8 : 14-18, 
also of the Feast of Booths. If this we re the Chroni-
cler's fiction he would have had these feasts celebrated 
from the first year of the Re turn. In the second flace, 
we have the tradition ( vs. ::n ) that some of the People 
of the Land repented 1 that is 1 joined themselves accepta-
bly to the returning Exiles . Even the Chronicler is not 
blind to the fact that not all the Chosen People were Exiles. 
• 
82. 
EZRA the SCRIBE. 
The remainder of the Book of Ezra, as well 
as part of the Book of Nehemiah, deals with the doings 
of Ezra the Scribe. Ezra 7:1-26 is told in the third 
person, partly in Hebrew ( verses 8-11 ) and partly in 
Aramaic ( verses 12-26 ). 
Ezra 7:1 26 . 
1-5. From he r e on NiiD!i: nrn~ is spelled with C in-
stead of r[j . No reason apfears, unless _E:erhaps that at 
some time a different copyist began his work at thi s 
• + poln ". 
The first five verses give Ezra ' s pedigree. 
Seventeen names cover a period of nearly eight hundred 
years, back to Aaron, that is, some forty seven years 
for each generation; I Ch. 5 : 29- 40 gives a variant list. 
Five cf the names, including Ezra, occur in the Elephan-
tine Papyri. It is be si ie the point to discuss which 
Artaxerxes is referred to here, as this passage is surely 
from the Chronicler , whose chronology is without value . 
6. l:\":11'}1 iii is ungrammatical Hebrew. It is probab-
ly a gloss, but exceedingly appropriate . A similar 
• 
83. 
grammatical error was noted in Ezra 3: 12. 
(fh is ) Ezra went up (rom Babylonia, be-
ing a ready scribe in the Law of Koses which the Lord 
the God of' Israel had given; and the king gave him 
all that he sought according to the hand . of the Lord 
upon him. 
It is better here to translate Babylonia; 
the word very commonly refers to the entire province. 
Batten remarks that the Law is either the 
completed Pentateuch or the Priestly Document; but 
the Priestly llicum3nt was never a separate entity, and 
the Chronicler, when he talks about "The Law" is talking 
about the en tire Law of Moses as he knows i t, that is, 
substanti ally our Pentateuch . 
'documentary hyf<l '.:he s i s !, 
The Chronicler had no 
The Ahiqar Papyrus begins by calling its hero 
"a wise and ready scribe" . 1 
7 And there went up of the sons of Israel and of 
the Priests and the Levites and the Singe rs and the Porters 
and the Net hin i m to Jerus ale m in the seventh year of Arta-
xerxes the Ki ng. 
1. A.Cowley, Arall/.aic Papyri of the lhf t h Century B. C._, 
Oxford, 1923 . p . 21 2. 
84. 
This might well be the Chronicler's summary of 
the list in Ezra 2 "' Neh . 7. 
The absence of from with the last three ( ~ingers, 
etc. ) &l.tten thinks indicates a later ad:lition; the evi-
dence is insufficient. The repetition of from sounds al-
most as ridiculous in Hebrew as in English. 
8. Bb appears a late r addition. ( So Bewer.) 
And he came to Jerusalem in the f'ifth month~ that 
is~ the seventh year of the King . 
Wellhausen conjectures twenty seventh instead of 
seventh; there are various conjectures in order to make 
Ezra follow Nehemiah . This only points out the Chronicler's 
erroneous chronology} which is no basis for history. 
9. "We expect something like 'coe-
pit ascendere' ( Vulgate), but M.T. does not have this 
sense.'' (Bewer.) Various conjectural emendations are not 
convincing. 
For 
Vulgate:-
in the first of the first month (he began to go 
up) from Babylonia~ and on the f'irst of the lifth mont/J 
he entered into Jerusalem~ according to the good hand 
of his God upon him. 
8:15 disagrees in date. 
• 
85. 
10. Minor variations in I Esdras. 
_;, For Ezra was set in his heart to seek the Law 
of the Lord, and to do it and to teach in Israe Z sta-
tutes and ordinances. 
~8~0 is practically "common law" . &f . the use 
w Jd.18: 7; II Kings 1:7. Custom, written down, forms 
a sort of book of ''cases," and that in part is what we 
have in the Pentateuch. 
11. Cumbersome, but difficult to emend; probably 
it is correct as it stands. 
And this is the copy of the letter which the King 
Artaxerxes ... ; gave to Ezra the Pr i·es t the Scribe, the writer 
of the words of the commandments o( the Lord, and liis sta-
tutes cancer ning Is rae z. 
~uch phrases do not mean that the Chronicler 
thinks that Ezra wrote the Law or revised it, for the 
Law is from Moses just as he gave it. But they do show 
that the Chronicler's circle knows in tradition that the 
1aw has not al ways been acce ssible. The popular edition 
of the Law was published in Persian times . 
The supposed lette r of Frtaxerxes follows in 
Aramaic . 
12. Esd . reads D7~ for ~ ' C~, and Bewer adopts it 
86. 
as the original. As a result Nil'IN ,1 he reads ii/.1{ ,1 fol-
lowed by Di~ N,Dili' . 
.4-rtaxerxes the King of Kings to Ezra the Priest · 
the Scribe of the Law of the God of Heaven, Perfect Peace. 
To proceed: 
Meyer thinks that the phrase the scribe of the 
- - . -
Law can mean nothing else than "the one who wrote the Law J " 
which Torrey rightly calls a misunderstanding. 
King of Kings is a new phrase; soJ alsoJ the 
greeting) Perfect Peace. 
13. I have made a decree that anyone in my kingdom 
of the people of Israe ~ and the Priests and the Leuites 
who sha~l f'reely offer to go with thee to Jerusalem, 
may go. 
Torrey calls attention to the resemblance of 
this letter, in substance and phraseology) to the simi-
lar documents which he shows were composed by the Chroni-
cler, in Ezra 1:3-6 and rEsdras 4:47b-56. That they 
are free compositions of thoroughly Jewish bias, is evi-
dent; but thay consiste;!ltly . im:rly . a tradition that . the 
Persian officials had. been . accustomed . to grant letters 
of safe-conduct or passports tc Jews wishing to go to Jeru-
salem. The fact t hat we have so many of these documents, 
however, upsets any theory of a sir1gle Return, and also, 
• 
since the letters are plainly in no sense original, 
makes it obvious that the dates attached to them mean 
absolutely nothing. 
. . .. - -
14. we should expect a second person 
~~ .. 
singular perfect, but ( cf. Bewer and Torrey ) this 
form is a characteristic of the .Chronicler. ( ~river, 
#27, in the list cf the t ypical phrases of the 
Chronicler.) 
Inasmuch as thou art sent by the King and 
his Seven ,Qounse llors to search out re gardi ng Judah 
and Jerusalem according to the Law o{ thy God which 
is in thy hand. 
Acccrding to Herodotus 3: 84 the heads cf the 
seven principal families formed a ccuncil, each having 
privilege of access to the king. Cf . Es ther 1: 14. 
15. And to carry the silver and go l d which the king 
and his counsellors have vowed to the God of Israe l whose 
dwelling is in Jerusalem. 
16. And the Pr Le s ts is want ing in I Esdras and ln 8: 25; 
it should be dropped. 
And all the silver and gold which thou shalt find 
in all the province of Babylonia, with the free-will of{er-
• 
88. 
ing of the people (and the Priests) offered for the 
House of their God which is in Jerusalem .• 
Compare the plundering of the Egyptians at the 
time of the Exodus, Ex.12: 35f. 
17-21. Accordingly shalt thou diligently purchase 
with this mane y bullocks, rams~ lambs~ and their meal-
offerings and their drink off'erings~ and thou shalt of-
fer them. upon the altar of' the House of your God which is 
in Jerusalem. And whatever seems good to thee and to 
thy brethren to do with the rest of the sUver and gold~ 
do according to the will of your God. And the vessels 
which are delivered to thee (or the cult us of' the House 
of thy God~ deliver in the presence of the God of' Jeru-
salem. And further requirement of the House o( thy 
God~ which it may fall to thee to bestow, thou mayest 
bestow it ·out of the royal treasuries. And I~ Arta-
xerxes the King~ make command to all the treasurers 
in Transflumen that all that Ezra the Priest the Scribe 
o( the Law of' the God of' Heaven shall ask of you~ you 
do d i l i g e n t l y • 
rv-. 
£-L, Oil and salt are not mentione d in I Esdras. 
Up to one hundred talents of silver, one hundred 
89. ' 
cors of wheat, one hundred baths of wine, one hundred 
baths of oil, and salt without reckoning,. 
V~yer computes the silver worth $140,000. 
23. The word translated d i l ig,ent ly is found only 
hereJ but is so translated in the Gk. 
Whatever is by command of the God of Heaven, 
let it be done diligently for the House of the God of 
Heaven, lest wrath should come upon the Kingdom of' 
the King lflnd his sons. 
24-25. Tribute, tax, or cus t om, as in 4 : 13. 
J.nd to you not ice is given that upon no 
Priests, Levites, Singers, Porters, Nethinim, or Servants 
of this House o( God is it permitted to impose tribute, 
tax, or custom. And do t hou , Ezra, accord ing to the 
wisdom o( thy God which is in thy hand, appoint Just ices 
and Judges who shall Judge them, all the people of' Trans-
( lumen, all who know the Law of thy God, and those who 
do not know it you shall teach. 
11his is certainly reminiscent of Ex. 18 :13-27. 
It is clear fiction. Ye t this wholesale teaching of the 
Law appears t o be the sarr.e kind of fiction that we have 
of Mbses' wholesale giving of it in the Wilderness. 
9). 
Legend makes ~,gr~~:t ~wgi ver or Teacher become ~h~_On~~. 
26. 1 ,DJ) reaning "goods" is found in the papyri. 
And any man who will not do the Law of' thy God 
and the law of' the King~ let judgment be diligently 
executed upon pim~ whether to death~ or to ban ishm.ent~ 
or to conf' iscat ion of' goods~ or to imprisonment. 
Torrey has tried to establish that this letter 
is the Chronicler's, written in . Aramaic in imitation of 
the letters in the Aramaic document, Ezra 4:8-6:14. So 
far as our judgment of the letter's historical value is con-
cerned, we must agree with him. All of the Chronicler 's 
interests shown in the preceding letters in Hebrew and Greek 
appear again in this Ar·amaic passage. 
Ezra 7: '27 - ~. 
The Hebrew is resumed here, and is not again in-
terrupted by Aramaic. From this point through chapter 
nine the narrative ts told in the first person, as if by 
Ezra himself. 
'27. I Esdras in A, and the Latin and S.y riac insert 
at the beg inning, "And Ezra the Scribe said," - but it 
probably is not original . 
91. 
Blessed be the Lord the God of our Fathers who 
hath put suc h a thing as this into the heart of the King, 
to beautify the House of the Lord which is in Jerusalem. 
a3. I Esdras read "rren" instead of "chiefs;" perhaps 
the latter crept into the text from 8: 1. ( So Batten and 
Bewer.) 
And gave me favor in the eyes of' the king and 
his counse-llors and all the mighty officers of the king. 
And I streng thened myself' as the hand o( the Lord my God 
was upon m.e, and I gathered out of Israel (chief) men 
to go up with me . 
Torrey remar ks of vs . 27 f., ( p. 199 of Ezra 
St udies ) :, "This joyful exclamat ion following i mmed iate-
ly upon the letter, without the necess ity of any inter-
- ·-
vening narrative, is the single illustration of the ex-
tent t o which the Chronicler identifies himself with his 
Ez ra, the hero whom he has created. Cf. Neh.12: 36 ." 
In the light of what we have observed of t he Chronicler 's 
use of legends from the Persian Period, we shall probably 
be inclined somewhat to modify Torrey ' s extreme view of 
the author's "creation'' of Ezra . 
Ezra 8:1 - 14 . 
This is a list, with no def inite reference to 
92. 
Ezra himself, of the men who went up from Babylonia. 
There are twelve families; of the twelve names, ten 
are found in Ezra 2 and Nehemiah 7, all exc~pt ~eko~ 
niah and ~e~omith, and eight names recur among the 
"heads of the people, '' in Neh. 10: 15. It appears that 
there was the beginning of a theory of Twelve Tribes 
of Judah, but, unlike the scheme of the Twelve Tribes 
of Israel, it did not develop into a standard form. 
Here again, as m the longer lists of the second chap-
ter, we have a list of the approved aristocracy of 
Judah in Greek times, that is, of those families which 
have respectable traditional r;edigrees. This passage 
- -
may not contribute much to our notion of history J but 
it most certainly furnishes old tamily tradition dating 
back into the Persian Period. The Chronicler thinks 
this information a fine addition to his work, so he 
sets it before us in several forms. S,uch a body of aris-
tocratic legend could not be invented; it had to grow 
up with the people who were most interested; none more 
than the Chronicler scorned incomplete ani unworthy 
family tradition. 
Ezra 8:15 - 36. 
15. NJ~ of M. T. makes difficult geography worse. 
• 
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Eewer considers it a poor doublet of Nl i1~ and to be 
dropped. The Gk. texts are confused. 
-And I assembled them to the River to Ahava (?) ~ 
and we encamped there three days. And I took account ot 
the fX3ople and of' the Priestsj but of the sons of Levi 
I found none there. 
This absence of Levi tes might be . thought to re-
flect the less desirable service which must have made it 
somewhat difficult to get them to do the work; but more 
likely this is a tradition of the same problem which is 
related of securing a permanent population for J'erusalem 
in order to insure the proper observance of the daily 
Temple services. ( Cf. Neh .11: lff. ) 
16. I Esdras cmi ts 16b; with Bewer, we may drop 
1t; it is pleasant tc be rid of the sharp distinction 
between the chief men and the men of' understanding. 
The I is the Chron.ic1er Is substitute for r:N. 
17. I Esdras, Gk., and Vulgate insert and before 
his brethren. Torrey suggests a different word- division, 
unsupported by the versions, but nevertheless tempting, 
Iddo my brother and the Nethinim. Bewer thinks th(:3 Ne th i-
,.nim a gloss upon S ingers. No assurance is possible. 
And I directed them to Iddo the chief' man in 
94. 
Cas iph ia the Jewish-quarter, and I ins true ted them what 
to say to my(?) brother Iddo ( and the Nethinim) in 
Casiphia the Jewish-quarter to bring us servants for the 
House of our God. 
0:1:i3:i:phia is unknown. ]lor the translation, 
Jewish-quarter, cf. Ezra 1:4 and note. 
lB. And they brought to us, according to the good 
.hand of our God upon us, a man of understanding of the 
sons o( Mal} l i ben Levi ben Israel, namely, She reb iah, 
and his sons an d his brethren, eighteen. 
Sb.erebiah, cf. 8: 24; Neh. 8:7; 9: 4f. 
19. read mn with I Esd . and Gk . ( So 
Torrey and Bewer. ) 
And ijashabiah and Jesha'iah o( the sons of 
)fe rari, his brethren and their sons , twenty. 
20 . Dr iver takes the re lative sentence as a gl oss 
( Introduction, p. 549 f.), for sh1n as the relative 
appears nowhere else in Ezra-~~ehemiah and only twice in 
Chronicles ( I Ch . 5 : :20; '27:27 ). Siegfr•ieci construes 
the entire verse a gloss . 
And o( the Ne thinim, whom David and the princes 
set (or the service of' tile Levites: two hundred twenty 
95. 
Nethinim~ all of' them registered by name. 
21. And I proclaimed a fast there at the River 
Ahava, to humble ourse lues before our God~ to seek from 
him a prosperous journey for ourse lues and for our little 
ones and for all our property. 
Perhaps reminiscent of the story of Jacob} Gn. 
33: 12-14; and of Ex0dus 12: 37f. 
22. For I was ashamed to ask of the kin!?, armed caval-
ry to protect us {'roTh enemies on the way ~ for we had said 
to the king thus: 1;he hand of' our God is upon all who 
seek him, for good/ but his power and his wrath are upon 
all who forsake him. 
Ehrlich compares Ps.90:11. 
the construction. 
f l., h " 4 c . ~ e . 4..: ; Esther 4: 8; for 
And we fasted . and besough t our God for this~ and 
he was en treated . of' us. 
24. The grarnmatical structure is typically the Chronic:B r's. 
To rrey reckons a l acuna aftsr . Pr iests~ either 
and of' the Levi tes} cr . a longer rassage . 
And I set apart or the chief' Priests~ twelve .••• ? •• 
96. 
Sherebiah (and?) Jiashabiah and with them. ten of their 
brethren. 
These two mentioned are Levi tes in vss.lBf., 
and we should expect Levites to perform this duty. 
25. And I weighed out to them. the silver and the 
gold and the vessels, the offering for the House of our 
God, which the king and his counsellors and his princes 
and all Israel there present had offered. 
26. Eewer sensibly reads the dual, ,. f two talents 
w.f?ight, so avoiding an emendation of the text. 
; . 
' And I weighed into their hand six hundred fi(ty 
talents of' silver and one hundred silver vessels of two (?) 
talents weight, and one hundred talents of gold. 
Gk ., generally, twelve; perhaps dif'-
ferent, cf. Est.l:?, is better. ( Bewer.) 
'Jfwenty bowls of gold, worth one t housand dar iks, 
and (twelve ?) vessels of' fine polished bronze, precious 
as go zd. 
The •nord darik originates in the Greek Period, 
and is found also in I Ch . :29 :7. ( To rrey, p.2&6, note.) 
- ' 
28 . And I said unto them, You are holy unto the 
97. 
Lord, and the vessels are holy and the silver and the gold 
are a {ree-w ill offer in§f, to the Lord the God of your (a-
thers. 
Torrey compares I Ch.15;12; II Ch.29:5; 35:3-6; 
- -
all typical of the author. 
4. Following Esd., Gk. , and Vulg., read in the cham-
bers. 
Jfa tch and keep them till you we iff,h them be{ ore the 
chief Priests and the Lev.ites and the chief of the fathers 
of Israel in Jerusalem in the chambers of the House o{ the 
Lord. 
Ezra trusts his Friests less implicitely than the 
king trusts him . The Chronicler may know whereof he speaks . 
30 . The first tense is wrong, though the sense is 
quite clear . 
lnd the Priests and the Levites reveived the 
weight of ·the silver and gold and the vessels to bring 
to Jerusalem to the House of' our God. 
31 . And we set out f'r om the Eiive r Ahava on the twe l{ t h 
day of' the {i.rst month to go to Jerusalem. And the hand of 
our God was upon us, and he delivered us from the hand of 
the enemy and the robber on the way. 
98. 
The Chronicler's favorite number for this most 
important .date. (Torrey.) The description of Ezra's 
journey is to say the least colored by the same idealiza-
tion that the Second Isaiah gives in his picture of a 
glorious ret urn from Babylonia, when the way shall be 
. - .. 
made so easy and beau tif'ul through the wilderness. 
32. And we entered Jerusalem and we abode there 
three days. 
33. The Niph 'al is very clumsy here. Does our 
author intend a f irst plliral, re gar dless of time ? 
-
And on the fourth day the si lver and the go l d 
and the vessels were weighed in the House of our God , 
under the supervision of' Neremoth ben Uriah the Priest, 
and with hi m El eazar ben Ph ine~as, and with them Jozabad 
ben Jeshua' and Noad iah ben Binnu i the Lev ites. 
34 . At .that time must be construe:i with t he follow-
~g verse. Note the Lamedh construc t ion . 
'i he whole by number and by weight, and the who le 
weight was written down . At that time 
35 . Sons of the Exil e appears a gl oss upon the pre-
ceding, though it is i n the sp irit of the Ch ronicler. t o 
99. 
give this added emphasis. 
I Esd • .A~ reads seventy two instead of seventy 
seven lambs; this is more suitable, as being a multi-
ple of twelve, the number of Israel 1 s tribes. (Bewer. )· 
those who had come from the Captivity ( t: he 
sons of the Exile ) offered whole-burnt offerings to the 
God of Israe _l twelve bullocks for all IsraeZJ· ninety 
six ramsJ· seventy two ( or seventy seven ? ) ~,ambs; 
twelve he-goats as a sin offering; the whole-burnt of-
fering to the Lord. 
36. And they delivered the orders o( the king to 
the satraps of the king and the pashas of Transf lumen, 
so they helped the people and the House of the Lord. 
Elsewhere in chapters eig.ht ·:·and nine the first 
person 1s constantly used, as if Ez ra wrote himself. Here 
we shouli exrect it, though it is not necessary. 
Torrey fo llows this last verse of Ezra 8 with 
Neh.7:70-8:18, "greatly improving the coherence of the 
story. It is proper here to follow his order. 
Nehemiah 7:70 - 73a. 
This short _t:assage concludes the account of Ezra 1 s 
coming to the city. 
Differences between !Yeh. 7:70-73a, Ezra 2:68f., and 
100. 
the I ESdras translation make text reconstruction impos-
- -
sible, Ezra and I ESdras are more closely allied than 
- . -
is Nehemiah to either of the others. The differences 
appear due more to textual accidents and accretions than 
to any var;iation in the traditions. 11orrey gives the 
following translation: 
And ~ome of' the ch ie( of the (at hers made dona-
tions to the work. 'Phe Tirshatha gave into the treasury 
a thousand drachmas in !?,old, fifty bas ins, thirty 
Priests' garments, and five hundred (minas of silver ) . 
And some of' the chief of the fathers . gave to the treasury 
o( the work twenty thousand drachm.as of gold, and two 
thousand and two hundred minas of silver. And that which 
the rest of' the people gave was twenty thousand drachmas 
of gold, two thousand minas of silver, and sixty-seven 
Priests' garments. 
An d the Priests, the Levites, the Porters, and 
the S ingers, some o( the people, and the Nethinim, even 
all Israel, dwelt in their cities. 
Torrey compares I C'n . ~9 : 6ff, II Ch. 29: 31ff, 35: 7ff. 
and with 73a I Ch. 9 : ~, end Ezra 2:1 (end). 
Nehemiah 8 :1 - 18 . 
Nehem i ah 8:1-18 is the fa.moun Gr eat iJ.ssembly for the 
101. 
oral reading of the Law. 
1. I ]}sdras J vm.nting as a textual check upon the 
first seven chapters of Nehemiah} here reappears. For 
this verseJ also, compare Ezra ?:lb. 
And all the people assembled as one man at 
the open space before the Water Gate; and they sent word 
to Ezra the Scribe to bring the Book of the Law of Jf oses 
which the Lord had commanded t'OIBrael. 
This passage is a partial duplicate of II Ch. 
5-7. (Torrey.) Cf. as one man with Onkelos'X'lm: together. 
And Ezra the Pr i est brought the Law before t he 
congregation~ both men and women ~ and a ll that could hear 
with understanding ~ on. the {irst day of the seventh month . 
Batten finds difficulty with to understand to hear~ 
but it is thoroughly teiLi tic. 
3. And he read in it before the broad place which is 
be{ore the Water Gate {rom dawn until noon~ in the prese nee 
of the men and the women who could understand~· and the ears 
of all the people were upon the Book ot the Law. 
Jeremiah's Temple Sermon must have been before a 
similar group; the occasion for the gather ing seems to be 
told in vss. 9f . ~ a Jewish festival. 
102. 
4. The and before L.echariah is wanting; and the 
last word} Jfeshul lam ? } looks suspicious. 
And Ezra the ~cr ibe stood upon a putp it of' wood 
which they had made for the purpose"· and there stood be-
side him Mattathiah" and Shemd' and 'Anaiah" and llriah" 
and Hilkiah., and Ma'seiah on his right,; and on his left 
Peda iafi.., and Mishae l., and Ma lch ijah., and ljashum., and Hash-
badannah., and Zechariah. 
Twelve names} as to b"' · v · expected. The Chronicle r 
very probably thinks that his is Zechariah the Prophet} ben 
Iddo}- forgetful of the lapse of time. 
For the pulpit} cf. II Ch.6:13. 
5. Gk . and I Esd . read be(ore ._, 1.0r in the sig,ht O(j 
M.T. is preferable. 
And Ez ra ope ned the Book in the sight ot all the 
r:e op le" (or he was above all the people, and as he opened 
it they all stood up . 
Eat ten finds rle re c.rwtLa _c account of the reading of 
the Law. But no author, espec i ally a Heb rew, was ever so 
strictly chronological . 
It is likely that we h<:we here a picture of the 
procedure : to which t he Chronicler is accus t omed in his own 
time in the Synagogue, and that this tra.di t ion not only 
103. 
relates the belief in his circles that the Law of Moses 
was somehow fOpularized during the Persian Period, but 
also that its use in :r;ublic worship became common in the 
Persian times. 
6. And Ezra blessed the Lord the great God~ and 
. -
all the people answered Amen~ Amen~ lifting up their 
hands~ and they bow~1d down and worshipped the Lord with 
their faces to the ground. 
Brown, Driver, and Briggs consider this the 
taking of mith, but, as Batten says, that is not the neces-
sary rreaning. This is much like the Muslim prayer postures. 
7. fJ:he versions vary widely. We anticipate twelve 
names, but cannot make them out . The perpendicular lines 
in M. T. perhaps indicate that something is wrong , as they 
occasionally do throughout the Old Testament . With I Esd., 
omit and before Leu it es; so, Torrey, and Bewer. 
And Jeshua' and Bani and Shereb iah, Jalfiin, "'.A.kkub~ 
~habbethai, Hodiah, Na'aseiah, u·ezeta, 'Azaria h, Jozaqad, 
panan, Pelaiah and the Leuites were instructing the people 
in the Law, while the, people remained . in their places . 
8. IJ~· 0 Ht/1 ti:ri8C dif' f icul t. I Esd . omits, 
Gk. offers no help. Bat ten would put the conjunction 
104. 
first and read, and the translator gave the meaning. 
'I'hat is sensible, but wholly conjectural. 
. . . 
And they read in the Book t;n the Law of God, 
(?and a translator gave interpretation ? ) so that 
they understood the reading. 
We should like to find a reference here to the 
Meturgeman, but cannot be sure of the text. In this 
description v1e have a traditiop, of the origin in ~ersian 
times of some of _ the forms of o/nagogue w~rship: 
The reading of the Law, possibly with the translation 
into Aramaic; the use of Psalm-like words of blessing, 
with the responsive Amen; and the instruction of the 
congregation, for the early Synagogue was quite as much 
a place of instruction as of worship. I believe that 
the Chronicler with purpose unites the origin of these 
~ynagogue customs with the popularization of the Law. 
Our Priestly edition of the Pentateuch must have been pub-
lished for the use of the public in the local 0'nago gues; 
this cannot be proved, but it is the most reasonable sup-
position. The obvious reason, though it i$ frequently 
overlooked, why the Law of Moses as wB have it comes from 
the fifth century B.C., in spite of the fact that the 
"Law of Moses" went on de veloping and increasing until some 
time after the fall of Jerusalem in 70 A. D., is that in 
105 • . 
the fifth century B.C. a popular edition of the Law made 
the ordinary man familiar with its contents; that is, 
. ' . -· 
the ~w got out ofthe hands of the scribe.s themse.lve.s, 
and could not any longer be revised. In times when 
everybody was more or less familiar with the Pentateuch, 
which in orthodox fashion was known as the work of Moses, 
no writer of a Pook of Jubilees or editor of a Mishnaic 
tractate could successfully make his own work ~\l pplant 
the accepted document. When th3( people knew th3c Law 
of Moses, let us say regarding the observance of the Sab-
bath, any further spinnings of its i iitp lic ations on the 
part of the scribes could not be called Moses' written 
words, but only the ora 1 tradition of what he said u pan 
the subject which he had not written down . 11.11 that 
we know of the orig in and the lat er reading of the Penta-
teuch show it to be the people ' s book, hot the Priests' . 
It was for the use of the S,ynagogue, <md has been so eve r 
since . The Chronicler· 's tradition may very CC?ITectly unite 
the popularization of the Law and the evolution of the 
ritual of the Synag ogue. 
9. That is, L'ienemiah, is wanting in Esdras, and is 
surely net orig i nal. ( ~ Torrey, followed by Batten.) 
And t he Tirsha tha and Ez ra the Pr iest the Sc rib_e 
106. 
and the Levites who taught the ,eople, said to all the 
people, This day is holy to the Lord your God. Do not 
mourn and do not weep. For all the people were weeping 
when they heard the words of the Law. 
10. Torrey takes lDN' 1 here and in verse 18 as 
third singular for an indefinite plural; but I Esd. 
reads the singular with Nzra as the subject in this verse. 
And he said to __ them, Go, eat the (at and drink 
the sweet and send portions to him that ha{h no provision, 
(or today is holy to our Lord; and be not distressed} f'or 
the joy of the Lord is your strength. 
It is curious to find both spellings of ''the Lord" 
in the same verse. 
11,12. And the Lev i.tes quieted all the people , saying, 
Be still, for today is holy, and be not dis tressed. And 
all the people went to eat and to drink and to send por-
tions, and to make a great rejoicing.; tor they gave head 
to the things which had been made known to them. 
13. .I Esdras ends with verse 12, though the B and 
A texts add, And they were gathered f rom verse 13; Tor-
rey calls attention to the fact that these are not the 
first words in Hebrew, which implies that the Esdras 
107. 
translation once continued, though our book of I Esdras 
is only a section torn out from the middle of the whole 
translation of Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah. Material for 
the textual criticism of Nehemiah after this point is 
sadly meagre. 
Note the cd.d coordination of the noun Ezra and 
the infinitive and to give attention to. 
And on the second day the chief o{ the fathers 
of all the people, the Priests and the Levites were 
gathered to Ezra the Scribe that they might give attention 
to the words of the Law. 
Bat ten considers t o Ez ra the Scribe a gloss , and 
that he does not belong hers; . . The re is not the same dif -
ficulty, however, with the Hebrew style that there would 
be in a literal Eng lish translation, for the Hebrew infini-
tive is more distinctly nominal in force than the English . 
14. And they {ound written in the Law which the Lord 
had commanded through Moses that the sons of Israel should 
dwell in booths in the Festival o( the Se vent h Month. 
Dt.16:13-15; Lv. :23 :3 3ff. 
15. Sayi ng , Gk . translates and Ezra said. 
And that the y should proclaim and pub Z ish in 
, 
' 
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all their cities and in Jerusalem, say tng, Go out to 
the mountain, and bring olive branches and branches of 
ole aster, and branches of myrtle, and branches of palm, 
and branches of thick (?) wood to make booths according 
to the writ ten word. 
Compare the modern Palestinian · custom of dwelling 
in the vinEfards in the late summer. 
16. And the people went out and brought them and 
made themse lues booths each on his roof and in their 
courts and in the courts of' the House of God, and in the 
broad space of' the Water Gate and in the broad space of' 
the Ga te o(' Ephrai m ~ 
Cf. II Kings 14:13 = II C'h . 25 : 23; Neh.12:39. 
17. Ve r y is lacking in the ol der Gk . Mss. 
And all the con~regat ion that had ret urne d ('rom 
the Captivity made booths and dwel t in the boothsJ· for 
the sons of I srael had not done so frolii the days of Joshua' 
ben Nun to t ha t dayJ· and it was a very great rejoicing . 
The Chr onicler) however _, has had it ker:·t_, II Ch. 
7:8; 8:13; and Bz ra 3: 4 . Of course it i s an ol d feast_, 
Ex . 23: 16b; 34 : 22b ) but t he observance of it in thi s Jew ish 
sense i s here quite ne w. Yet to the Chronicler_, nothing 
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worthy is new since Jvbses and David, therefore this 
celebration must have been held in the good old days of 
Joshua) even if its apparent origin did come in the 
Persian Period. Zech.14: 16-18 also enforces the 
festival observance. The narrative in Nehemiah is 
good :bi story, veiled, of course, by the Chronicler's 
style. 
18. Gk . unnecessarily adds Ezra as the subject of 
and he read. 
And he read in the Book of the Law of God day 
by day from the first day to the la .s t day, and they held 
festival seven days . And on the eighth day was an as-
semb l y according to t he ordinance . 
Lv.~3 : 36 (H) def ines the assembly . 
Ez ra 9:1 - 10: 44 . 
The narrative tha t should follow) as 1'orre,y 
shows) is the two last chapters of the Book of Ezra, the 
story of the lvi xed Marriages . 
1. Gk: . read in inste ad of -like their abominations. 
M. T. is not satisfactory, though Torrey holds it to be 
110. 1 
the Chronicler's. I ESdras omits che Ammonite~ leaving 
seven nations. The Amori te is out· of order; read, with 
I Esd., the Edomite. 
And when these th i ng,s were (in ished, the chief 
men drew near to me~ saying: The people of Israel and 
the Priests and the Lev ites have not separated them.se lues 
from. the Peoples of the Lands,; they do like their 
ab om.inat ions, the Canaanite~ the Hittite, the Peri-
zite, the Jebusite~ the Ammonite~ the Noabite , the Egyp-
tian and the Ed om.i te . 
Cf . Dt. 7:1, et al. Of course, the list is 
from memory , and he forgot, as any of us might have done , 
the Girgashite and the Hivite . 
n 
"-• For they have . taken o( their daughters for them-
selves and for their sons, and the ho ly seed has been mixed 
with the Peoples of the Lands. And the hand of' the chief 
men and the rulers has t:Jeen foremost in this trespass. 
Cf. Fs .10 6:35, and especially Neh . 9:2; 13:3. 
Torrey .) 
Batten says that this i s 11attributable to the 
scarcity of women in the new co rnm unity/' and while we 
must recognize this insi stance upon pure Jew ish pedigree 
as a new ideal, yet it is quite poss ible that the pre-
111. 
dominance of men in the new Jerusalem community would 
- -
be likely, and would thus bring about the problem of 
intermarriage. 
3. I Esd. and Gk. read the plural, my robes, 
which Bew31r adopts. 
And when I heard this matter, I rent my 
robes, and my cloak, and plucked out some of the hair 
of' my head and my beard, and sat down confounded. 
4. At the word, singular, with Esd., Gk., and 
Vulgate. ( Batten, Bewer.) 
And there were gathered unto me aU who trem-
bled at the word or the God of Israel concerning the tres-
pass or the Exile, while I sat confounded until the 
evening offering. 
,-? . 'YlPJ of ~: .T. is impossible. 
'l.D 'Yl PJ . 
+ 1" : _. ~ . . . : • : 
Bewer .) Point, 
And at the time o( the evening o(fering, I 
.arose (rom my (ast, even with my robes and my cloak rent, 
and I fe •ll upon my knees and I spread out 'my hands to the 
Lord my God. 
Cf . II Ch.6:13, ln '!the Chronic l er 's li ~e liest 
style," says To rrey. 
112. 
For the attitude in prayer, cf.Neh.8:6, above; 
also I Kings 8:54; Ex.17: 12. 
6. The Gk. texts give only one '~/~; ~he first is 
probably the original. ( fuwer.) Cf. I Ch. :29:17. 
Ibes the peculiar Massoretic daghesh mean a 
strong traditional accent on the word W~l ? Cf. Hos . 3:2 . 
Torrey drors the word as a dittograph of W~l, though there 
is no authority from the versions. 
And I said, 0 my God, I am ashamed to lift up 
my face unto thee, {or our sins have 777Ultiplied exceeding-
ly and our guilt is great, even to the heavens. 
7-15. The remainder of chapter nine is taken up with 
·Ezra's prayer, which contains little for historical com-
ment. In the ninth verse Ezra expresses gratitude that 
Israel's God has :given a reviving, to raise up the House 
o{ our God, and to erect its ruins, and to give us a 
Wall in Jerusalem. Batten tries to relate this to Nehe-
miah, but this is evidently the Chronicler's prayer, not 
Ezra's, and the gratitude is for the good fortune of the 
centuries just preceding , with no thought fer chronology . 
The word.s are entirely sincere and spontaneous , too whole-
hearted even to reflect the author ' s critical notion as to 
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whether Nehemiah preceded or followed Ezra. 
Chapter ten continues the action regarding the 
Mixed Marriages. It is in the third ~erson} in contrast 
to Ezra 7: 27 through 9:6} perhaps we should say through 
9: 15} though there is no opportunity for the first person 
singular to appear in the prayer. Torrey has shown con-
vincingly that there is no change in style between the 
first and the third person passages, and has offered abun-
dant parallels in otQ.er literature not far from this time 
to prove that the change of person is not a cue for the 
literary analyst. Chapter ten continues the same story 
begun in chapter nine} with the same point of view in 
every respect. Torrey reckons the change of person a 
inere incidental whilli of the Chronicler's mind; that is the 
best that can be said. Here we are inclined to think 
that the long prayer intervening between the two parts of 
the story has caused the author to drop his first person 
style and fail to return to it in the following chapter. 
It would not be safe to guess that Neh. 7: 73b-8 : 18 also once 
stood in the f irst person when it came properly between 
Ezra 8: 36 and 9:1, because Ezra 8 : 36, And they delivered 
the king's commissions - seems either to begin the t hird 
person section following it ( in cas e Ezra is, as we should 
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presume, one of those who delivered the commissions ) , 
or to furnish the transition in the Chronicler's mind. 
The following analysis shows the changes in the rersonal 
pronouns: 
Ez. 7: 1-26 Third Person 
Ez. 7: 27-8: 32+ First Person 
Ez.8:36, Neh.7:73b-
8: 18 Third Person 
Ez.9:1-6 + (7-15) First Person 
Ez .10 Third Person. 
The analysis looks interesting, but, unfortunately, is 
quite useless, except as the study of the mind of an 
ancient scribe. 
1. only here in the hi thpa' el. 
:iDJ. the noun is found only here. 
And while Ezra prayed and made conf'ess ion, 
weeping, and prostrating himse l( bef'ore the House of God, 
there was gathered to hilii of' Israel a very great congrega-
tion of men and wome n and children,~ (or the people wept 
exceeding ly. 
Cf. Neh . 5 : 9 . 
J.IL' .J is quite Lmprecedented except in Ezra-Nehe-
miah. The versions give the obvious sense, to marry, but 
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it is not easily to be derived from this verb as we other-
wise know it. Targ.9nk . . uses .it so: cf.Dt.20:6;:21~10,Ex.7:~, etc. 
And Shechaniah ben Jelji'el of' the sons of' 'Elam. 
answered saying to Ezra, We have sinned against our God 
and we ( ? have married ? ) 1 ore ign women of the Peoples of 
the Land~· but now there is hope tor Israel in this. 
3. r.:'~.l I:J the Chronicler must have limited; probab-
b the word "foreign 11 should be added. 
Eeshi tto and I Esd . read not n~yJ 1 but D:$YJ1, 
which is preferable. 
I Esd . more correctly read '~~~, referring to Ezra. 
And now let us make a cove~Unt with our God to 
put away all foreign wives and their children, according 
to the command of' my lord and ot those who tr emb le at the 
commands of' our God, and it shall be done according to 
the Law. 
The Law, that is, that has just been read, 
Neh . 8:13, Ezra 9:1. 
tl 
-:x: . Arise, for the matter rests upon thee, and we 
are with thee. Be strong, and act! 
5. We expect the customary conjunction and before 
the Leu i tes. 
116. 
And Ezra rose and caused the chief Prif?sts and 
the Levites and all Israel to swear to do according to 
this plan; and they swore. 
On · paper it is easy to gather the entire nation; 
cf. I Ch.15:3; also verse 9, below. 
6. rn1 
... -• I read, with I Esd. and Feshitto, fol-
lowed b-y Batten and Pewer, 11' 1. 
And Ezra arose from befo;·e the Uouse r:. of:,( God 
and went to the chamber o( Johanan ben E l iash ib and spent 
the night there. He neither ate bread nor ·drank water, {or 
lw was mourning over the trespass of the Exile. 
7. Some Hebrew Mss. and the Greek ·add, and ·in Jeru-
sal em. 
:ny cf. the use of the verb in Ezra 1: 1. 
And they 1r.ade proclamation in Judah(and · in Jeru-
salem) to all the sons of the Exile to assemble at Jerusa-
lem. 
8 . Anyone wflo should not come · in t h ree days , accorci -
ing to the decr ee o{ the chiefs and the elders, all h is pro-
perty should be con{iscated and he should be cut ot'f from 
the congregatio.n of the Exile. 
1nis i s pla i nly too dr astic f or reality. 'l_lhe 
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phraseology of excommunication is like Sanhedrin proceed ure. 
9-11. A.nd all the men of Judah and Benjamin assem.b led 
themselves . at Jer usalem. on ths , third day, which was the 
ninth month on the twentieth of the month; and all the 
people sat · in the open space of the House of God, trembling 
because of the matter , and because of the hea IJJ rains. 
And Ezra the Priest arose and said to them, Ye have tres-
passed and have 1ro rr ied foreign women, to add to the 
g!,uilt of Israel; but now make confession to the Lord the 
God of' your fathers., and do his pleasure, and separate 
yourse lues . frpm the Peoples. of the Land and frpm. the 
foreign women. 
Cf . the command to Achan, J os. 7:18 . 
l n 
'· 
"n p In J i s odd, and variously trans lated in 
t he Gk. 
And all . the peep le answe r ed and said wit h a 
lou d voice, Thu$ . according to th.L; wor d we mus t do . 
13. But t he peop l e are many and it is the rainy sea -
son, and there is not strength t o stand out ot do ors. And 
the tas k is not tor one day or tw o days , because ma ny of 
us . have sinned in t his ma t t er. 
118. 
14. u17 11 with two Hebrew Mss., many critics 
read l.'Jiii 1\). Yet the Chronicler uses I in ways peculiar 
to himself, and it is hard to see how 1vi.T:. could have 
arisen from the usual form. 
Let then our chief's represent the whole congre-
gation/ and let all who are in our. cities that have ta-
ken foreign wives come at appointed times and with them 
the elders and judges . of their city/ in order to turn 
away from us the fietcene''ss of the wrath of our. God be-
cause of this thing. 
In an eastern community all this could have been 
done, and no families, or very few, broken, only con-
siderable bakshish passed about. 
15. But Jonathan ben Asahel and Jepeziah ben ftqwah 
stood out against this, and lie shullam and Shabbethai 
helped them. 
ls. one of these men, by any chance, the author 
of the Book of Ruth ? 
Torrey remarks .that the Chroni c l er deli ght s in 
creating such incidents : cL II Ch . 30 :10f ; 30: 18 ; I Ch. 
21:6; t':eh.7:61ff.; II Ch . 28 :12, etc . 
Batten, taki ng the Gk . with n,e for 'iCy, net 
ncy makes out that thes e four aided Ezra; and the ethers, 
119. 
until the Cht·onicler revised the story, opposed his 
nreform. n .!?ewer rightly objects to this sort of text 
reconstruction with its resulting interpretation • . 
16. And the sons of the Exile did so. And Ezra 
the Pr .iest and certain chief' men according to their 
(ami lies, all of' them by name, wer~ set apart. And 
they sat on the first day of the tenth month to inquire 
into the matter. 
17. · C,tv.J~ IJ Bewer reads with the article:, as 
in t he Greek; btAt it could not be read in Greek without 
the article, nor idiom at ic ally in English. Torrey 
compares 1: 1 and 10: 3. 
And they finished with all the men who had 
married f'oreign wives on the f'irst day of the first 
month. 
18- 44. The remainder of the chapter g ives lists of 
the Cl3ffenders. This no doubt s uppl ements the reference 
to the ~ family with the Gi l ead i te great - grandmother, 
. . 
( ·Ezra 2: 61f., = Neh.7 :63f. ) in cataloguing _the pleb~ians 
wh o aspired to social standing in the Chronicler's gener-
ation. 
Thus the story of Ezra concludes . Vv'hat of its 
120. 
historical value ? At least) we may be reasonably con-
fident that there was some person named Ezra about whom 
tradition clung) for the Chronicler does. not invent 
his characters. The · legends of the :r;opularization 
of tne ~aw} of the early rise of some of the Synagogue 
ritual} of the origin of the Feast of Booths in its 
peculiarly Jewish form} and of the polemic against 
mixed marriages with the People of the Land are tho-
roughly credible when removed from their explicit 
chronological background . It is doubtful if all of 
these legends may correctly be associated with a per-
son named Ezra} for if Ezra had been so remar kable an 
individual Een Sira would almost surely have included 
him in his catalogue of celebrities . Yet Ezra is p roper-
ly list$d with the great rren of the Persian Period} one 
of whom we possibly know more than about Mordecai) but 
surely inore than we know of Seraiah and some others who 
are mere names. ''To him that hath shall be given:" in 
the Chronicler's circle Ez ra was reputed E t remarkable 
ancient hero; why, then, should he not be invested wi t h 
leadership in all the greater causes of the Persian Period ? 
Torrey 's literary criticism of the Ezra Memoirs is sound; 
his historical criticism is inade quate because it does not 
appreciate the possible vali:iity .of le gend . 
121. . 
If the Chronicler had a writ ten source for the 
story of Ezra, he did not use it; the style and the in-
terests described are all the editor's. But in the con-
trolled secticn of I and .II Chronicles we have known the 
editor, like all Semitic historians of early days, as 
one who constantly q_uotes , very rarely recasts the source 
material at his disposal. This also was his practice re-
garding the .Aramaic :Ibcument, and the Memoirs of Nehemiah. 
There is, then, not the slightest reason to suppose that 
when a narrative .is offered wholly in the Chronicler's 
phras.ing there is an underlying written source. Rather, 
· the orig in ·is in oral legend. It is for this reason, it 
would seem, that Ezra and Nehemiah are such radically dif-
ferent characters: Nehemiah was known in a written decu-
rrent, to which the Chronicler added some of his own comments, 
from which, we have reason to fear, he deleted material not 
to his liking, yet on the whole, fortunately, transcribing 
a correct copy of the ori ginal; Ezra was knov1n in Levi tical 
tradition, which the Chronicler was obliged to transmit in 
his own words, with his own explanations, and distorted 
by the limited historical perspective of the circles through 
which the legend had filtered. 
12(') L, 
Neh. 9. 
1. This chapter is quite disconnected from Neh.B; it 
is another story of the reading of the LawJ though the em-
phasis is entirely different from that of the chapter pre-
ceding it in M. ~. 
With earth upon them .is wanting .in Gk. in the oldest 
·L Mss. Gk: . . reads with 13apth up on their heads., of course cor-
rect at least as an interpretation. 
·And on the twenty fourth days of this mont h., the 
sons of Israel were assemb Ze d fast~ ing., and :in ·sackcloth., 
with earth upon their (heads). 
Torrey calls attention to the mu l tiple of twe lve, 
usual with the Chronicler. 
·2. · ·And the sons of Israel separated themse lues fr om 
the sons of (ore i gners., anct they stood and made contess ion 
of ·their sins the · iniquities of their fathers . 
nit _is obvious that this is the immediate sequel of 
Ezra 9:1-10:44; cf . with this cl ause i.e._, sons of foreign-
- -
ers ) espec ially Ezra 9: 1~ -· and 10 :11. nl 'Ihis is certainly 
a correct rearrangement of the text . 
The Chronicl er in many ways has a finer appreciatim 
1. Torrey, Ezra Studies_,note p, on p. 27A. 
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of the qualities of true worship than any writer whom we 
know that preceded him. The prophets nowhere have so full 
an understanding of the value of group mysticism, indeed, 
probably because they were opposed to the old ecstatic 
~ - - - -
type of prophecy,. they seem rather to have feared its re-
sul ts. But while the Chronicler is able to describe the 
experience of worship far better than the author of the 
Speeches of the Lord in Job 38-41, yet he does not show 
•, . '. 
any of the Ifiilosophical comprehension that the Book of 
Job presents. Here the Chronicler realizes that confes-
sion is the beginning of true worship; but because he is 
so bound to think t raditionally he does not comprehencl that 
confessio~ TIBans anything more than confessing the sins of 
the fat hers. If the Chronicler could have been morally 
as profoun~ as he v;as re lig iously, his contribution would 
be comparable to that of the gr eatest of the prophets. 
3. And they stooct up : in their places, and they read 
-in· the Book of" the Law of' the Lord their God one fourth of 
the day~ and one fourth they made con(ess-ion and worshipped 
the Lord their God. 
1;he Chronicler apparently means f orma l confess ion, 
by the use of appropr.ia te Psalms. 
The long Levitical prayer which occupies the remainder 
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of the Hebrew chapter, that .is::, through verse thirty 
seven, contributes ·little to this discuss.ion. :It is 
important to note the way the thought reverts to the 
experiences of the EXodus; it .is at this time:, when 
a new and glorious Exodus from the .Dias pora is so earnest-
l y desired, that the most imag i nat ive re f lections upon 
the coming of the :Israelites from Egypt were vr.r i tten, as 
in Is. 40-66, nany Psalms, the Priestly 'Ibcument, the 
scribal additions to the older writings, _and the works of 
the Chronicler. These will be discussed at a later point. 
Neh. · 10. 
1. = 9: 38, _EVSS. ·Ana ·in all this Batten thinks an 
insertion by the Ch ronic l er; but s ince th i s i s al l b~' the 
Chronicler the text cannot be thus analyzed. 
And · in al· l this we cut anct write a sure promise 
upon the sea l ed record 
Priests. 
our princes, our Levites, our 
Nowhere el se does the Chronicler thus introduce 
a list of names, yet the list .itself is not di fferent 
from the others in "c,hese books . It has value of course 
as family tradition, noth i ng more . 
1,.,5 
·L • 
!2. · ; =:: JO: 1 EliiiDS , · the governor .is lacking .in Gk .:, 
and clearly an intrusion .in Gk: . 1~ :If it rere original, 
it would follow ben Hacaliah, rather than immediately 
- -
after Nehemiah . · It is an explanatory gloss, correct 
in interpretation, however. 
The entire ,list, ~ ~~' :B, contains twenty two 
. - - ~ - -· . . -
names of Priests . ( Nehemiah not be ing count ed, ·as not be-
.ing a Priest and ~o~ably not properly appearing here ); 
-·- - . ··- - - . ~- - - . -- . . 
seventeen of Levi t es ; and for ty fow.~ of chiefs . 
';9 . And th e rest of the r;eopleJ ihe Priests., the 
Levites J the Porters ) the d ingers J the Neth i nim.J ancl a U 
who had separate d Lite mse lu es (r om the Peoples of' th e 
La nds u.nt 0 the LCUIJ or GodJ the i r wives ) t hei r s ons J anct 
the clawghters J a ll who had ;mow ledge and unders tan ci Lng 
Torrey compar es II Ch. 31: 4-19 . 
::JJ. 
\i s ,.-··9 
' • L gi -r es the subj ect . 
·c zave to thei r bret hren their ·chie('s and came un-
der a curse and an mt h ·to wa l k in the Law or God which 
·was g iven · through "Nose s th e ser va n~ o( God, and to keep 
• and to do atl the commandments of the Lor ct cur ;LordJ and 
ordinances and his statutes. 
Oath and r.::;Lt r se ar e synonyms . 
12f>. 
/ ·- 31-32. ·And that we wiZ l not give our daughters to the 
peoples or the ' land and their dau ghters we WL L l not take 
for our sons. 'And the peoples of' the · land who bring wares 
ana any grain on the -Sabbath day to sell - (rom them we 
wH l not buy on the Sabbath day nor on a (est. iva l day J. 
ana we wiLl {"orego the seventh year and ·the exact:ion of 
any debt at that time. 
~e phrases are ferhaps dependen~ upon Dt .15 ::2. 
Here our legend associates the first careful observance of 
other Pentateuchal Laws than those regarding marriage to 
the Fersian Period . 
30 <J, 
And we rra d e ord i nanc es (' or us t o give one third 
of a shekel a yea r for the service of the House of our God . 
P's 'I'emple ~[ax W'dS one hali sheke l: Ex . 30 :13; 
Ex . 36 : 26; lvit .17: 24; Jos . B.J . vii 6: 6 . In other words , 
P - or we shoul d better sa.y, The Law at the time of the 
Chronicle r was not yet in full;y fixed f orm. · Clearly our 
text here :_ is in good condition, or .it would have been ac-
commodate d to the l at er Pentateuchal custom. 
34 . For t he sh owb r ead and the ·continual me a l-o f(er ing 
and the cont i nua l burnt offering J the SabbathsJ the New Noons, 
for the set teasts cilltd t pr tjje JP9#J b' things , ancl tor the sin-
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offerings to rroke atonements for aLl 1srae l, and aH the 
war k of the House of our 'God. 
We 'rrode ordinances for ourse lues implies that 
there ·. is some realization of the fact of the growth of 
the Law on these points. That is not likely, however; 
rather the J:eOple are covenanting to observe these regu-
lations. 
35 . · 'And we cast lots concerning the wood offering 
the Priests, the Leu i tes, ana the people to br in!£, to 
the Hou.se of' our God, to our fat hers' House, at appointed 
t ilnes, year by year, to burn upon · the altar of the Lor d 
our God, as ·it : is written ·in the Law. 
:Lv. 6 :11. Batten questions the Friests' and the 
Levi tes ' carrying of the woorl . 
36. · ;All is lacking .in the oldest Greek. 
And to bring the first fruits of our ground and 
the (irst fruits of' every ·tree year by year to the House of' 
the Lord. 
37 . An d the ( irst born of' our sons and o( our cattle, 
as ·it ·is written in the Law , and the (i rstliruj,s of' our heras, 
and our flocks, to br.ing to the House ot our Goa, and to the 
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Priests. the . ministers ·.in the Bo use ot our God. 
\,\.,. ol)f) ·19· 'Dt .n6 ./'f'f' . 111 u.18·.1'2f' • . 
.l::.u\.e ·LL. J .. . •L . · L •J 1'1 
38. CJLTwv 7Jf.l.WV which in Neh. · always 
stands for 1 Jl except here. 
'And that the first of our dough and of our heave-
otf'erings~ ana the fruit of' every tree, new wine and oH, 
·we ·should brin g to the Priests to the ·chambers of' the 
House of our Goa , ana the tithes of our ground to the 
Levites~ for they~ the Leu it es ~ ta ke the tithes trom al· l 
the cit tes where we · labor. 
Lv. 27: 30. 
39-40 ~ And the Priest the s on of' ·Aaron shall be with the 
Leu i tes when the Leu i tes take the t ithes and the ·Leu ites 
shacl bring up one tenth of' t he t ithe to th House of' our 
God~ to the chambers to the treasure house. Ji'or the sons 
ot Israel and the sons of' Levi shall bring to the chamber.s 
the heave-ofter.ing of' the grain~ the new w i ne ~ and the oil, 
where are the Priests that minist er and the Porters ana the 
S in gers . Ana we will not tors ake the House of' our God . 
The one fact that sh ine s through this long pass age 
i s the ori gin of t he 'I'emple ~ax ~ both of silver and of g oods. 
lhe Chronicler has found this fac t a sui table psg upon which 
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to hang a discourse upon the .importance of the tax. 
Neh.ll . · 
1. Batten connects this passage with the assembly 
. - . ~ . -·· 
left in 7:51 Torrey with the end of the list there .intro-
duced1 that .is1 7: 69 . The latter .is more acceptable. · 
More importe3.nt than its · connection1 however 1 which at 
best means very li ttle 1 is the kernel of l egend t ound in 
the first two verses 1 which .introduce another of the 
Chronicler' s long name lists ~ With 7: 41 .we have the 
statement that the ~ :inhabitants of Je rusalem were very few 1 
and that i t was necessary to secur e a larger rermanent pop-
ul ation. 
Ana the princes of' the people dwe lt .in Jerusalem.1 
ana the rest or the JBOple cast · lots to bring one out of" 
ten to d.we· ll :in Jerusalem the li o ly ·ci ty1 and to leave nine 
tenths in the cities . 
The method .is.1 of course1 the Chronicler ' s . In fact 1 
the breaking of fam ily and clan groups in this fashi on is to 
me unthinkable. 
Ana the people blessed aU the men who f'ree l y of-
fered themselves to cl.we Z,l · in ·Jerusalem. 
• 
3-36. 
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Lists: 
1) Laymen .in Jerusalem. · vss 3-9. 
:2) Priests} 10-14 ·= I Ch . 9: 10-13} with variations 
3) Levi tesJ 15-18 I Ch. 9: 14-16} with consider-
able difference; the Gk. is briefer. 
4) Porters} 19 
5) NethinimJ 21. · 
6) Notes about Levi tes and Singers} 22_.24. 
7) Judeans and l?enj ami tes ·living outside Jerusalem. 
Neh. 12: 1 - · ~6 . 
Batten speaks ot th i s as a sort of appen·J i,.( to 
the preceding . 
1) Priests and ~.ev i tes who came up with w rubbabel 
and Joshua} vss . 1-9} paral l el to Ez..:2: 36- 40} Neb. 7: 39-43 . 
. '2) Hi gh Priests) 10f. Six names } the gene rations 
being too long) despite Batten. 
3) Pr i ests a.r1d Levi tes in the days of J oiakim) 12-'21. 
4) Levites in the days of El iashib. (?) ·'2'2-= '26 . 
'] h 1 r, ' r ,7 4 7 ! \ e 0 L 0 L - • 
The descr i ption of the llid icat i on of the Wall gives 
the Chronicler one of hi s best opportunities in pageantr y . 
131. 
·-
If there is even the slightest echo of events in the Per-
sian Period, it .is entirely lost to our analysis. The 
chapter has much .interest for a study of the nature of a 
Jewish processi onal; also, together with chapter three, 
it furnishes important data regarding the walls of Jeru-
salem .in the third century I:il. C. The ·lists of partici-
pants in the celebration are perhaps another indication 
from whom, in t he Chronicler's estimate: , it .is proper 
for a goo d Jew to be descended . 
Neh . 1:2 : 44 - 47 . 
44 . For the heaue-of{'erings is lacking in Gk. ; also 
the Law from the three oldest Ivlss . 
'l'he (ields of the cities means mo re in the East 
than to us· the Gk . B read the rulers of' the cities, Le .. , J 
; , 1~'7 "+ lv read ~-T·~ lo! ,' ) which is quite as sa t i s factory~ 
The second half of the verse io grammatically very 
clumsy. 
.&;nd on that day were me n appointed over the chambers 
for the treasuries (or the heave - off'erings, the firs t fruits , 
-
ancl the tithes , ·to gathe r into them for the ( (ie· lds ? -
princes ?) o( the cities the portions according to Law for 
the Priests and (or· the Levites, (or ·Judah had Joy in the 
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Priests and the Levites who served. 
45. This makes little sense:, but there is no basis 
for a correction. 1.At least _it is of the Chronicler 
And they kEpt the off'ice of' their God and the 
office of the puri(ication · - and the Singers and the 
Porter,s. according to the commands of 'David, Solomon ·his 
son. 
46 . 'Ihe and before llsaph is wanting in Gk. 
For ·.in the days of Dav. id and As a ph of old t.here was a 
chief of the musicians and songs of Praise and Thanks g.ivinsJ, 
to God. 
47. And '.in the days of Nehemiah is wanting in Gk . of 
B and .Aleph. 
·And abl Israel ·.in the days of Zerubbabe l and '. in 
the days of Nehemiah used to g ive the port.ions of the 
S ingers and the Porters day by day; and they used to set 
apart for the Lev:ites, and the Lev.ites for the ·sons of' 
'Aaron. 
It is possible to trans late day by da y as 
annuaLl y ; this woul d ha>rmonize bet t er with t he probab l e 
cus tom. 
133. 
This further description of the tithing as it 
- . ·- - . - - -
was done in the :Eersian Per.iod adds nothing to Neh. 10: 
32-39) and 13: 10-14) both of which show evidence of 
' 
carrying an .element of worthy le gend. ·IDhe author in 
12:44-47 .is exhorting rather than recounting old 
legend. 
.Neh. 13: l · - 3: · 
1..;;2, And on that day · it was read · in the Book of lrfose s 
.in the ears or the people~ J:ncl · it was r ound written ·in '. it 
that an ATimwnite and an Edomite shaol not com.e :into the 
congre gat·ion o( God (oreuer~ because they d i d not meet the 
·sons of 'Israe l with bread and with water~ but hired against 
him Balaam to curse him - but our God turned his curse :in-
to a blessing. 
1b)2 gives extracts trom Dt .23: 4- 6 . But to call 
the phrases not found in I.Buteronomy additions is imposs ible) 
because our author is so unrel i able in quotation. 
3. :n~\ is a rare word) mixture . 
And · Lt came t o p1ss whe n they heard the Law ·that 
they separate d at l the mixed people (ro m 1srae l. 
T'ne three ve r ses are a brief) mi drashic parallel 
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to the longer accounts} Ezra 9J lO.J and Neh.13:23....i:28.. They 
add nothing new. · Their presence seems to be as an intro-
duction to the following r.assage about Tohiah. 
Neh. 13: 4 - 9. 
4. And before this Etiashib ·the Priest being appointed 
over the chambers of the House of our God, being aL l:ied to 
'fob: iah 
The Chronicler's phrase before this, if written 
purposefully and in this context} shows that even he:, who 
traces everyt hing worthy to Moses or ·to I:avad, knew that 
there was a recent time before the ·Lav;r l"iRS known. In so 
confused a narrative) however} this exegesis cannot be 
pressed. 
rn :$0 Vulgate_) partes, = Dv ~- .10- much better 
grammatically. 
And he arranged ·him a great chamber where they 
had formerly put the rrea l-of fer ing, · the frank incense, and 
the utensiLs, and the tithe of the grain, the new wine, 
and the oit, the (portions) of' the Lev ttes and the 8_ ingers 
and the Porters, and the heave-offering of' the Priests. 
6. And ·• in all this · t i me 1 was not :in Jerusalem,- (or 
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·in the ·thirty ·second year c( ·Artaxerxes the Ring of Babylon 
I came ·to the King •. And after a t. ime 1 asked of ·the King ·-
The word fuby lon shows that Nehemiah is not 
writing} llilless it is interpolated. Historically the 
verse is enigmatical: it looks like one of the {llironicler ' s 
contributions of chronology. But if .it is} the reason for 
.its appearance is that there were some fragme nts of writing 
or legend that be thought required patching to what has 
already been related. .In the remainder of the chapter} 
verses 7-9} JD-12} 15f.:} !23-25} and :~ are} despite Torrey} 
. . . 
far more vigorous than the Chronicler's usual style; the 
chapter as a whole is not now :from the Memoirs} yet these 
bits sound quite as good as Nehemiah himself. In any event} 
these passages are not the mere fiction of tl1e edi tor} but 
are based upon some living tradition or document . That be-
ing the case} we may suppose that verse six) like the 
numerous transitions from one king to another in Ezra 1-6} 
is a serious} though very likely unsuccessful) attempt to 
make the narratives hang together. 
7- 9 . ·And I came to Je r usa le/JI and I learned of the eu i· l 
·which Etiashib r.ad clone tor Tobiah :in arrang ing him a cham-
ber in the cour ts o( the House of God . And :it greived me 
!f),reat•l y . Ancl I cast forth all the househo l d stuff' o(' 
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'fob iah out of doors from the chamber. And I commanded 
that the chambers be cleansed. And 1 put back the uten-
Sils of the House of God~ the meal-offering and the 
frank incense. 
Only .it was the Chronicler who put back the 
rreal-offering and the frankincense. 
10. And I ' learned ·that the port ions of ·the Leu i tes 
had not been given., and that the Levites and ·the Singe rs 
that did ·the work had fled back_, each t o ·his field. 
The ·Chronicler., who is always partial to the 
~vites_, and who certainly is familiar with the( fact that 
~he ·~vi tes are not suppose~ to have fields_, ( cf. Nu. 18 :!20_, 
et passim in P )_, did not compose this as fiction. The 
verse is here over-loaded for Nehemiah_, but it seems to 
have a genuine fact back of it. 
11. ·And 1 contended with the F.u lers anct said , Plhy is 
the House of Gael. (orsaken ? 'And 1 ga thered them together 
and set them. in their stat: ion. 
12. And abl Judah brough t the tit he of the grain and the 
new wine and the oil to the treasuriesh 
VsLris thoroughly like 11ehemiah. It r equires a 
conclusion) such as vs .12) though vs. 12 is in the Chronicler's 
137. 
manner. 
13~ And 1 appointed over the treasuries Shelemiah 
the Priest and Zadok the Scribe, and Pedaiah, of" the Le-
vites,; ana with them Hanan ben Zakkur ben Mattaniah, 
for they were considered honest. And their bus.iness 
was to d istribute to their brethren. 
This does not sound like l1ehemiah; the inter-
est is ecclesiastical. 
14. Remember unto me, 0 m.y God, concerning this, and 
Wipe not out ·my good deeds that I have done .in the ·nouse 
of ·my God and · in :its dut. ies. 
Torrey t hinks this passage a trick on the part of 
the Chron i cler to :rrake the reader belie ve t his whole sec-
tion Nehemiah's. But the r e .is enough else to sh ovl that 
the Cll ronicler .is her e only an editor, and while he h as 
added muc h, there is no necessary reason t o be lieve t ha t 
this does not properly go with the preceding narrative 
and belong to Nehemiah himself. 
Neh . 13: 15 - 22. 
15 . lacks provis.'ions. 
'And i n th ose clays 1 s aw · in Judah men t r ead i ng 
• 
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winepresses on the Sabbath, and bringing ~ in goods, and 
lading asses,; and wine, grapes, and figs, and all such 
things, and bringing them to Jer~salem on the Sabbath. 
'And ·I witnessed when they sold provisions. 
These are indeed the Chronicler's interests; 
but the context is fOSSibly Nehemiah's, and this verse 
may therefore be his. 
16. Batten unnecessarily emends Tyr tans. Tyrian 
and Canaanite are synonymous; and the latter is used 
for "peddlar". That .is evidently the :rreaning here. Cf. 
Prov. 31:!24. 
•Ana the pedcllars abode in '.it, bringing fish and 
all wares, and ·sell;ing on ·the Sa bbath to · the sons of ·Judah 
and ·.in Jerusalem .• 
17. .'ln Gk .BAH'Tot<.; ·utot<.; Tot<.; st..su8spol<.;, that is:, 
1'.D plus some later correction from M. IJJ . With Batten, I 
believe J '.JJ original. 
'And I contended with the sons of Judah, and ·I 
said to them, What · is this evil thing that . you are doing ? 
Even profaning the Sabbath ? 
This may be from l~ehemiah, though the following 
verse is surely the Chronicler's. 
139. 
18. "Is : it not thus that your fathers ciid so that our 
God brought upon us all this ev.U, ana upon ·this city ? 
Yet you are bringing more wrath upon Israel by profaning 
the Sabbath. 
Neh. 1:6 does not place the guilt only on other 
. . - ~ .. - . 
men's fathers. This verse is not at all like }~ehemiah. 
19. 1l/7:; .excites the critics. 1'hough .it is not 
elsewhere used so, there seems nothing to do but to ac-
cept the word in a slightly fi gurative sense} despite 
Winckler and B:Ltten . 
:Am:t 'it cdJJJe tq pass when the gateways of Jeru-
salem. grew dark , before the Sabbath, that I told them to 
close the gates . ·And I said t hat they shou l d not be Ofi3ened 
again tiLl after the Sabbath . ·And sdm.e o{ my servants ·I 
put in cdrirmand of the gates · lest any burcten be brough t on 
the Sabbath day . 
·'And the merchants and ·sellers of ab l wares •lodged 
.. 
outs i de of Jerusalem. once or twice. And I witnessed against 
·them; ancl I sai d to them, ·why are you · lodg ing · in (ront o( 
the wall? I( you do · it again 1 wi:ll lay hand on y ou! 
' 
From that time they dicl not come on the Sabbath. And 1 
commanded ttw Leut.tes that they should puri(y themselves 
• 
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and come to keep the ga tes ·to ·sarict:ify ·t he ·sabbath day. 
Vss. :20 and ·21 may have more phrases from the 
11/emoirs. 
The Book of Nehemiah c oncludes with a paragraph 
regarding relations with fore.i gners . 
-23. ~ D, tt;1jl ~tten finds grammatically unsatisfactory. 
His suggestion of reading ·t·wR .instead of DR i s the simpl est 
solution. 
And ·1 saw , in those days that the 'Jews were marry-
ing ·Ashdodite and Ammonite anct Moabite women . 
The verb is not usual ) and I suspect may refer to 
illegitimate marr iage. The f ollowing verse makes it ap-
pear that ·Jimmoni te and Moahite may not originally have be-
longed here, though the versions found them .in the text. 
This may be the case of a religious community 
being without women, much as the Crusaders i n J::al est i ne . 
1 2~. But ace ord in !!}, to the · language of each people is 
lacking in the oldest Gk . Mss;) and should be dropped as 
a gloss. ( So Batten .) 
·And their children spoke half' Ashdodite ) and 
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could not ·speak ·Jew ish. 
:.And ·I ·contended with · them and I ·cursed them and 
smote ·certain of them, and 'I plucked off their hair, and 
I made them swear by God · 'That you wib Z not give your 
daughters to their sons and ·that you wHl not ·take their 
daughters for your sons and yourse lues. 
Verses :24£. look as if partly Nehemiah 1 s. 
~6 . 'Did not So loman King of 'Israel sin , in these 
things ? 'And among 1rany nations was no king · like ·him, 
and he was be love d of Goa, and God set him as king 
over all ·Israel. 'Him also foreign wives caused to ·s. in. 
Not Nehemiah 1 s} of course; indeed .i t lS too 
confused for the Chronicler} but the versions offer no 
help. It appears a collection of mar ginal exclamations 
about Solomon. 
J)7 
L . • And shall we · listen to you to do abl this great 
eut; l, to trespass against our God ·. in mrry.ing foreign 
women ·? 
lyo? is the Chronicler's expression. 
!~ . ·And one o( the sons of' Jo iada the son of" E l iastl:.ib 
the ll i gh Priest was son in law of 8anba llat·;· ancl I drove 
• 
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him (rom me. 
';!). , 1'7.NJ Gk. BA~ take from the root '"/t{J, to act as 
kinsman. This, as Batten says, .is the proper sense. 
Remember against them~ 0 my God~ that they 
sought kinship or the priesthood~ and the covenant with 
the Priests and Levites. 
And I cleansed them. from everything foreign~ 
and I appointed duties tor the Priests and the Levites, 
each in his work. And for the wood-offering in · its 
appointed times~ and for the first f'rui ts. Remember 
me, 0 my God, (or good ! 
If this story has anything of Neherrdah 's behind 
.it, the Chronicler has quite obliterated the possibility 
of analys is . 
• 
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The preceding comment~ry upon the ·Chronicler's 
writings in Ezra-Nehemiah reveals not only certain negative 
critic isms regarding his inaccuracies) which are much 
emphasized by ·C. G. Torrey; there is also a nucleus of 
legendary beliefs about the Persian Period some of which 
commend tbemsel ves as the probable facts of hist()ry. 
These are supporttil.in Fart by references in Nehemiah 's 
own writing) and) as will be shown in the fol lowing chap-
ter) receive valuable confirmation from the ext\3nsi ve 
fost~exilic Hebrew literature. There is insufficient 
material for the reconstruction of the history of t he 
Persian Per iod; because we have no chronology) there-
fore no adequate discrimination of the relation of cause 
and effect; but there is at least enough material for 
an appreciation of certain Jewish tendencies which ap pear 
more fully in the Greek Period. 
facts stand out prominently: 
The fol lowing definite 
1) Persian Passport~) or Firmans; were occa-
sionaily granted to Jews returning to Jerusalem. Neh. 2 :7f. 
refers to one which surely was genuine) though not tran-
scribed . Four (Ezra 4:11-16; 4:17-'22; 5 :7-17; 6:3-1'2.) 
are set forth in the long Aramaic ~ource; despite Eduard 
Meyer we cannot feel contident that these are genuine, but 
Meyer's argument that these documents are formally correct 
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does lead us to believe that sucb jj:etters as these were well 
known in this connection. Ezra 1: 2-4, I ESdras 4:48- 56, 
and Ezra 7: 12...:26 are in the 'Chronicler's own style. Evi-
dently we do not have t he origirial words o f any of these 
documents, but obviously there were such letters in use in 
the Persian Period, and they have left a clear memory in 
legend. 
2) New practices regarding Temple S.upport were in-
augurated during Persian times. Ne}p 2:7-9 is good history, 
a royal order upon a Persian official. . Neh. _ 10: 32f. .is 
true, supported in spirit by the Priestly writings ot the 
Hexateuch, though very likely it should not be assigne d to 
Nehemiah. The narratives of t,tle generous support of the 
Persian kings ( Ez ra 1:7 -llj 7: 12~24 ) are presumably much 
exaggerated, but the increasing l y cosmopolitan interest in 
the Jerusalem rremple probably underlies the legends. 
3) The coming of bands of Pilgrims to Jerusalem, 
bringing foreign wealth and influence to t,tle city became 
important in Persian times. The Chronicler gives a glori-
fied picture o f t,tli s Return as if it _ had happened all at 
once ( Ezra 1 ). But he repeats himself in :EZ ra 7 of 
another equally significan caravan .. Neh.1:2 gives a more 
sober st~tement of the course ot events; the interest of 
the scattered Jews in the welfare of Zion was leading oc-
casional groups to visit their ancestral home. 
4) Jewish aristocracy traced its parentage to 
Persian times. Ezra -:2 and the corresponding passage in 
Nehemiah 7, Ezra 8, 10:18-44, Neh. 3, 10:1-:27, 11: 1-12.:26", 
are not composed in bad faith, for if they had been they 
could not have been successfully published; they are 
rather the inaccurate ideas current . in Jewish society about 
family histpries. We are not concerned with the names, 
which mean not.P.ing to us, but. do note the fact that all 
of tbis arist()cracy traces its lineage to Persian t~rres. 
5) Jewish Exclusiveness arose wi tn tp_e appearance 
of an aristpcracy. The dubious quest~on of "Ule exact ori-
gin of the difficulty wi t,h the People of the Land has been 
muqh discussed. Nehemiah four and six are authentic ac-
count~ of troubles with foreigners, tP.ough they are not 
here called Samaritans. Ezra 4:8-6:18, the long ,Aramaic 
source, and Ezra 10 and Neh. 13: 1-9,23-31, from the Chroni-
cler, are wri tt~n in a spirit of polemic. _ 1'he next _ definite 
evident~ of tbis quarrel appears .in Ecclus . 50:26. vre shall 
find, however, that the roet;ic literature of the Persian 
Period gives much to show the peculiar nat_ure of the populat io .. n 
of Jerusal em at this. time. 
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6) The Temple was rebu_il t. The ·Chronicler however 
adds nothing of value to the account . in Haggai. 
7) The Grea:t F_esti vals at this time acquired new 
importance. Iilz.ra 3:4f.:, 6:19-<22) Neh.8:9-18; 1:2_:27-47, 
' . 
IDzra 3: 8-13; 6: 16ff.:, are inserted by t}le author) like 
the speeches in the Greek historians, at such times as 
proper usage demanded. Nevertheless we iind ·some slight_ 
int~rnal evidence ( Neh.8: 17 ) for believing that_ ttte reit~r-
ated legends are significant; and we shall discover that they 
harmonize well wi tP, the rise of Jerusalem P_ilgrimage at this 
period. 
8) ~A general or popular :Accept;J.nce of the Law) to-
gether perhaps wi tb. tb.e early at:t.empts at . S,ynagogue ritual, 
is described in tb.e two legends of Nehemiah eight . and nine. 
·At least_ these :fact13.1 buried .in the traditions of 
the Chronicler) appeal t9 the historian as reasonable. 1'hus 
far we have proved t}lem true only 1) in so far as tb.eir re-
iteration in various legends shows that the Chronicler ac-
counted them the continuously important background of Jewish 
history in Fersian times; and :2) in that the documents quoted 
by the Chronicler also state similar facts . F·ull proof of 
the , value of the Chronicler's contributions) however, re-
quires me further step) the sifting from other literature 
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• 
of evidence supporting these facts • This evidence will 
be summarized in the following chapter • . 
IlL 
~igh t . upon' t:P.e G'hronicler 
from 
Other Literature. 
'I'he facts gleaned from the Chronicler regarding 
the Persian Period and judged to be .in themselves plausible 
relate to the Return of EXiles, or Jewish Pilgrimage to 
Jerusalem, and to the characteristic interests of the new-
ly revived community. These topics therefore require 
examinat~on in the light of other Jewish literature of the 
time. 
'I'he significance of religious pilgrimage in Old 
Test~ment literature and history has not been fully recog-
nized. It cannot. be said that the topic has been considered 
by scholars . . The reason for the neglect of 
such a subject is well implied by Karl Marti, who 
gives as his purpose in describing Old Test;:Lment reli-
gionl . "to lay special emphasis on those. features of 
t,flis religion which distinguish it from other reli-
gions of ant~ qui t y and constitute its peculiarity." 
This has quite properly been the purpose of most 
writers upon Israel's religion 8nd history, for it. is a na-
tion 's peculiar developmentp which generall;y constj. tute its 
contribution to human culture. Unless possibly to 
1. < K.Marti, The Rel i g ion o( the Glct Testament~ tr. by 
G.A.Bienemann, Preface. 
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those who choose to revile the Hebrew contribution to human 
culture, · its likenesses to that of other peoples has_ been 
of little iilter.est. - Now rites of pilgrimage are by . ·no 
means distinctive of Old Testament religion; - and further-
more they have not survived as the .residuum of that reli-
gion in : tne forms of either Judaism or Christianity.:. Ac-
cordingly none has called attention to the subject except 
- .. ~ -
. . d ll 1 lncl enta y. 
Semi t~c religions, however, are regularly de-
,r; 
scribed as_ iilvolviilg pilgrimage.~ · And one student of 
Old Testament -religion, John P. Pet~rs, · calls frequent 
-
attention to the fact .and charact~r of Hebrew Pilgrimage. -
r ' ' '' ' -• • - '• - •• 
·rn describing the :period of ·the Restoration he says, 3 
--. . -
"The occasion of a pilgrimage from ·Babylonia with gifts 
for the ·Temple, he ( L e ., Zenhariah ·) turns into a pro-
phecy of the . great new kingdom . , These distant . Jews 
1. · The following references only show the casual charac-
ter ot thought about Hebrew pilgrimage : E. Kittel, Hist·ory 
o( the Hebrews ~ tr. by J~ Taylor~ index, Pilgrimage, refer-
ring to Amos' objections to Bethel,, Dan, fuersheba; and . 
Gilgal. , E. Meyers, ·Die Israe l:iten Ufl.d ihrt3 Nac h.ba rs .tllrnme, 
pp~J70f. A. C. Welch, The Hel:i§P,ion o( Israel under · the 
Kingdom, Iili.inburgh, 1912. p . 22. 
2. Herodotus and Giodo rus Siculu::;, quoted by W. Muir, L if'e 
of' Jt~l~ammad, ed. by · ~. H. We ir, ~dinburgh, · 1912, p . cii f. 
3 . . J.F.Feters, The Iieligion of' t he Hebrews, Boston~1914. r.320-
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have cbme bearing the tribute .which, · UJ1known to them-
selves, · .is the crown of the . new king~_ n , zechariah 
''not only pictures the Jews 1i ving over : all · the world 
. . . 
making their pilgrimages · ( . and incidentally · this :· is 
evidence of the · fact tnat such -Jews .were mking pil-
griinages to the Temple ) ; · but the Jew is to . become 
the agent, through. his very . dispersion, tp . bring all 
nations of the earth to worship Yahweh. "f 
adds,·2· ''At this time ·(- i. y~) about 520 B.·C. : ) 
Ewald 
no 
douot the .nucleus . was formed . of the . collection . of'Pil-
g:r;-im . fungs', . which may first have been gene rally sung 
upon the . j ourney , and wh i ch, as still preserved . in 
. . 
·the present Fsal ter, . are . al most . al l ent irely of the 
same form and style} . end stand .&.fart as a sme.ll col-
lection . by thernsel ves .. 11 And in . a foot . note to t his 
passage he; says, referving to npsalms . 120-134. I 
have -long . ago shown that . the superscrirt ion of these 
Psalms .. is most correctly . understood . as .· above . . Further 
we mus t remember that such songs . as Psal ms 14, (53)., 
87) 137) might just as well stand in this . collection, . and 
1. · f_$ e .also, Feters, The F:e ligion . of' the Hebrews~ pp . . 31, 
73, 153, 353, and 375 . . 
·2.1 von Ewa.ld, The Hi sto r y o( Israel, tr. by 
p. 103 • . 
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that Psalm 132, on the , other hq,nd, .is. of .. a different 
character, and may have been tncorporated .ill this . series 
. at a later period. ~~· · 
In New Testq,ment time~, · pilgrimage is . an ob-
vious fact to . all . writers. · George ·.Adam B.mith remarks, 1 
- -
. ':In the Gospels, the story of ;• a Galileq,n Prophet . and 
- .. '-
.His disciples, . Jerusalem .appears .mainly . as :a place of 
pilgrimage.;, and· with but few . exceptions, only on the 
occasion of the great :Festivals . .. ~he .is -the .Holy. City.-" 
, __ . -- . 
Pousset . ~alyzes t)1e outward· facts of . the organi.zation 
_,.., 
of Judaism . at this ·time, ·:"-
1) The Temple Tax 
<2) The Pilgrimage ·to Jerusalem 
3) The Sabbath -.Worship .in :the ~ynagogue 
4) The Regula t ion of the Calendar ·for the 
.Festivals 
5) Orgq,nize d .Intercourse .between Jerusalem and 
the J:~iaspora. 
1. . G. A. S,mi th, Jer .u$a le m, l.ond.on, 1907. vol.. ii, p. 559. 
8Be .also pp. 39, 80, 96, 222, 253, 359, 3)6£. 
2. W. Bousset, Die ReLig ion des . Jur;lenthurn.s ·in neutestament-
lich ZeitaLter/2 furlin, 1906. p.82~ 
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The rra.terials for the reconstruction of Jewish 
history .in the Fer sian Period are meagre. Haggai and 
Zechariah 1-8 furnish a little background to the rebuild-
ing of the Temple .in 520 B. C. The Memoirs of Nehemiah 
tell of the repair · of the w-alls of Jerusalem in 444. 
The coming of the Gr~eks in 333 may be taken for granted, 
whatever the nature of Josephus' account.l This is all 
the assured information that we have; and .any contribu-
tion that other literature may off er, ·if useful to the 
his tor ian, must at least not contradict these primary 
sources. 
From the works of the Chronicler .in parts where 
. . . . 
no earlier documents are known to be quoted, that .is:, 
those sections fof Chronicles-Ezra-~! ehemiah not dependent 
upon Samuel-Kings, the llramaic Source, and the Memoirs of 
.. . ' -
r-: ehemiah, we gather l egends of t:il grimage t o Jerusal em, 
- -
vows a.1d gifts brought by pilgri ms to the Temple, appro-
priations from the · Persian treasuries · toward 1'emple main-
tenance_, the granting of official passports and firmans 
to the pilgrims, the institution of a Temp.l e Tax, the 
increasing prominence of the Jerusalem festivals, the 
renewal of the population of J e rusalem, and the attempted 
segregation of the Exile s from the People of the Land. 
1. Josephus, Antiquities_, xi 8. 
l!:J.3. 
Removerl from the historical ~ramework in which the Chroni-
cler has placed ·them, these legends are neither .incredi-
ble nor contradictory to the older sources. 'I'he origin 
of the feud betweent the Exiles and the People of the 
Land has been frequently written upon. 'The other -legends 
- -· - -
set forth by the -Chronicler in this connection resolve 
themselves .into two groups, those dealing with the rise 
of the Jerusalem Pilgrimage Festivals, and those describ-
ing the character of the population of Jerusalem. 
Religious pilgrimage .is pr acticed by most pe ople 
who have not attained a very high spiritual development; 
yet while i t . is by no means limited to ~emi tes, it is a 
particularly prominent rite amongst Semitic _reoples . 
·.Arab journeys t o Mekka_, Khufa_, Nabi M~s_a; Jewish pil-
grimage to Jerusalem in Hasmonean and Roman times, to 
Khufa in the J!.bbas i d period; •.Abyssinian to Lalebela and 
·.Aksum ... are well known. rviost of these pilgrimages... even 
though made but once in t he life t i me of the individual_, are 
annual events; in deed... in some cases the rnly occasion 
when the sol ar instead of the -lunar year i s used by Muslims 
is in the fix i ng of such annual fe stiva l s as those of l!abi 
~ - ~ 
uus a ,,;ad · an ,,, · r and \.'•.a.d- l. ar-.t'<.ub ln.-m ·} " l - r.l m .... The origin of 
pilgrimage among 2emi tes is unknown: : more t han like l y i t 
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began .in the _annual nomadic trek of · the tribe from one 
pasture oasis to another, each in its appointed season; 
and because every oasis is a shrine, the arrival was the 
oocasion for a religious observance, whose rites would 
survive in a pilgrimage thither long after the tribe had 
for some reason ceased _its annual migration to the shrine. 
In case this is the correct theory of the origin of no-
- . 
madic pilgrimage, :r;erhaps Ex:. 34:123, which, despite Well-
hausen, may well be much older than is its context of 
agricultural festivals of Canaan, is reminiscent of a 
time when primitive Hebrews made the annual round of three 
oases to find pasture for their cattle. 
The term pilgrimage may be taken to mean any 
journey undertaken mainly for religious motives to a 
sacred place. . 'ilnd we may note that a seemingly necessary 
feature of the practice of pilgrimage is the preservation 
of ritual and folklore connected vl'i. th the shrine visi ted, 
which are of a rm.ueh rrore primit ive quality t han - the cul-
tural status of t11e pilgrims themselves wo uld produce at 
home; and group solidarity of all the pilgrims, even 
though community of interests in other than religious mat-
ters .is exceedingly slight .~ becomes abnormally strengthened. 
Mekka, Lhasa .1 and Rom;-e 1 clearly illustrate these points . 
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:Individual enlightened Muslims sometimes purge their re-
. . ·- . . 
ligious thinking of t_J.w cruder superstitious elements 
- - ·.. - . - . 
quite as successfully · as do Christians, but they are prac-
tically obliged to abandon the custom of pilgrimage as a 
hopelessly conservative .institution. The Easter and Nabi 
1Vmsa pilgrimages and the Passover celebration are the oc-
casion of most of the disturbances in Palestine today . . 
. It is not surprising that the Hebrews!. with 
their 2emi tic background, carried on the customs of pil- . 
grimage . llivid, planning his · escape from Saul, in-
structed Jonathan to tell hi s father that he has gone to 
Bethlehem because "there is an annual sacrifice there for 
all the family. n 1 1vidently the excuse was reasonable 
and such festivals were well known. ~wkanah yearly went 
" to the shrine at Shiloh w. i t h his f amily. L ·.Amos at tended 
a festival gathering at B::thel, · and expressed his disap-
pro val of the nature ot all such assemblies. 3 The Covenant 
Codes command three annual pilgrimages; 4 . and the legendary 
aacounts of ~ratriareha.l v·ranclering f3 expl ain that they were 
accomplished as under the immediate command and guidance of 
1. I I Sm . ·a): 6 . 
. - ,, 
;2. r an_. _1: 3. 
3. ·.Amos .5: 5, 21.~ etc . 
4. Ex. 34 :23 (J) Ex.23:14 (E). 
• 
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deity. ~raham journeys to a somewhat distant shrine 
for the proposed sacrifice of Isaac. 1 The E Locument, 
reflecting customs of its own age no doubt, yet very 
.. -
likely with historical truth, relates how the Hebrews 
tried to leave Egypt in order to go en p:ilgrimage; which 
was not a lie, for they did just that ·when they went 
to Sinai or to Kadesh. !2 Because of the development 
' 
of religio~s affection for Jerusalem, :IBute ronomy was 
able to direct that all festivals should be held in t hat 
one city. 3 The law of course had its origin in the 
approved practice of the time. Jer emiah seems to ha;ve 
made use of a pilgrim gathering for the reciting of some 
of his oracles. 4 So while it .is true that the re gu-
lated practice of pilgrimage to Jerusalem first appears 
just before the fall of Jerusalem before Nebuchadrezzar, 
yet it is clear that religious pilgrimage of some sort 
was common throughout early Hebrew history. 
From · the middle of the sixth century to the 
beginning of the Greek Period there is an almost com-
plete lack of historical sources; but when this shadowy 
1. Gn • . ·22: 2. 
2. Ex. 5:1. 
3 . . Dt . 12 . 
4. Je r. 7 : lf f. 
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era is past, we find that more than ever before pilgrimage 
to the Temple at Jerusalem is an important element of 
Judaism. ;In the Cospels, the city is usually mentioned .in 
connection with me of the annual festivals.l Josephus 
repeatedly refers to the .i mportance of the great festivals. 
·-· ... - - . - -
Just as the Synagogue repr-ecs~nted ~oca~ religious ~nterests~ 
the Jerusalem pilgrimages exp-:ressed the national religion 
of the Jews. Because the Synagogue has come down to the 
present day and because it has so greatly molded the charac-
ter of the :Cllurch, its origin .in history bas been diligent-
ly, if somewhat unsuccessfully sought • . The growth of the 
custom of pilgrimage 1 however, though a supremelJ' i mportant 
factor in the rise and spread of Judaism, has been ne glected 
by historians , r:e r haps because the custom itself di d not en-
dure; yet more !Ilater ial exis ts fo r the study of i ts orig in 
than remains regarding the rise of the Synagogue . 
Y?i th Nebuchadrezzar' s . destruc tion of Jerusalem 
m 586 B. C. the city population was deported or scattered, 
and little was left but ruins , an impove rished surrounding 
ropulation of reasants, and., what in the East can hardly be 
obliterated, traditional sanctity. The sanctity .ls promptly 
1. G.~. Smith, Jerusalem, vol. ii, rc n p . ?'))' . 
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attested by the coming of pilgrims from the north of the 
1 country to pay a vow at .Zion. ~uring the following 
r;eriod we have not only · the legends of the C'b.ronicler, 
discussed above, as evidence for the development of the 
Jerusalem Festivals and pilgrimage to t hem, but also 
numerous other mdications of their .increasing importance. 
The name of the prophet Haggai has caused son:.e 
. ~ 
comment because of its supposed peculiarity . .£ The root 
rreaning, "to make a pilgrimage", "to keep a pilgrim 
- .. - ·- -
feast n is familiar 'in various ~mi tic languages; 3 the 
is a title conferred upon one who 
has :terformed a rnaj or pilgrimage. ~s a Jewish name this 
form B,aggai, or :terhaps .it was Haggi, also occurs in 
the Elephantine Papyri 4e leven times as names of different 
individuals. It is quite si gnificant that this name, 
previously not found in our ·literat ure , becomes in the 
fifth century so common; together with our other evidence, 
.it points to the growing di gnity of pilgri mage at the time. 
Zechar iah has an important rressage for a group of 
pilgrims just come from Babylon, and he expects more will 
1. J e r. 41: 5. 
·2. 'il~.Andre, Le Prophe te ·Aggee . W. R. Haq;er, Haggai , in I. G. C. 
- - -
3. Brown, Driver, Br i ggs, Hebrew and Eng lis h Lex icon of the 0. T ~ 
4. 'As printed by {bwl ey , Aramaic Papyri . 
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come .in the future who will help .in the rebuilding of 
the Temple. :J. 
Nehemiah because of his meeting with returned 
pilgrims from Jerusalem bewails the fate of his sacred 
city, and makes a j ourney there himself, armed with 
a royal firman for · the repair of the wall.'2 
In the finer imagination of poetry, the pro-
phecies contained in the latter half of the Book of 
Isaiah describe the joys of the Jerusalem..;..bound pilgrims. 
. . . 
The hill and the mountains at the Lord's voice shall be 
made level, the wilderness shall become a safe pathway, 
there shall be abundance of water, even rivers in the 
.. . .. ·-· - - ···- -
desert, food for those who journey; the march shall 
be triumphant, like the coming of the :Israelites out 
of Egypt. Even the sea shall not be a barrier. 3 The 
beauty of the hope of these homeward turned Exiles is 
known perhaps as familiarly as any thought from ~ripture. 
It is quite :pGSsible that the poem incorporated 
in Is. 2:;2-4 = Mic.4:: 1-5 come s f rom somewhat the same · time 
Its picture is consistent with Is. 40- 66 in this res:Qect. 
1. Zech. 6 : 10, 15. 
;2. Neh. lf. 
3 . . Is.40:3-5; 41: '17· :;- ~1A1£ : ' 2Gi+:ffit- 1 ~;i :13-17; 46:Ji2f.; 52:1-10; 
58: 12; 61:4ff.; to; 62; 66: Cf . various Pss., as e7 . 
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The likeness of this ideal return to Jerusalem 
to the marvellously guarded exodus from ,~ypt .is the more 
striking when it is recalled that while these poetic 
.. - . - - . 
comparisons of the Jerusalem pilgrimage to the first 
triumphant national journey were being composed) the 
Priestly .Ibcument of the Hexateuch) with its descripti ons 
of the' plagues in ~ypt) of the glorious crossing of the 
and of the providential guidance of the Israeli~es 
- -
in the Wilderness was being put .into its present form. The 
.Zionists of Babylon thus idealized their own exodus. 
The attempt to date the individual Psalms has 
- -
never proved very useful. Great Psalms) like great 
hymns) are the property of all time; and poetry that 
appeals to every age is unlikely to · bear the p3culiar no-
tions of particular place and time . Nevertheless) it is 
agreed that the Fersian Period in all probability had much 
to do with the forming and perhaps with -the gathering of cer-
tain groups of Psalms. It is therefore of significance to 
note the number of Pilgrim Psalms in our Psalter) the pro-
cessionals) the thrilling desc r_iptions of the events of the 
Exodus and the Wilde rness Wanderings) all told much .in the 
spirit of the Second Isaiah;: and the joy of arrival in the 
Hol y City) the bringin g of vows to the Temple:} and the 
mystic satisfaction that the pilgrims found in the service 
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of the Tern ple. 1 
S ome of the .interpolated sections .in the pro-
phetic books, which of course can never be satisfactori-
ly dated, in their most exalted fanc i es picture the 
sifting of the .r:eople from the nations,:2 the return from 
all the nations, 3 the dividing of the Nile, just as 
once the Red Eea had been divided, for the coming of 
.. - .. . 
those from ~ypt, 4 . 
. - ' 
the way through the .Wilderness, 5 
- -· - - - -
and the :hi ghway t o Zion, 6 all in contrast to the feeble 
- - ' - -
little populat ion of Je r usalem. 7 ~A later writer, con-
scious of t he unful f i lled i de al of the Return, speaks of 
t he pilgrims ' comi ng, one by one , t o Zion. 8 
Thus we have the poetic expr ession of the sue-
cesses and fa ilures of the f irst .Zioni st Movement, a 
movemen t which the Chr onic le r tried t o f it in to hi s me-
chani cal scheme of hi s t ory . But what ever we th i nk of 
the inadequacy of the Chronicl e r' s scheme, and howeve r 
r omantic we find the poet r y. , the return of the Exile 
1. Pss . 66 : 6; E8 : 4; (Cf. 24 :7-10 .) 68 :7; 74:13; 77: XJ ; 
78 ( especially 13-'26 ); 84: 5- B; 95; 96 :10-13; 98 :7ff. ; 
107 :!2-8; ii4; - 13tS : 14f f'. ; et passi m. 
;2. .knos 9: 10. 
3. Is. 11: 11. 4. ls .11: 15. 
5. .Zech. 10:8-12. ?.. ·- -! . .I s . 34. 
7. Mic. 4 : 6 . 8 . I s . 27 : 12. 
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caravans to Jerusalem during the Persian Period shines 
- -
through as a fact of history . 
~ttention has · already been drawn to the fact 
that cities whose predominant interests are connected 
with the regular coming and going of pi l grims keep 
ali ve l onger than other communi ties of the faithful the 
- .. -
religious ritual and customs of a much earlier period. 
That is exactly what we find in Judaism at this time . 
'l'he Priestly Ibcument of the Pentateuch} which .is a 
popular edition of the ritual istic · regulations of the 
. -· . - ·- . . - . - . -. 
Second 'fumple _ and the Priesthood} abounds in ol d mat -
-- - - -
ter · of strangely primitive type . 1 Rel igion takes on 
the popular optimism) with f ar less ethical _insistance, 
in place of the prophet ic pessimism of advancing thought. 
-- -
:.Angels and demons ) in a fair way to oblivion because of 
the progress of rr:onothei smJ are born in Jew i sh literature . 
'And finally this over- self-conscious Judaism whi ch had been 
nationally _inflamed from its source in the Je rusalem festi -
vals w-as able_, even though irrational and ridiculous_, to 
withstand Greek civilization . 
:Along :with the fact of the constant influx of pil-
1. Cf. G, •. F. Moor e J The Ris e o( Nor}Tiatiue Judaism_, in The Harucrd 
Theolog.ical Re view_, vol. XV II J .No.4) pp~307-374 . 
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grims from abroad, there are certain .interesting charac-
teristics of the Jerusalem population during ti1e Persian 
Period. In 444 B. C. Jerusalem was a ruin, or Khurbet; + 
no doubt there was an inhabited village, but the dwellers 
were so few as to be negligible in comparison with the ex..:. 
tent of the former city. The Temple, however, had been 
rebuilt; and the sacred site, had as we have seen been 
frequently visited by the pilgrims. This Khurbet, how-
ever, belonged, so far as we can judge, to the People 
of the :Land. .It was they who had mouened .its destruc-
tion,:2 and who had rebuilt the Temple on the sacred place .3 
~ng before the pilgrims from a distance had come to it, 
they had worshipped there. 1'he Temple that they built 
was therefore their own.1 and returning Exiles might shary1 
but should not usurp its use. 5 But Nehemiah seized the 
Temple for · the Jewish Exi l es and their sympathizers, and 
by building the wall of Jerusa l em he clai med the property 
- -
for the returning pilgrims~ The People of the Land ob-
jected; probably they said that it was thei r s because 
they had · built it; it was only eighty years since the 
1. Neh.!2: 17. · In contrast to a te l., which may continue to 
be a flourishing town . . 
'2. Zech. 7; · Jer .40. 
4. }1eh .;2: 17 ff ~ 
3. Hag . 1. 
5. Neh . 2 : 19; 4f. 
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Temple had been rebuilt, and they had the full ·story 
·-- . . - -
of how their fathers and grandfathers had done the - work . 
--
--
In the controversy, the EXiles claimed that the Temple 
- ·-.. - - -
-
- -
was theirs, and very like l y. the legend of the rebuild-
ing of the Temple contained in Ezra 4 · is the ·story 
- --
that they told to substantiate their cl aim. -
--
In the light of the hostility that grew up, 
i t became imperative that the city have inhabitants. -
While the wall was building, Nehemiah commanded that 
the workers remain within the city. 1 rr radi tion, by 
the Cnronicler very naturally, and perhaps -even cor-
rectly associated with r~ehemiah, tells us that a new 
population of Exiles and their sympathizers was secured, 
in order to insure the proper conduct of affairs i n t he 
. ;':) 
city.~ .A second legend about these new _inhabitants 
says that for lack of support they had had to go to 
other places, whence they were brought ·back by an ener-
'A getic R'xile pilgrimage. ') The controversy as to the 
rightful ownership of the Holy City, whether it belonged 
to the People of the Land or to the Pilgrims :, who were 
constantly corning and going, was at least cne factor .in 
~ Neh. 4:!22. :2. Peh . 11. · 
3. Neh . 13: 10- 14; Is. 6:13, which _I count a later addition, 
may refer to this new Jerusalem population. 
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the Samaritan ·schism.l '.And the sharp differentiation 
. . - . -
between the two groups left Jerusalem the city of reli-
- ' 
gious enthusiasts., earnest, yet bigoted, . who could 
not even intermarry with the People of the ~d, con-
servative of ,t:ast tradition, who saved for us the ·Law 
and the Prophets. · In the time of the Hebrew Kingdom 
a politic ally conservative city, Jerusalem became, 
' - . - -
like most religious centers, a place of increasing party 
strife . 
While Jerusal em was, as al ways , the religious 
center of Palestine during the Pe r sian Pe riod: , Samaria 
wa s the ci ty of affairs. Both Ezra-Nehemiah and the 
Elephantine _ Papyri impl y that the Pers i an local authority 
resided at Samaria . But neither Samaria nor Shechem be-
came _a famous · place of religi ous festival. . Onl y I:eute r o-
nomy 'Z/f. - attests a genuine Heb r ew sanctity of this di s -
trict, the kind of stor y that might we ll enough have 
been attached to pilgrimage festi val, though we know no-
thing of · whether or not it act ually was so. · Perhaps it 
was an event of Je rusalem pilgrimages, like the '.Arafa t 
ritual in connect i on with the annual ce l ebrat ions at Mekka. 
The El ephantine Papyri wi tness a r eligious interest of the 
1. · Though Rothstein, Jucle n und Samaritaner , f inds the origin 
- . 
at the t ime oi Hosea . 
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people of S:tmaria, but they do not .imply that it was a 
religious - center. · 
Jerusalem, an the contrary, wa.s· during the Per-
sian Period not a commercial or governmental city. :It had 
only me claim to continued memory, and that was through 
the coming and going of religions pilgrims. Once _it is 
even called a Khurbet, or Ruin~ History had brought out 
the religious prestige of Jerusalem, and _any other fame 
was - transitory, usually more or less artificial. The 
inhabitants were a Peculiar Feople. The presence- in this 
Holy City of a few irreligious peddlars1 is a matter of 
remark. The artificial population could not remain long, 
for it had no support, so an ecclesiastical tax was .in-
-" stituted which should maintain those who remained .~ The 
rivalry between S:tmari a, an ancient city with little 
foreign prestige,~ and the artificial Holy City of Jeru-
salem was _inevitable; equally to be expected, too, -is 
- -
, the conservatism of Jerusal em, · for the same r e ason that 
lvekka and Uiasa· are conservative. 
Thus Je rus alem was t he c i ty of the Pious Poor 
who received strength and enc ouragement from abroad. .It 
is but natural to suppose that the conscrcipt population 
1. Neh. 13: 15--:22. -
'2. Neh. 13:10-14; 10:32; Ex.30:11-16. 
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was of the poor; people .in more prosperous circumstances 
cannot so readily be persuaded to move. · The rank and 
file of Zionists have UBually been the unfortunate. · 
During much of the Persian Period Zion must have been 
unique in that piety and :pOverty were characteristic. 
~orne may have though that. the poverty was only a result 
of sin} as an addition to the Book of Micah implies. 1 
But the Book of Psalms} .which must reflect the thought 
of the age that was beginning to collect that literature} 
reckons the righteous remnant of .Zion very poor .in con-
r , 
trast to their r ich neighbors."- Those who ex pres sed 
their piety by living in the Holy Ci t ;y did so at the 
A 
expense of any prospects of wealth. _; That such a popu-
lation could find either reans or courage to continue} 
however} was due to the constant coming and going of 
Pi l grims . 
'Ihere is more or less literature which shows 
the ideals of the people at this time. · Hatred of the 
People of the ~nd, especially the Fd orni tes, Ammonites} 
and ~mar i tans, was bitter · 4 ) very likely these neigh-
1. Mic.7:12f. 
:2. Pss .9;18; 10; 2, 9 ; 35 :10; 14: 6; 17;14f.; 22;16-18,.26; '25:9; 
34 : 2}6, 9f.; 37:11,14,16: _, 29 : 40;17; 41:1-3; 49 : 6-i2, 16; 52 :7; 
62:10; 65 : 4; 68 :14-17; 69 : 7-10;29 _, 32f .; 70:5; 72:2,4_,12-16; 
73:3-7,12,17; 74 :19,21; 81: 3f,; 86:1f.; 102:17: , 41; 109:22, 31; 
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bors had found opportunity to tax or to rob the pilgrims 
· ·- -
who passed their way.5 .~ ith fine .idealism Psalmists 
describe the purity of character required of those who 
may join the population of the Holy City. 6 Others re-
fer to the factions Wl thin the group, to be expected, 
perhaps:, as the necessary business encroachments conflict 
with the religious tranquility of the city. 7 Jmd the 
poet 1 s shock at the irreligiously quarrelsome i s onl;y 
anothe r i mplication of the real type of the city 1 s peo-
ple. One FSalm breaks out in heartfelt appreciation 
of the :reople 1 s unanimity. 8 rrhe Chronicler also 
relates various narratives in a similar spirit. 9 The 
Priestly Code lays a new stress upon the necessity of 
properly conducted tithing for the sake of the upkeep 
of the sanctuary worship. 10 Not only is there the de-
112:9; 113: 1l-8; 132:15£.; 149 :4. 
3. · ( Preceding page L Neh. 13: 10-14. 
4. :rs:63:1-6; Pss.60:6-12; 74:18(?); 80 :·2; perhaps Obadiah; 
Is.i1· :13ff~; . .Amos 9:12; Joel 4: 4; the Chronicler passim. 
5. Tnough the · story of God 1 s protect ion for the company of 
- - -
Ezra mi ght imply a temporary truce fo r pilgrims., such as 
those going to tv~kka always enjoyed . 
6. Pss.15; 17:14ff. ; 24 : 3f .; 26 : 5i .; 46:4 . 
7. Fss. _55 :9-17; 101:8; cf. Neh.13:15- 22. 
8 . Fs. 133. 
9. II Ch. 5; 11:12ff. ; 15:8-12; ·24 :8ff. ; 30:1-5; etc. 
10. Ex: . 30:11-16 and Lv. 27: 30; cf'. Dt .14: 22. - .Also Nu.18:21-32(p) 
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scription of the long pilgrim journeys to Jerusalem, but 
there is also a growing body of processional ritual to be 
used in and about the Holy City; this is preserved both in 
numerous Ps_alms, and in the narrative of the Chronicler. 1 
Whether any of these Psalms date from this time .is of no 
particular import; Fs_alm !24: 7-10, for example, is .in 
splendid classic Hebrew and may be very much earlier, but 
that .it is preserved at all is evidence that .it had an ap-
peal through the later ages. iv!owinckel' s thorough dis- . 
cussion of the historical significance of the Psalms may 
·- . - - ·- .- -
be incorrect .in detail, but it brings out clearly the oo-
- . . -
- - . - . . 
,,-, 
casional and ritualistic quality of much of the material;·L 
the .influence which he finds in many of the Psalms of Baby-
lonian and Egyptian worship would be likely in so far as 
some of the poems may have been used by pil grims from those 
countries. The l arge number of kessianic Psal ms , certainl y 
expresses the strong nationalistic feeling prevailing at 
the Je rusalem festivals. 
Changes in the character of the population of the 
city do not become lilJPparen t until the disturbances of Greek 
times. A religious cente r without important commerce would 
1. Pss.9:14; 24 :7-10;: 43 : 3f. ; 74 : 3; 86:9; II Ch. 5; 30; 
Neh:·: 12:27-43 . 
:2. ~ · Mowinckel, Psa [menst ud ien, Kristiania, 1923 and 1924. 
·-
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be much more slowly Hellenized than t he richer population 
of northern Palestinej 1 but the process must -have gone 
some distance before the compulsory Hellenization under-
- - . - ·-
taken by ~.Antiochus Epiphanes. The High Priestly line, 
which at the beginning of the I:Brsian Period had appeared 
J') 
insignificant, L was now wealthy and thoroughly Gree k _in 
sympathy. The Gymnas ium, scorned by the writers of the 
books of Maccabees, meant that Greek manner of life was 
prevalent, and Greek styles in clothing were apparently 
-- - ... . . . 
common. The later adoption of the Feast of .Zeus as the 
Jewish Feast of I:edication shows how deeply influenced 
the people were by . Greek customs . 3 But the decree o~ An-
tiochus Epiphcn~es forbidding the ethnic religions must 
wholly have changed the once pious character of the Jeru-
salem population. The Chasids who were left there fled. 4 
-"Jerusalem was without inhabitant, as a wilderness, 
there was none of her offspring that we1J.t in or cameout; 
and the _ ~nctuary was trodden down, and sons of strangers 
were .in the citadel, and the gentiles lodged therein. "5 
In spite of the supposed Hellenization of the city, so 
1. I Mac.1:10. -0 .Zech. 3. · L. 
!3 . I lvlac. 1: 11-15; II lviac . 4: 7 -17 ; and. I Mac. 5 : 52 . 
-
4. I Mac .:2: 1,:29f. 5. _I. Mac.3:45. 
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large a part of the population joined ~he Chasids ~hat 
the city could be spoken of as being "without inhab i-
tant" Jerusalem was never again to be described as 
the home of the Pious Poor of Zion. 
In chapter two there was gathered from the 
Chronicler's work a group of factp whose inherent plausi-
bility and whose consistency with t~e Memoirs of Nehemiah} 
as well as the less valuable Aramaic s,ourceJ made them 
appear genuine legendary rremory of actual r.J.storic events. 
Because tbe Chronicler :is not a trusted historian, however} 
these pr obable facts req.uired corroboration from some out-
side source or sources before tb.eir value could be established. 
JiJ:l of these data, regarding returning pilgrims, their 
letters of safe-conduct, the temple support which they 
brought, the festivals whose importance was so magn i fied by 
their coming, their exclusiveness within Jerusalem and Judah, 
their popularization of the ·Law, were found to center about 
Pilgrimage and the resulting character or the Jerusalem popu-
lati on. S,earch through the la t .er Old Testament literature 
commonly supposed to date from the Persian Period} especially 
Isaiah 40-66, the Psalms} and additions to older writings J 
revealed that these topics are the background of though t 
during the .rer iod . The underlJ'·ing facts of the Chronicler's 
legends are, then, true oral n:emory, even though encrusted 
with exaggerated errors in transmission and wri t~ng. 
~he question of the reliability of the Chronicler 
as Jewish histpr.ian for t.Q.e Persian Period may then be an-
swered: negatively, he shows no appreciation of the value 
of his sources, he has no sense of the proportionate irn-
portance of different .bist.orical event~, magnifying according 
to his own interest~, he has .in part , a false, and t.Q.erefore 
wholly unreliable chronological system. . Constructively, 
t.Q.e Chronicler has positive histprical value for t,tle literary 
sources which, t.b.ough misused, may be rescued from him; 
and for the le gendarJi sources, probably of ·Levi tical origin, 
which properly studied furnish a true, if incomplete, picture 
of the Persian Period. These legendary sources are of assured 
value because they are fundamentally supported by other liter-
ature of con temp crary ori g ~. 
E'XCDRSUS 
Translation of Rashi ' s 
Commentary 
on 
Ezra 
• 
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Rashi, Rabbi Solomon bar .Isaac, is by far the 
.. 
most read of the Jewish commentators on -~cripture and 
Tal mud. He· was born at Troyes:, i n Ji!ance, 1040 ~A .. D.:, 
and died .in the same town in 1105. He studied at Worms 
for a time, then returned to his native ·town where he 
taught and did his writing. He commented upon the en-
tire Old 1estament, and up on those part s of the Tal mud 
which have both Mishna and Gemara . 
Pentateuch is the most famous . 1 
His work upon the 
Because Rashi was 
thought to represent so well the thought of the ~!nag ogue, 
{)hristi an .e.xegetes avai l ed themselves of the Old Testa-
ment commentaries, and in the earl y eighteenth century 
. . -
they were done into Latin by J ohn Friedrich Breithaup t 
and publi shed at Gotha . Th i s t r ans l ation, howeve r., I 
was unable t o secur e at the t i me I made the foll owing 
transla ti on of his commentar y upon Ezr a . . 
The prin ted edi t ion which i s here t rans l ated 
is dated at .Ams te r dam in 1783 . The pr in t i ng i s car e l ess . 
Nume rous not es upon the text of Ras hi ar e given i n Yi dd ish, 
and I have added these as foot-notes , "in t he .As hkenazi c 
· ~an guage," all of them bein g r e as onab:by c l e ar Ge r man . 
Rash i himself di d not speak C~ rman to any extent, but di d 
occas ionally, . t ho ugh not .in Ez r a, gi ve French s;ynonyms 
t o expl a i n di ffi cul t Hebrew te r ms . I have he r e se t 
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the phrases commented upon from Ezra in italics, with 
Rashi' s notes immediately following in plain type . . ·
The value of the commentary, in so far as it 
has value beyond .its curiosity} is twofold: .it does 
clearly ca;Ll attention to many of the prob_iems even 
- .. - .. . .. - -
though the solutions presented are .unsatisfactory to 
modern criticism; and .it gives us the most important 
"" - .. 
connecting ·link tetween rabbinical thought and the 
beliefs and prejudices which underlay both the Germa n 
and the English trans l at ions of the Old 'res tament by 
Christian scholars. 
1. Jm excellent pointed text of Rashi on the Pentateuch, 
.. - . -
together with German translation) is now available in 
the work of Julius IBssauerJ Der Pentateuch} nebst dem. 
'" Ras ch i....;Commentare} L Budapest} 1905 . . 
• 
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And in the f'ir[;; .t year . of' Cyr,u{:) . King o( Pers .ia: 
This book follows in order after and attaches to the Book 
of funiel, and therefore the book begins with the con-
junction • . And in the year: for after the death of 
Darius. this Cyrus ruled. · And in the fir[:;.t year of his 
reign, completing the seventy years set for the Babylo-
nian Ex.ile. And in the first year of hi ·s reign the 
House was founded, ·and then the enemies of the Jews 
prevented them. · And during the time of Cyrus the House 
was begun, and it lay so all the reign of Cyrus and of 
Artaxerxes who followed him until the second year of the 
reign of I:arius the son of Artaxerxes, that is, the 
Darius who was son of Esther. Jmd in the second year of 
his reign they built it, for then were fulfi lled the 
seventy years of the feriod of the Exile: because from 
the first year of Cyrus t o the second year of Darius the 
son of Esther was eighteen ye,ars; · ,and it \'{as in building 
eighteen years; · in order to fill out the seventy · years 
of the EXile. · fuis was not the Exile of Jehoiakim; · from 
his Exile to the t i me of Cyrus seventy years were fulfilled. 
In order , to tu.lf U l the . wor(l of the Lord (rpm the mou.th of 
Jerf3miah: the time of the word of the Holy One, blessed 
be His . name, 1 which he spoke by Jeremi;ah tr.e Prophet. 
1~ I The recurring phrase , blessed be his . name, is hereafter 
omitted. ·. 
Ez .1::2 
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'l'he Lor{l rQU$ed · the sp ir .. i t: that is, the will. . :And he 
' .. . - -
sent · forth .a voice . which . echoed through his . kingdom.~ 
- .. - . . - - -
And then the .. Kihg of Perf?ia, .. he · relate~, · . a second ·time 
spoke. But ·what interest ·had he ~n Jeru$~lem . ?1 For 
he : was one of ·the · ~ns of JaphetQ., .and not . of the ·sons . 
of ~em; · and what interest had he ·to .act ·as kinsman to 
their ·Captives, except that the Holy One had roused his 
.will . concerning the :building, according ·to ·His mercy to-
ward Jerusalem2' And he :cau;3ed a voice: that is, 
caused .it . to echo forth. And a z·so . in wr- i t .ing: ·and 
then he sent this . word :with his signature· through .all 
his kingdom. · 
Thus . saith Cyr. ,us., etc.: tnat is, .both the 
spoken word and the written text. .All ·the kingdoms 
-
of the ear .th hath he gi ven · me· ~· that . is; .I . am king , 
and lord it over the kingdoms~ . '!'he Goer of' Hea1Hm: 
. and it does not · sayj the God of the Earth, . because .its 
glory . was given to the· Sons of :Adam:, as it is writ ten, 
- . -.-
"all the kingdoms cf the earth hath he given unto me . " 
that is, · commanded .!lie :, . as Isaiah 
the Prophet had . written . To build for . him a House . in 
Jer.w;; .alem, which is in the Province of Ju(iah: as he 
L A dittcgraph, apparently, co_r:ied from the following 
lines. 
Ez.; 1: 3. : 
E z. 1: 4. · 
Ez.~:5 . . 
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had said to. Cyrus, My shepherd, .all my pleasu:,re shalt 
thou do, and, Jerusalem thou . shalt . build and the Tern..:. 
ple thou shalt . found • . 
so was his word and his 
letter to . all the kingdoms . , Whoever .· among you . of a l: l . 
his . people, that is, the people· of the ~ Holy ·one, 
Let ( the Holy One ) be his help, and , zet him go up 
to build· his House in Jerusalem, which is in the Pro-
vince of Judah~ 
And ·all who are left: ,and all the Jews who 
were left in their places who did not . wish ·to go up, 
need not do so. Let the men o( his place · he-lp him: 
that is, I command the men of his place that t~1ey aid 
and help him with sill ver . and with gold . and goods . and 
beasts, · ·in . order that . he may be . able to go up to Jeru-
salem. With the (ree.,..will offering: which the men 
of tJ.s place vowed for the . ouilding of the House, which 
shows that there . were . among them t~10se . who were · vowing 
vows for the . building of the House . . For , the House of 
God, etc. ' : the word that was proclai med . and the 
written letter that was sent exterid ·,from . where Cyr u~ . be-
gan to speak through this passage . . 
To Ju(iah and Benjamin: t hey were the heads of 
fathers ' houses . who . were of Judah . end Benjamin. . To all 
Ez. 1: 6. · 
Ez.l: 8 
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whom he · rou~ed: with all . whose spirit God ·roused to go 
-
up and to build the House; · 
. build the House. · 
they went up to Jerusalem to 
And all those round about them: the abl 
shows that some of the neighbors of . Israel helped ·and 
strengthened the hands of the Jews .·. wit~ gold . and .with 
- -
silver . and with gifts, in order · t}::lat they might be . able 
to go up to Jerusalem. ·. . And ·With prec i ou{3 things: t,hese 
were sweets, confect ions, so · to speak, · for the journey, · 
that they gave them • . Besides. atl t hat was. vowed: all 
the gold that the neighbors of · t he Jews were preparing 
. besides . what they bad vowed for ·the building of the House 
and the property they gave . them to strengthen them and to 
help them. -. And had pu,t . them .. in the hou{3e o( his god: 
that Nebuchadnepzar had . put .- into the house . of his .i dola-
trous worship . . 
By the hand . ot Jf..t thrada tes . t he · treasurer: this 
was the name of the treasurer of Gy rus, an·:i Gy rus CO!Iimand-
ei hi m to bring the m out. And he nurr!bered . them: and this 
treasurer gave them out and kept record of them. To 
Sh eshbazzar t he prince o( . Ju(iah : t hat . i s, . who shoul:l 
bring . them to their pl ace to Jerusa lem. Some say that 
S.heshbazzar .was . Zerubbabel; · and . some . say that he was Dan iel, 
and that th e name stands for the six ( · shes h) miraculous 
• Ez. _1:9. : 
Ez.+:lO. 
Ez.l: 11. 
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II. ' proofs ( fJOroth ). 
Their nuw.ber-: _ that -.is, - of the vessels of 
the former House. FLatter~: _and the reason that they 
are so called ( _ Heb. _ agarteliin ) -is that they .received 
( . agar ) the _blood that spurted; - it is _ a contracted 
noun, agar-dam-:-~ala. 1 Jfa~laphim: these -were 
,.. r !. 
the knives with :wh-ich they slaughtered t!le sacrifices, 
and therefore they named these knives from the root 
1"\ -
~alaph. ~ Blt some say, wps. _ 
Bowls: these .. were . basins, -<?-nd were called 
' ' 
"1 f. / kephur1in because they .were used for -washing. _ When 
blood spattered ·from the altar., what had s .pattered . was 
- - -
washed from the ·hands at the spout of these basins. 
· Ni:shna i1il : in pairs; or, different vessels of a dif-
ferent sort; but I believe that they were made -_ aJ.ike . above 
and below, so that they could. _ b3, used either side up, as 
we have silver bowls.3 
A b l the vessels .: - here the t otal reckoning of 
the number; -· . although the en t ire number was not listed 
at first, it -is here . 
1.''In the Ashkenazic Language, ~prengbecken. " 
2~ ~'In the t.shkenazic Lang uage, Schech tmesser. " 
3. ''Mishnaim -in t he Ashkenazic ·Language -is Zweifachnet tig. '' -
Ez. 2: 3. 
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And these ar.e the ·sons. of' the prov ilicrL· 
these are the sons of . Israel who are of the province 
of t:9.e . land of I .srae];} . Vvho .. went ,up . with the returning 
of the Captivity to Jerusalem. •· ·And returr1.ed: . and 
now . came to Jerusalem. And J.urj,ah: and the sons 
of Judah came each one to · his own city. 1 
Who enterf3d: those reckoned in the Captivity 
to Bab!~?n~ to gether with. their leaders Zerub babel, 
-
Joshua, and so forth. · J oshu{l: this Joshua .was ·the 
. High Priest. , Jfor(itcai 'BHshan: This is Mo r dicai 
the Je\'l } and he i s called Bi lshan because he spoke 
seventy languages I Jfispar: a man's .. riame. The 
number . of' - the men, etc.· : these men who are listed 
by name . are the men numbered; . and the count .is of the 
people of Israel. The first . M' Lspar has 1=e with 
game~; -- and the second has r:e wit~ path~ an d is 
a noun construed with the men of Israel. 
The sons . of' Parosh, etc ; the . men . of' 
Ne topha, etc.( in vs . 22 ): the title ef the precedi!ng 
gef:l·ealogy of .· each fa t her 's fami ly, or ( · fami ly of ) .a 
place; . and therefore of sotr,e the . names : are of the fathers 
who preceded them in time; . and of some, genealogy . by 
l; ii.e ., Rashi d.oes.not construe the lamedh . with Ju(lah. 
Ez .f"l. 6 • L • . • 
Ez. 2:9 
Ez. :2: 16 . . 
Ez .f"l.f"l3 • L.... L 
Ez. "- 25f. · 
:. ]81. 
: 
place • . 
The sons of Pahath Xoqb: he was a chief' of 
Joshua and Joq.b, sqns who . were born to these . who . are 
mentioned; and it is established by Pahath Jioab ·that 
·they were the former Joshua . and Joab. 
Zakka i: so · the kethibh; · a gere' Zab ba i 1 is 
pronounced according to . a different tradi tiQ.n. 
The sons of Ater to Jehozakim: who ·were born 
to Jehozakim. . But was ,Ater ·the · first, or .was Jehoza-
kim the first . and Ater his son .? 
The men of . Anatlhot h: It .is .written .concerning 
n 
them, L Thus sai t h the Lord concerning the men of Ana-
thoth: · the young men shall die : by the sword, their sons 
and their daughters shall die . by famine; and there shall 
be no remnant unto them: · for I will bring evil upon the 
men of Anathoth 1 even t he year of their visitation •. " · 
But from tradition we ·learn t hat · they t u:rned to God be-
fore the day of their · visitation .. and their sin was par-
doned and there wera -l e ft of them one hundred and ·twenty 
K iria th ~ Ar im: th is i s Kiriath Jearim. To be 
1. But Rashi gives .no vocalization for . Zbby . 
2 . . Jer.ll: 22f. . 
Ez. 2:41. 
Ez. 2:43; · 
Ez. · 2• 55 . · 
• 
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" 
understood: · the sons of Kiria th Jeariin, the sons of 
~epharim, the sqns of Bee roth, so . and so; the sons of 
-
Ha-Ramah, the sons of Qeba', so . and so~ . 
. -
The Pr .iests . the - sons of Jedea iah: up to this 
point the numbering has .been of Judah and Benj-amin; · . but 
from here there is a .numbering of the Priests ~nd the 
Levi tes. 
The Singers: the -Levites . who were ~ingers; -
-
and likewis e the Porters . were ·the :. Leyites who were the 
Porters in the gat es of · the Former House, . and keepers 
of the gates in the For mer House. 1 
The . Neth in i m: who ·. were their servants; for 
Joshua had given them to be hewers of _ woo d . and drawe rs 
of water for the Priests . an d the Levi te s , t he servants 
n 
of the Former House. L 
All of th em ret urned, . each ·to his own city . . 
And so .·all . Isr ael was each man -in his own city, for a f-
fection fo r the heme was upon all thos e who re turne d, 
and eve ry one of th em f or h i ms e lf loved his own hori:e be t-
t e r t han .any ot he r pl ace , an d so returned t hither. 
The slaves of Sol omon: t hey were servants of 
1. ns ingers, . in t he ·Ashkenazic Lan guage, Singe r; Porters, 
Wt·hU'ter." 
n . - Jos 9· " 7 L• ·' • , L~. 
Ez. :2: 59. : 
HZ. 2:61. 
Ez n, 6n . 
. . ~. "'-· . 
Ez. 2: 63. · 
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Solomon the King; · . and ·these -were tb.e -sons of tb.e sons of 
their sons~ . 
F'rom TeL Ke La~: -whither ·they had ,wandered • . ·
And they · cou .ld not telL etc. - their . seed: whose 
fathers had lost their family register:, and thay did not 
know whether they were · of .Israel or not • . 
The sons of Delaiah, etc.-: also these were in 
the sum of those who went up from Tel Melah. 
Who took: each one of the SQns of Barzillai · 
took a wife · and was called by ·their name: :by the name 
of the daughters -who were of the seed of Barzillai; · they 
called the name of their f ami:ly Barzillai. . 
These: these priests~ genealogies .: . because 
they had geri ealog ical lists 'in writing, and their genealo-
gical list was not found. And they were put from the 
pr _ies .thood: that is, they .were debart·ed so that they 
should no longer serve with the .- rest of the priests in 
the Temple-service, because their genealo gical list was 
. not found. . ?? .Arii they .were excommunicated. ??1 
The Tirshatha: this was l~ehemi ah ben Rak aliah. 
And (he i s . calle·:3 the ri1'sha 'L ha) because t he wise men tried 
to · ge t him to dr.ink the .rollute d wine of the Gentiles, since 
1. : Hebrew text corrupt and untranslatable ~ · "In the .Ashken-
azic · Language, 'Uni :Kie ·we rden verunwurdigt .'." 
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he ~as called the Mashqah of the King. : The mos t holy 
-
things: the sacred food - for the Priests. · ·unt i z 
ther~ shall stand a Pr_iest: As. one mi ght say, 'Until 
1v'essiah dies,' that is, · Never . · For ~n~ cannot ~ay,_ 
-
' Until a Priest arise with Ur.im and 'lhummim · in the 
Second Temple, ' becau~e we find in Chapter One of 
Yoma that in the Second· House there .were no Urim and 
Thummim. 
Ez. ·2:64. · All t he cong,r?[£ation as one man: that is, 
they were all as one man] the Priests and the Nethinim 
and the · Levi tes being reckoned together too. : And the 
. , -
sons of Israel numbered above are of the · tribes of Ju-
dah and Benjamin, and those who were lack ing in this 
numbering are not of these tribes. F'or _ty thou~and, 
etc.: that is, these others were twelve thousand, 
who were not counted 1n the thirty thousand . 
Besides tft ei ·r se r ,v a n t s .: who were not nun;bered 
with the Congregation. · And they had singing men and 
sin[£ in[£ women: who en tertained them on the way. , whi le 
they went up · from Babylon to the land of Israel. · 
Ez.'2 :67 . They had vowed: they were making vows for 
e the building of the House . Upon its foundation : the 
saffie foupdation that the First House had had. · 
Ez.-2:69. Adcor(iing to their , strf3ngth: that is, ab il-
Ez. :3: 1. : 
Ez .;:<; . I') . • . .,I• Le 
. -E~~ :3: 3 • . 
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ity . 1 wries.: the name of a gold coin. But some· 
n 
say, · gold dinars; · others say, min,a( s).? Kinas: a. 
weight. 3 It is the weight of .a bar of the size of .a 
mina. · And PT~ .ies.ts . ' . gann.ents .: in which to serve. · 
The first word is · hi ph' il, imperfect, , with 
waw . conversi ve. 4 The · seventh month: tnat is, 
Tishri. · And the sons. of Isrpel: who were in the 
cities that they had made, : And they gather .ed all of 
them as one man: that is, · m haste, coming tpgether 
at once tQ Jeru:3alem. · 
And Ze r .up b a b e l : he i s named so because the 
Sons of Zion used to call him Zara in Baby lon. ben 
Shealtiel: he was t he son of Fediah; but Pediah and 
S'he&l tiel were broth era, the sons of Jeconiah, who had 
prayed for a son, and ( · then ) had called Sheal tiel his 
son . 
And they founded, etc., (or tear was : be~ 
cause of the people who were opposed to them, they found-
ed the ·Altar to God., that he mi ght help them~ 5 And he 
1. n In the .Ashkenazic Language, Ihr Kraft. n . 
2. "Arid I d~ not know a translation into the .Ashkenazic 
Language. :n · 
3. "In the Ashkenazic Lan guage, Gewicht." 
4."I~ the .Ashke~azic ~anguage, 'und im Gericht. '" 
5.-"And Rashi says, · 'And they founded the b~tar on its base 
Ez. 3: 5. 
Ez. 3: 6. 
Ez.3:7. 
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o{{er(3d: the Kethibh is singular, referring to Joshua 
- - A t 
the Priest; · the Qere is pi ural, because : his brethren 
helped . . Mor~ing and evening: t)le contfnu~l burnt 
offering of the morning, and that "between the two 
evenings. rr. 
And the . daily o{{er.inf],s adcor9ing to nu711.ber ,: 
tne sacrifices of· the festival ( s) according to their num-
her and according to law. · 
And afterwar(ls: aft~r the Feast of Booths. 
they sacrificed daily at morning and at evening. . And 
the . ·uew Jfoons: t he first of the month they sacrificed 
the regular monthly sacrifice. · And for every set 
feast: . and for the rest of the feast days their ap-
propriate sacrifices, though they had not yet founded 
the Temple. And for . every vow: besides these t .hey 
vowed free-will offerings as sacrifices. 
And {rpm the f'irs.t day of the seventh mon ty: 
from the first day of Tishr i they began to offer sacri-
fices, though they had. not yet founded the Temple . . 
. - - - -- -
For . the stone · cu .t terp: who wo r ked with stone, 
and the carpenterp: who worked with wood. 1 
in order to bring sacrifices, because they feared the 
--- -
peoples of the lanO. lest they should hinder them and slander 
them before the King.,- so they buii t the altar: to offer upon 
-- -- -·-
it sacrifices so that the reoples might hear and understa.nd 
Ez.3:8. 
Ez.3:9 . . 
Ez. - 3: 10. -
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For , the men o( Sidon and Ty rf3: tlley were tb.e sons of 
Tyre and Sidon who had served in· building the (Former) 
House -. · The ~ea of Joppa: tlle · route· that they would 
bring them. : Joppa is the name of a place. : Accord in!?, 
to the command: according tq t)le permission of the ' 
King that they should build the House and cut the - tiin-
{') 
ber. · The word means permission.? 
In the second month: that is, Jzyyar. Of 
the . Captivity: t:O,at is, those who had returned from 
the Captivity. : Jeruf;alem: that is, to Jerusalem. · 
And they s .t9od: _ the Levi tical singers. stood to lead, 
that . is, · iil song, before the builders. while they found-
ed the House. 
--
3 na~~ea:p. . · 
For the nasseah: 
. . . 
for, 'for the me-
And Jl]f;hU(l stood: they stood and spoke. as one 
man round about the doers of the work of founding the 
House. -
And the builders . founded : they estab li shed the 
what they were doing , ( r·eport i ng ) to the Ki ng that th~y had. 
it in mind to · buil d the House ." Why this "quotation ': f rom 
Rash i appears in Rash i 1 s text i t is difficult to see. 
i. ( · see preceding page ) . -· "In the J;...shkenazi c Lang~e:ge, Zi m..:.. 
merleute; and scme say, Baumenschersch n. ( The latter, a 
misspelling, tho t he meaning is clear .) 
·2. · 1'In the Ashkenazic Language, Erlaubnis." 
3. · "In the Ashkenazic Language, zu obersing ." 
Th. ?: 11 • . 
IDz . 3: 12. 
Ez. 3:13 
e 
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·foundations of the Temple while the · singing leaders · sang, 
and the Priests, clad in their robes of honor., stood, 
having trumpet~ in· their hands . with which to blow. - And 
the Leu ites . the . sons. of Asaph: they. were · t ,tle singers. _ 
fli th cymbals .: a loud (kind of) ~il:;>ilim, instrument$ 
.. . - . - . .. 
of music. · By the , hands of Dau id: . they we r e singing 
the songs . of King .David. 
And they sang one to another.: the verb 1 anah . 
means to sing.l And with thanks~ iuing : that is, to 
be grateful for g rod; · to give ' thanks to The Name. - And 
a~l t he pe op l e : that is, the peopl e of Israel. Be ~ 
cause of t he fo unding ~ they gl ori f i ed ( God) wi t h grea t 
rejoic i ng , do i ng so because of the buildi ng of the founda-
tion wi th whi ch the House was founded . 
'l'h i s Hour:;e: when they saw t he bu il di ng of 
t h i s Hou se -., t hey wept, because they remembered the 
greater buildi ng of t he Former House . And many who had 
not seen the bu~lding of the - Fbrmer House re j oi ced, and 
shouted wi t h a great cry of joy , because t hey had conie 
out fr om the Capt i vi ty . ·. 
And the . people cou .l d not discern: t hose who 
hea.rd coUld not dis tinguish the sound of the shout o f 
1." _ "I n· the AShkenazic ~nguage , ' und sie singen . 1 r! 
Ez . 4: 1. -
Ez. 4: 2. -
Ez.4 : 3. ~ 
Ez .4: 4. · 
.e 
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joy froi:n the oourid of the weeping of the . people, for 
tl;le people were rejoi:cing with a great cry of joy, and 
the sound of the weeping was heard as .well, and carried 
afar. 1 
The enemies . of Ju(iah and Benjamin: they 
were- the peoples wh.cm Sennacherib brought up iD. to the 
Land of Israel. · 
We will , bu.ild with you.: they said so in · 
order to hinde r ·the work of t he House by their · doings, 
for they did not intend to build. We have not: we 
have not sacrificed to ( any ) god . . Essarhadd on: . the 
son of Sennache rib, who ruled aJter Adram.elech and 
_,-, 
Sharassar hi s sons had killed Se nnache rib. ~ 
There is not hi ng (or you . and for . U$ -: that 
is., it does ne t seem good to . us to work wi th you .1n· 
buil ding the House of ou:i:· God . for we will together 
bu,ild: that is, all Israel. 
The people of the land : they wer e the enemies 
of Judah and Benjamin . . that is, 
stopped them . ~ · 
1. Cf. Hag . : ::.' : 3. 
r> Cf. Is. 37 : 38 . Lo 
3. : . ''In the Ashkenaz i c Lang uage, ' und s i e machen Schrecken. ,, . 
Ex. 4: 6. 
Ez.4:7. 
shin. · 
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And waxed hot: . to be spelled witll. the letter 
Arid they hired counsellors against their work; -
all the days of the .reign of Cy .rus, and of .liliasuerus, 
that is, the one who took Esther and who was king after 
Cyrus, until the second year of Dariil~ who reigned 
aft~r -Ahasuerus, the . work ceased. -
They wrpte a si~nah: to prevent the building 
of .the House of The · Name. 1 From the ~ot, ~a~an . . 
And in the days of" ·Ar .takhshastah: this is 
Cy-rus, the • King of Persia, t he same man as Darius . . 
The number-sum of the letters of Cyrus equals that of 
f) 
the letters of lli.rius.'L Cyrus was so named because 
the king was ceremonially pure; 3 but it appears to me 
to be because he was suckled by a bitch, and the word 
for dog in Fersian is Cy rus. 4 Darius was his name • . 
And Artakhshasta5 me ans the kingdom: · all the kingdom, 
in its entirety, was named, in the il..ramaic Language, 
- . -
Artakhshasta. wrote with .words of 
1. "In the .lishkenazic Languag e , hundern ." 
2. · ti1J =, ~ + iJO + :::00 = 520; ~ 1~11= . 4 ·+ ~DO , + 10 
+ 6 + ' ))0 = . 520 • . 
3 • .. By metathes is, ~~: - · l t!J t food that is ceremonially 
clean. 
4~ · But the Persian v;ord for dog is regularly .!l.. 
5- 1 Artakhshasta is correctly identified with Artaxerxes; · 
.. . - ·-
clearly it is not of il..ramaic origin,, but Persian. 
Ez.4:8 . . 
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peace. Hithrp,dath Tabeal: a man's name; he was of 
tb.e enemies of Judah and IsraeL 1 :And the . r~st of his 
com.pc;m ions.: ~ . 2· his fe llows ana. fr1ends • .. · ?P to be 
r({3ad IN • The writing of the , letter; the wri hng · 
of the letter was Aramaic, in Aramaic letters. rtbe 
.word }Hlt."jii is ]Jtne, a letter.3 But some say that 
it is from the root iiHY and means 'letter' in Aramaic. · 
Others say .. it . means 'sealed". ··. And trp,nslated into 
Arp,maic: there was an :Aramaic translation. 
Eeh Ulfi.: the · name of a man . Bee l Teem: 
(master) of the record; · he was the scribe, to set 'Nri t-
ings in order . Shimshai the scrjbe: he was named 
Shimshai because he was a scribe; he was the son of 
Haman. Bee l Teem: a Lawyer. 4 Wrote a · letter: Re-
hum and Shimshai wrote the letter at tb.e dictation· of 
Mi thradath and Tabeel, all of whom were of the inhabitants 
of the cities. of Samaria. Concernin~ Jeru~alem: that is, 
concerning the bui1iing of the Temple which was in Jerusa-
lem. knemg : ' as it is said '; it is an idiom of Tal-
mudic speech (meaning) 'as follows '. 
1. I So I translate. Eab bi Neuhaus WOllld vocalize differently 
to read, 11It is Eg yptian for Judah and Israel . ii 
- -- - . 
:2. . 11 In the Ashkenazic Jfl,nguage, 'sein ~selschafter. '11 · 
3. That is., .Rashi f inds this text corrupt . · 
-. 
4. A confusion of two .notes on Eeel Teem . . 
Ez. 4: 10. 
• 
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,And the rfjst of their , compc;mions: and tp.e rest 
of their fellows. -. Dinaites~ Apharsathchites~ etc.: 
these are all the names of peoples whom ~ennacherib brought 
up in to the cities of Samaria. Apharf3 i tes; Zoroastrians. 
Arch i tes: sons of Erech) as it is saia) Erech and Achad. 1 
Shu;:>hanchites: the sons of Shushan the Palace. All of 
these are included here as Shechemi tes. Osnapper .: 
Sennacheri b. I.i1 Hebrew he is called Eagle _ ( l il<'.l ) • -· The 
great fam.ou{3: because. he was a great and honored king. 
) 
In the · cities . of · Samar_ia: in the cities which were roun d 
about Samaria. · And the r~st of Transfilumen: the peo-
ples who were beyond the River) on · the bank of the Eu-
phrates) . between the--Land of Israel and Babylon. -. These 
. .. - -
peoples are found beside the -~and of Israel in Transflumen 
and about Babylon. a place . name . _ The 
men of Ka'anath were . all Shechemites) concerned in the 
sending of this l ette r. 
This is . a copy: the word ..... Jl ••• _ ,...., L:•LJ. lei i s the same as 
. DJ t::T18 -. Which the sent to h ilil : The ly is for ~~ . 
Thf! ser!Jants~ the men ot Trr;;,ns(lurnen and Ka'(math: Thy 
servants means the men of Transflum en and the men of Ka' anath · 
. ? 
or all of the _peop l es -listed. in this entire group, all of 
1. Gn . 10: 10 . -. 
Ez. 4: 12. · 
. IDz • . 4: 13. ' 
Ez. 4: 14 • . 
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whom are between the ~nd of Israel and, Transflu!Ilen; · they 
were Babylonians. . The letter begins with. Thy serpants:1 
the , men of and extends through 
thee. 
. HD' n' . referring to the line that they stretch 
' ..... /,-., -~ . - .. ··-
from one corner to another. . But some say the verb refers 
to the foundations, and translate accordingly;, they bu.ilt; 
- - - - - - - - . - . - . 
. it . may ·be · .interpreted, 'They established . t~e wall ·upon its 
foundations,· 1 because in order to . build the measuring 
line was st;retched. 
It' this wa l l be f in ish ed: if it be founded . 
The taxes are real taxes and poll taxes. It w i ll . b e h ur t-
f'u .l UJ:~,to the kings .: the ·royal t ax will fail, for they 
will no longer pay . a tax to tt.1e kings. ·. J!indah: a royal 
tax. · Be lo: a poll tax. . Ha lakh: 
using the royal highways. ·. 
Some Sa,; 'lo<=>s. ' j, ~ 
toll paid by those 
some say 1 ruin· -' 
' ' 
The salt o( the palace we have ·salted: that ·is, 
we ruined the Temple, and we wish it to remain a desola-
tion. Salt means desolation and destruction:, · as, A 
sal ted land. 1 Jt is not seemly for .. uf3 to see: but 
1. Jer. 17:6. 
t 
Ez. 4: 15 .• 
Ez. 4: 16 
Ez. 4: 17. 
Ez. 4: 18. 
Ez. 4:20 
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some say, · It is not suttab~. 1 
Of' your , fatherf; .: the former kings. • And they 
make, m~sc hie{ in . its . midst: and the dwellers in it who 
are of Israel make: mischief, to . the hurt of the kings of 
the ~oples. Some · say that l11fl~'f\1 · means, · The taxes 
they were . paying they! ·were sending to help to make mischief 
for the kings of the peoples. From. of old: from 
former tiines it was their custom to make mischief for 
n 
the kings of the peoples;~ 
That is, outside of -Israel they would be stir-
·ring up trouole for thee, and would take everything 
from thy hand. · · 
Upon Eehu'(Tl., etc. : that is, · Rehwn, the Recorder. · 
Peace and keatll: 1ney greeted with these words , writing , 
Transflumen and Ka ' anath, Peace . Ka 'anath lacks the nun, 
.being the name of a place. -It i s as one says, Peace . be 
unto you . · 
HJ 1 fi t(,) ·- 1 )t:r:e, 'Ih.e · letter which you . sent we have 
· rf3ce ived. 
And mi ghty kings: . And strong kings there used 
to ·be in Jerusalem, who ruled ani lorded it over all Trans-
flurnen as well as · the Land . of lsrael. · 11101 lacks nun, to 
1. · From arakh, meaning ' fa.r'. 
2. Di t tograp h. 
Ez. 4: :21. · 
Ez.4: :23 • . 
Ez. 4: 24. 
e 
Ez. 5: 1. 
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be YITitten i11JC . The words (for taxes) have. been 
previously explained. : Were !J,i ven to them: · that is 
tc say, were given to those who were kings • . 
Now make a decree: to stop those men of 
the sons of Israel from building · Jerusalem so that it 
be not built. 
Hath been read before me: the writing of 
the answer was read be;fore Rehum anel Shimsnai .and their 
companions, and they went in haste at once to J ·erusalem. 
?Y for 7N. By force and strength: that they should 
no more build the House. 
And then: from the second year of Cyrus King 
of Persia, an<i after r1im King ·Ahasuerus, who took 
Esther, and after him his son King Darius, who 
was. the son of ESther, until the second year of 
rari us King of Persia, who was the son of Esther, 
that is, eighteen years, completing the seventy 
years of the destruction of ·Jerusalem. From the cap-
ture of Zedekiah to the first year of Cyrus to 
the second years of Garius comflete the seventy 
years. In the second year of ,Darius the;y began 
building the House until it was finished. 
Ana Haggai the Prophet prophesied: :And now in 
the second year of Darius, Haggai and Zechariah the pro-
Ez.5: 2. 
EzT 5: 3. 
Ez.5:4. 
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phets, prophesied to the Jews who wexe ' in the land of 
Judah and. Jerusalem in tlle name of the God of Israel, 
( telling them to build the House without the King's 
permission. 
And his princes.;1 . 
In that time: at that time came against 
them these enemies of Judah and Benjamin to upset and 
to frustrate them in the work of the building. Pahath: 
the title of the ruler of 'Iransflumen. Shethar7"'bozanai: 
the name of a p30ple, and their com:r;anions and accom-
plices. ·who - ? Who commanded you to build this 
House ? And to finish this waLl ? and to finish 
this foundation. 
lie said to them: . the enemies of Judah and 
n 
Benjamin s~id to Israel. L ''" 
And t he eye of' God: and the eye of God which 
was upon them was upon the elders of Judah to further 
them in the work of the building. Anci they did not 
stop them: they di d not stof the builders. Until a 
command should come to wr: .ius: and the elders of the 
Jews replied that they would not stop until word had 
1. "In the Ashkenazic Language, 1 Sie haben ihn gehoben. 1 " 
2. Either this sentence is inverted, or it belongs some-
where else, it would seem. 
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• 
come to Darius t:he King. And they answered: and then 
the Jews answered. A letter concerning this .: a letter 
concerning this, that is, the answer of :Darius . 
Ez.5:6. Apharsayya: the name of a _f8ople who were in 
their following. td: to Darius the King . . 
E ,.-. 7 ,z.?: . . ~ha lom, etc.': May .t:eace be his ! But to me 
it appears to mean, May all thy days lie in .t:eace ! 
Ez.5:8 GrFJat stone: stone of ~haish, marble. 1 
And timber is . laid in t he walls: and timbers are set in 
the walls in order to strengthen the building that it 
may stand many days.. And this wor{z goe.th on with di li-
ge nee: it is done speedily • . 
Ez.5:10. Their heads: those over them who rose up to 
build the House . imd I have heard it said that the word 
should be read in t:P,e singular, their head. 
Ez . 5:11. And a grr~at k i ng : and a great king of Israel, 
r, 
that is, So lomon 
" J 
built it and founded them.'-
Ez.5:14 Sheshbazzar: that is, Dani el. 
Ez h ·lh 
·;.'· /• Amd said to hi m: Csrus said to S:heshbazzar. 
Ez. 5·:17. The verse .conc l udes the l etter sent by Tettanai 
a::nd Shethar-bozanai . 
• 
1. ''In the .A.s hkenazic Language , ' Murmerstein '. '' 
2. Pr i nter's error} presumablJ . 
' 6:1. 
B. z. 6: 2 . 
Fz. 6: 3. 
TI:z. 6: 4 . 
!Ez . 6: 5. 
Ez. 6: 6 
Dz . 6:7. 
-
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And then: whe n the l etter re ached the han d of 
Garius. 
And there ~as tou na i n Achmatha: and t be. wri-
tin g of a scrol l -vvas foun d the re in Achmatba, th a t is, 
"chama th", ftat c r - rif s . 1 
And let the toun cwtions be strcng l y Zui u : and 
l et the fcundatinns be s trongly l aid wi t h s trcn g s tones 
made f irm, ens ag ainst another . 
Ana three co urses ct gr·eat s tone: and the 
v,el l E cl the found ati c ns we. re of marblE . An a a course 07 
uood: and a cour·s e ci new woo d t o rrake th E ccur :::.e s strong , 
that is, t he th r e e. t ow t: rs , suet as we r s built in th e day s 
or 2o lomcn, three: tcwe1·2 cf stone: ani en s tol'ver ot c t: ::i ar. 
Ana. thou stwlt put th em : an:l thcu ~ho lt rl ace. 
th ;:; m, cr , oni ihcu shalt cause tbem tc If.St , in the Hc u:: .:: 
of Gcd . 
Nc u; Te ttanai, etc .: this is the snswer v.bicb Lc -
ri us re tur-nEd tc TE: t tan a i , etc . Ee y e far frc~ t henc e : 
tr-cm the buil ::Iin g cr th e Hcus ,:: ci Gd., ths t ycu n:a:y not 
'N-= .eke n the han:is c1 thc: d.cc:rs ci the ~<~crk . 
The fasha c( Juciatt : the rul u ·:::; cf the Jsv,s 
1. Tbc HEb rev. word rr.e ans ·.-,at. t r f·ire. , :ha i n J qcut c : <J 
win c:: b<:.:r rs ll, c: tc . 
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Ezf: B. And the King's goods: an d the King's goods 
shall help in this building. The tax of' Trans{ lumen: 
of the tax of Trans flumen which comes to the King. The 
word lacks nun. iil8CN : with haste to build the 
building. 1 
Ez . 6:9. Wheat : wheat for the Shulat.h and salt for the 
b'o r b anoth. f'line: wine for t h e drink-offerings . ( na-
shi ki m.) Oi l : and oil for the Minhoth . 
Ez . 6: 11. Let a beam be pu ll ed out o( his house : as one 
says, Le t his house be a Ehurbeh ! And he sh all be :ie-
stray ed , as I.Bu.teronomy twen ty e i gh t says, Jmd he will 
destroy t hem from off the earth. And some say it i s 
And he shall be hanged upon it: and t he 
beam shall be a gallov;s on v;hich t e shall be bangei . 
Ez. 6. 1:2. Every k in g and ever y people : So Ra sh i t r. 
in tc Hebrew, in contrast to the I have made a 
decree, etc .=: I have made a dec ree J.ri th i s mat t er , that 
the buildi ng be buil t with ha s t e . Tc th i s .ro i nt is the an-
swer of illri us . 
Ez. 6: 13. ~~ J:: as it is sali . Le t Lt be done wit h d ili -
Ez~: 14. 
gence : with has te . 
An d t he el ders o( Jud ah, etc .: . an j the el ders of 
a. nrn the As hkena zic Lang uc:1.ge , ' Eil end i g. ' " 
a>O.' 
the Jews were buildin~ and were successful in thei r work, 
through the pro K hesyin~ of Haggai and Zechariah. And they 
built and established the House . And according to the 
decree: and accordin g to t he decree of Cyrus the Ki ng of 
Pers ia, the first who allowed the foun dation of the 
Buildi ng in his day s , t hi s Dariu s , the Ki n;;! cf Persia 
completed it. Now Artakhshasta is Darius 1 and he is 
so call ed fro m the name of "the l a nd and the kin 0dom· for 
"' J 
all the ki ngs of Per s i a we re named so, j us t as all the 
kings of Egypt Vlere named Pharaoh. 
Ez. 6: 15. And this house was finished : and this Hou se 
was fi nished on t he third day of t he first month, which 
was the sixth year o i' Dar i us t be Ki ng ; and t he time cc-
cupi e::l. in buildi n h· was four year s . 
Ez. 6:18 . Their divisions, t he ir cou rs es: two words 
me an i cg di vi sions . 
Ez. 6: 19. Ke p t t he Passov er: ani the sons of Israe l kept 
the Passover i n the four teenth ot Nisar1, fcllov1ir.. ;;; the 
Adar in wh i ch they had completed the b u.i l ding . 
Ez . 6: 21. All wh o had sepa r ated t hemse lv es: the se we r e the 
fo r e i gne r s who had. se r ar ateci themse l ves f rom the i mpur ities 
of the feopl es and_ bad 1boun-:i themse l vee to I s r ael. 
Ez.6 : 22 . li ad r,u rned the he ar t o( the Ki ng of Assy ria: 
~L'.he Hol y One had tu rn ed the hea r t of the Ki n r~ of Assy r i a 
Ez.7:1. 
Ez . 7 : 6. 
Ez. 7: 7 
Fz .7: B. 
Ez. 7:10. 
Ez. 7: 11. 
toward Israel that dvml t in his kin gdom in the land of 
Assy ria to strengthen an d to prosper (them ) in the work 
of the building . 
A{'ter these things: 
of the bui l di n t,: o f the Templ e . 
that is) after the work 
The King : Darius) accordin~ as the hand of God 
was upon him . But it is said that this is invert ed) and 
shou l d read) And the kin g gave to him all that he sought 
according as the hand of t~ Name hiB God was upon him . 
~n the seventh year : 
the c ompletion of the House. 
that is) t he year after 
For: On the first day of the month of Ni san 
they began to go up frorr. Baby lon) and on the first of the 
month Ab they arrived at Jerusa l em . '11C ' : the beg inning 
of he goin ~. up . Accordin g as the hand of' his God : ac-
cording as the hani c f the Bol ~· One had rros:rereo_ hi m, so 
was hi s tan i urcn him fo r gco'i t 0 prospe r hi m ur on tis 
.J OUrney . 
For Ezra: for thit:i reason be went and prospered 1 
because he hai se t hi s heart 1 etc . 1 giving the re ason for 
his :j ourney . 
1J ~1£ is f o r i JtDE. Hi s commands concern ing 
Israel : t hat is 1 his co mmands wh ich he commanded Israel 
-Ez. 7:12. 
~2. 
to keep. 
The king of' kings: here doubled, because the 
king sent two letters, one to all those who had vowed to 
go up, and one to all the tre asurers to give them what 
they needed. This Book: the Book of the Law. I' D.): 
1) oome say it refers to all Israel, as one would say, 
To all Israel collectively be i t known, that is, t he 
word means collectively; and that Ka 1 anath is the name ) 
of a place where t hese r:eop l e iwe l t, and was the capi tal 
of all t he peoples of Transfl uJLen , therefore a Persian 
ci ty . 2) And there are t hose who ;:;a) that it is an ape-
sitive of the name, n:eaning , that he had made a collec-
tion , and this re:ts r s t o Ezra; that is) the Book wh ich 
he had collec ted. ) o.n:l wb icr" hi;:o Goi bai made known ; so 
that ( in our varse ) it refers to Ezra i n two places. 
And Ka 1 antth is the name of a place , as I have already 
explai ned . 3) And I have heard that Gamir and Ka 1 anath 
are beth r;laces . 4) And I ha ve the trad.i tion from rr;y 
teacher that Gamir me ans all the peof l es together . 1 .hni 
the fo llowing word ) Ka 1 anath, means t he capital; there-
fore) over Is rae l. /md so I belie ve . 
~0 unquire concerning Judah: to seek out and to 
1. Or~ perhaps, "in Babylon;" the print is broken. 
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inquire concerninf! the J ews who were in Jerusalem, whether 
they were observin~: the Law of the Hol y One which he had in 
his hand, for there were of the sons of Israel some who 
did not wish to live by the Law of his God, and so the 
Kin ~ gave Ezra this duty . 
7: 15. To bring : to brin ~ silver and gold of the Kin r: 
an d his counsellors, which they had freely vowed to the 
God of Israel, to su pJ:ort his House, which t hey built 
in Jerusalem . 
7:16. All the silver: all the silver and gol d that 
was vowed that was found in the Province of Babylonia, 
together with what the feo pl e had vowed and the Priests 
who had made vows for the House of the Holy One which is 
i n Jerus alem, all was brought to Jerusalem. 
7: 17. T!zeref'ore: for t he sake of t he service of 
the Templ e . Wit h diligence thou shalt buy: with haste 
thcu s.bal t buy with th i s silver bullocks a.Gd rams and 
lambs and sacrifices and 111i nl}.oth and drink offe rin <o·:s, 
and thou shalt offer them ur on the altar of the Holy 
One. 
7: ~1. And I, even I, Artakhshasta: And I, even I, 
• Darius, do make a decree, and char ge U]:: On all the treasur-
ers who are in Transflumen to furnish from the taxes that 
I have from all the ;::eor les, everythi n.!!f tha.t D~zrc:. the · 
Ez.7:22. 
Ez. 7:23. 
Ez.7:24. 
Ez. 7:25. 
Ez . 7: 26. 
• 
~4. 
Priest the Scribe of the L3,w of the Holy One shall ask, 
( doin g it ) quickly, and not delaying his re quest. 
Unto: a hundred talents of silver for 
buy in.f! offerintis; and a hundred cars of wheat for the 
1/Jin.tJ_iDth;; and a hundred measures of wine for t he drink 
offerings; and a hundred measures of oil to mix with 
the Min~oth ; and salt for the Qorbanoth. Without measure: 
salt without measure was given for all needs. 
1 
zeal. 
Let it be done exactly: let it be done with 
For why should there be - · therefore let the 
treasure rs give all the r e c;ui rements of the House. 
And we cert i fy yo u: that no man shall lord 
it over them to impose uw:on them a levy or a f:'Oll tax . 
And him that knows not: and the jud~e that 
does not know Justice ( Mishpat ) , him shalt thou teach 
to do it. 
I f to banishment: if to cuttin f; t.tim off for-
ever, him and his seed and his family. ~n d to imprison-
ment: thus far is the wri tin2 of the letter which Darius 
~ave to Ezra the Scribe in order that he mi ght take it 
to Jerusalem in order to ins 'f'ect the J.eople in Jerusalem, 
to strengthen them all in the commands of The Name and i n 
1. "In the Ashkenazic Lan<!;'Uage, ' e rnstlich. '" 
Ez. 7 :'27 . 1 
Ez. 7:!';£ . 
Ezra 8: 1. 
Ez.8:3 . 
Ez . 8:6. 
Ez . 8: 15 . 
e 
~5 . 
the service of the Sanctuary, and in keeping the ·Law ac-
cording to Justice. 
Blessed be - . So Ezra wrote in his book in 
order to give thanks 1.mto the Holy One . 
'And his · counsellors: they were the seven who 
saw the face of the King. According as the hand of' the 
Lord his God was upon him: according as the help of the 
Holy One was upon him. I collected of Israec: those 
who were left in Babylon, the heads of fathers' (houses) 
and great men, to go up with me from Babylon. 
Now these are the heads: who went up. 'And 
their geneaLogies: and the lists by families which were 
made concerning them. 'Artakhshasta: Darius. · 
Of the sons of 'Shekan ia h or the sons of Parosh: 
it is one family, and Zechariah was the head of the family. 
And with him: and with the family listed gene alogically, 
the rr:al es of the family. 
Ebed ben Jonathan: the man's name . 
'l'o the river that enters: to the river that fl ows 
into. Into Ahdua: the name of the river. ·And there we 
·camped: and there V>.'e rriade a camp. 'And I uiewed the people: 
and I reviewed those who had gathered with me. ·And of the 
e 
Ez. 8:16 . 
Ez . 8: 17. 
Ez . 8:18 . 
Ez.8:20. 
~8 : : 21. 
a)6. 
sons of Levi 1 found none there: they were the Singers. 
To El:. tezer •• to Ar ie t: they were the ones whom 
Ezra sent. But some say, He sent for Eliezer, and com-
rnanded him to speak to Iddo, who was a great man and im-
portant .in Casiphia. Heads: gr eat c:nes. Unde rsta nding : 
who ~~e re wise . 
And I put words in their m.outjj: t o speak when 
I sent them to ·rddo and his brother who dwelt in Cas iphia. 
Now that is the name of a place in Babylonia. ( They were 
to bring to us Singers for the service in the House of 
The Name . Iddo hls brother : the conjunct ion is lacking, 
for, To Iddo and his brothers . .And some say that Iddo-
Achio i s the man ' s name . 
As the hand of our God: according as the pros-
r;ering of the Hol;y One was UfOn un . !Jan of di s ere t Lon: 
wise man . or the sons of J.fa~li, et c .' : all of these we re 
Levites. 
And of the Nethlnim : of the se rvants., ~:ethin im, 
whom I:avid the King and the princes of Israel had appoi nted 1 
some went up with them . 
Fast : i t i s called a gathering of the p:;opl e , as 
a Fas t of the Gidim, vihich they made together fo r a 
Ta ' ani th . A straigh t way : that he would bring us to the 
place in peace . 
Ez. 8: 23. 
Ez. 8: '24 . 
Ez.8::25. 
Ez . 8 :'26. 
Ez.8:.27. 
Ew:28. 
Ez.8:29. 
'X)7. 
For I was ashamed: .I was ashamed before the king: ... 
so that :I did not wish to ask of him riders and horses to 
accompany us. For we had said: because we had said at 
length to llirius the King that the Holy One did good unto 
those who sought fudm... and poured his wrath _and scorn upon 
his enemies. 
'And he was entreated of us: and accordin~J to 
- 0 
our prayer he brought us to Jerusalem _in _tBace. 
And I separated: and while I was there on t he 
Rive r ·.1\hava I separated some of the sons of the Pries ts 
.and I weighed out to them the si lve r and the gold to put 
in the t reasure chamber of the Rouse of The Name . 
That they ha d o{{ered : which they had offe r ed. 
'.H l Israel there present: the r e in Babylonia. 
'the vess e ls of s Uver, etc: : a tal ent for each 
vessel. 
To a thousand dar. ics: the thousand darics wer e 
-
in these twenty golden bowl s . · A daric is a kind of coin. 
Bright: valuable . 1 1'wo: two vessels. ·val uabl e : the ves .:... 
se ls were like gol d . 
'l'o them : to these principal s of the Priests . 
Watch ye: take care. The chambers o{ the Bouse of 
1. "I n the .Ashkenazic Language _, 'laute r; ' some say, ' vergol det . '" 
Ez.8:30. 
Ez. 8: 34. 
Ez. 8: 35. 
Ez.8:36. 
2:)8. 
The Name: that is, to put them in the. chambers of' the 
House. 
The first month: Nisan. And the hand of our 
God was upon us: to prosper us in the journey which we 
made. 
By weight for all: the whole was by number 
and by weight. .As · they received it, they checked it 
off by this wei ght. · 
The sons of' the 'Captivity, that were ·come 
out of the Ex i l e : these we r e those who bad come with 
Ezra . 
'And they de liv ered the ]{ ing ' s cdmmiss ions: 
those wh o went up from the Exile recounted the commands 
of I:arius the King to the King 1 s nob l e s who saw hi s face. 
·And the Pashas: likewi se the Pashas . 1 'l'ransf l umen : 
that i s , beside the Land of Israel. 'l'ransflumen be -
longed to the inhab i tants of Babylonia. And they f'ur -
the red the people: 
ing . 
and they kept furthering and he l p-
the King . 
These : these v10 r ds which they delivered for 
The pr inces: of Israel. Saying: and so 
1. ''In the J\shkenaz ic ·language, I Grafen . In 
e Ez. 9:2. · 
Ez.9:3. 
Ez. 9: 5. 
Ez.9:6. 
Ez.9:7. 
Ez.9:8. 
Ez.9:9. 
a>9. 
they said to him. 
·nave been f'irs t : in this trespass: they had begun 
this trespass of mingling vd. th the Peoples of the Lands. 
1And 1 plucked: and .I pulled out. 1Confounded: 
(synonym of) . J1'7!J and vin~. 1 
From my '(as t: because I had not eaten anything 
that day. 
Over our head: that is to sayJ very much. 
!") 
But some sayJ More than the hairs of . my head. L 
! 1Jil J': as .if , l))fl ). The daghesh in the nun re-
presents the nun of the root. As at this day: as we see 
at this . day : our s ins are more now that we are free than 
since the Ten 'l'r ibes went in t o •Captivity . 
For a little moment : for an instant. Grace 
hath been shown us: rest. To give us a nail: t o estab -
lish us in the Land oi Israel. 3 A · l; it t l e re u i v. i ng: a 
litt l e life . 'Pnother interpre t ation is, Maintenance . 
! 'or we are bondmen : t o furius t he King . Be 
hath not f"orsaken us; ( the same , in later Hebrew idiom.l 
Hath extended: Hiph 'il) hath ext ended to us loyal ty . 
1. · "In the 'Ashkenazic Language, ' schw indig . ' 11 
.2. The i diom is CBrman, not Hebrew, therefore probably added. 
3. Rabbi re uhaus tr . "nail" as '' a bit of land on wh i ch to 
stand f irml y," or "- on which to found a psg .. '' 
Ez. 9: 11. 1. 
Ti'n 9. 1,.., ~•• : .4. 
Ez. 9: 13. 
Ez.9:14. 
Ez. 9: 15. 
Ez.10: 1. 
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Wall: they were fencing off a fold for the keeping of 
his co~mandments. 1 
r, 
Uric lean: impure, dirty.? 
'And , leave it for an : inher. i tance: that is, 
(leave) the land for your children forever. 
·And after all that · is come upon us: and after 
all the evil doing that has come upon us because of our evil 
deeds. Jmother interpretation is that "all that has come 
upon us'' refers to the Exile. Hast punished us · less than 
our :iniquities: in these hast thou pardoned and forgiven 
as .it is written, Thou blot test out our iniquities from the 
book of thy remembrance, and Thou givest rest for a little 
to the ·land, and Thou hast cast into the de pths of the sea, 
etc . Thou hast not r e quired of us all that is our desert. · 
Shall we again: if we again. Wo u lclst thou not 
be angr y with us ? ' : a rhe t orical question. 
For TJ.on e : strengt h in all our .evil deeds to rise 
up and stand before thee in t h i s ci rcumst ance . 
,jjJJ:: for :, J:l. 
1. This is the same root, cognat e ve rb and obj ec t , as "wall. n 
The Talmudic expression, ~A f e nce about the 'Law, is f amiliar. · 
2. 11In the .Ashkenazic ·Language, 'unrein.'" 
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1;10::2. ;And -shecaniah ben 'Jehiel answered: not that 
he had taken a foreign wife, for he was a righteous 
man, but that he did not wish to shame those who were 
married to foreign women. )!Li'.l' : means ; DJW. Til 
Yet there ;is ·hope: a conditional sentence, as one 
says, There is hope for :Israel .if they are able to put 
away their foreign wives. 
Ez. 10: 3. · 'And such as are born of them: and to put away 
all of the children born of the foreign wives . According 
to the 'counsel of the Lord: · according to the counsel 
and will of the Holy One . ·And those that · tremble at the 
commandment of our God: those that fear Heaven will put 
them away . And · let · it be clone according to the Law: do-
ing this deed , that is_ ~ put ting away one's forei gn wife 
and children. ·Another interpretation is, ill W:J me ans 
. ,, 1l{l:J., that is, as appeared. right t o t hos e who did not 
.- . . 
fear, for(some)wo nld not put ( t hem) away . 
EZ.10: 4. 'And we are with you: t o help ;you. 
Ez.10:7. Voice: cry. 
Ez. 10:8. F'or three clays: at the end of t hree days . 
1t10:9. The ninth month : that is, Kislev. - 'l'rembling 
because o{ this matter: t hey were in fear beaa:use of the 
seriousness of this t respass. And because o{ the rainS: 
212. 
• 
and because of the heaviness of the rains that were t here 
descending upon them they were drenched and dripping . 
- - -
EZ.lO: 11. Give thanks: repent,as from I ,in,, l. 
Ez. 10: 13.. •And the -time of the' rains: the rains were com-
ing down upon us. - And the wor k : this sin had gone far. 
Ez.10: 14. To all the ·congregatioti: the IBOple of all the 
congregat ion. Who have married: who bave taken in marriage. 
Until.... be turne d : until t he hot wrath of the Holy One 
be turned ·from up on us. ·As touching ·this rotter: like, 
While he was yet speaking, Job 1. 1 :And while the princes 
.. - -
re mained . to attend to this matter -( t he others departed.) 
Ez. 10: 15. On ace oun t of this: because of this . Helped 
them: strengt hened their hands. 
. (') 
Ez. 10: 16. 'l'o 'Dar i us : fo r, To seek af ter. L 
Ez . 10: 17.. ·And they f: in ts hed : and they completed dealin g 
with the men ·who bad rra rried fore i gn wives: , when they had 
put them away . On the (irst o( · the month : t ha t · is, on 
the first ot Nisan. 
Ez.10: 18. The. i r hands : that i s _, themselves ; as J The hand 
of J oab was with thee in all this . :And some s ay, ~lmd t hey 
gave their hands to shake :Q.ands, as one speaks an oath .when 
1. T'na t is, the use of '11 y i s similar . 
2. ' -"In the ·Ashkenazi c - ~_anguage , I zu furchen . I r• 
Ez.lO: 54. 
'213. 
one man promises to do the will and pleasure of another. 
G,:DtlN1 ·: from the root, ~lil. This .is not found (in 
the Pentateuch). 
'And of" the sons of · Imm.ar~ etc.' : all these 
are Priests as far as, ·And of the Leu. i tes~ etc. 
'Ana there were some women ot them that had 
children: and there were some of the foreign wives who 
had borne children to them, and they all put away the 
wives and the children. 
The end of the Book of Ezra. 
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Summary St~tement. 
• 
Regarding the reliability of the ,Chronicler as 
Jewish Historian for the Persian Period modern scholarship 
is radically divided. The traditional view, well stated 
by Eduard Meyer, very properly assumes the good faith of 
the author and his sources, but fails to recognize the 
assured results of literary critic ism. C. 0. Torrey, on 
the other hand, presents unassailable literary and textual 
criticism, but because the Chronicler's historical per-
spective is distorted and partisan he assumes that this 
author was writing fiction by .in tent. The present ana-
l ys is of the text ·substantially accepts Torrey's work, and 
finds no written documents underlying Ezra- Nehemiah e xce pt 
an Aramaic Source, Ezra 4:8- 6:18, and the lv1emoirs of Nehe -
rniah. But the remainder, while entirely of tJ.l.e Chronicler's 
writing.i shows evidence of a le gendary background, valueless 
for ch ronology and perspective, yet furnishing a pl ausible 
picture of the influx of Pilgrim settlers into Judah , the 
origin of a methodical system of Temple finance, and the 
rise of a Jewish aris t oc racy . . Evidence from other post-ex-
ilic literary works fully supports the Chronicler regarding 
these matters. 
The Chronicler's reliability thus is measured by 
the accuracy with which he transmits oral legend. . v.e have 
found that underneath his exaggerations and his unhistorical 
classification of events he has preserved numerous i mportant 
facts which can be checked against contemporary sources. 
OU'V--· 
The data thus discovered / iS qui t13 insufficient for a r econ-
struction of the history of the period, hut furnishes a 
much needed statement of the orig.in of certain Jewish ten-
dencies. 
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